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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 14,  1 9 0 6 .  

The Editor i s  always glal} to receive for examination illustrated 
article" on subjects of time ly interest. If the photogr�phs are 
sharp, the articles short, and the facts authen�w, the .�ontnbutlOns 
will receive special attention. Accepted artICles wI,1 be paId for 
at regular space rates. 

TUNNELING BY THE FREEZING METHOD UNDER 
THE EAST RIVER. 

In nearly all sub-aqueous tunneling as at present 
practised, air p ressure within the tunnel of suffi
cient strength to counterbalance at the heading the 
pressure of silt and water is obligatory. The increase 
of pressure required above that of the atmosphere is 
approximately one pound per square inch for every 
two feet of depth. With a small tunnel of, say, six 
feet bore, the difference of pressure required between 
the top and bottom of the tunnel is slight (three 
pounds), but with a tunnel of a large diameter (twen· 
ty-three feet') such as is required for a railway, this 
difference in pressure becomes four times as great. 
As the air' pressure at the top of a tunnel heading of 
the latter size is some ten or twelve pounds greater 
than is needed to properly counterbalance the inward 
pressure of sand or silt at that poip.t, there is a con
stant seepage of compressed air through the river bed. 
This tends to loosen the material of which the bed is 
composed, and if the thickness of silt is not sufficient, 
or if its consistency is not good, there may be a blow
out, whereby a hole is made in the bed of the river 
and the tunnel is liable to be flooded. The expedient 
must then be resorted to of dumping clay upon the 
bed of' the river, in order to strengthen it and fill the 
hole, as well as to increase the depth of e arth above 
the tunnel roof. 

In the two tunnels now being constructed for the 
Pennsylvania Railroad Company under the East River, 
there have boon a considerable number of blowouts. 
These occurrences are rather spectacular, as .a great col
umn of water is projected twenty-five feet or more into 
the air. They have been the object of much comment 
from the newspapers. According to the engineer in 
charge of the w ork, however, these bl owouts have not 
been more numerous than was expected. The method 
of stopping them by' dumping clay upon the river bed 
i� an old one, it having been first used some seventeen 
y�ars ago by the same engineer in the initial work 
upon the Hudson River tunnel. This engineer is the 
man who superintended th e  construction of the Black
wall tunnel under the Thames, in which case there 
was a distance of five feet intervening between the 
top of the tunnel and the top of the river bed. 
A blanket of clay fifteen feet thick was deposited upon 
th e  river bed at this place, and the tunnel w as driven 
without any blowouts. Somewhat similar conditions 
have been met with on the west shore of the East 
River. The twin tunnels, which, are' only fourteen feet 
apart, start from. a shaft which was sunk at the edge 
of the river, and run for about one hundred, feet 
through solid rock. As they emerge' from this rock, 
the face of which forms a gradual i1:lclihe, they run 
partly through rock and partly through salld: At this 
po.int there was but ten feet of sand above the line of 
the tunnel, and it was necessary to dm]:).p clay upon 
the river bed in order to obtain a total thickness of 
twenty feet. After· the tunnel had been compl eted 
for about one hundred' to one hu.ndred and fifty feet, 
this' clay was removed and discharged farther out in 
the riyer; thus making it possible to push forward 
another section of tunnel: This, it will be seen, is a 
rather laborious method of preparing the way for the 
tunnel, but despite the fact that this method had to be 
resorted to for a considerable distance from shore, the 
tunnels have advanced at an average rate of from five 
to eight feet a day. The controct time for the comple
tion of the tunnels expires in a little over two years 
hence. In order to complete them within this time. 
the contractors have only to progress at the rate of 
three or four feet a day. Thus it will readily be seen 
that in all probability they will be able to carry out 
their contract. Of the four tubes being run under the 
river, one of each pair has been pushed forward 600 
feet from the shaft on the Manhattan shore, while the 
other two have gone out 110 and 250 feet respectively, 
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the former being just about to emerge from the rock, 
while the latter is in the section consisting of rock 
and sand. The reason that one tunnel of each pair' 
is  being pushed forward instead of the two is  that the 
contractors did not want to run the risk of a blowout 
in one tunnel affecting the work in its twin. This 
would not be liable to happen if one of each pair was 
pushed forward, since the two pairs of t.unnels a re 
150 feet apart. The total distance under the river is 
about 4,000 feet. The two tunnels that are farthest 
along have reached the p oint of greatest depth-83 
feet-belo1V the surface of the river. The tunnels 
which are being driven to meet these from the Long 
Island side have been eonstructed for a distance of 
1,500 feet from East Avenue, Long Island City, and 
t.hey are already out some little distance beneath the 
surface of the river. At just what point the tunnels 
being driven from the two shores will meet, it is  at 
present difficult to say. The Blackwell's Island ledge 
of rock must be penetrated at the center, and the prob
abilities are that the western tunnels will  be driven 
through this rock, and will meet the eastern tunnels 
on the other side of it. 

With a view to using it in future tunneling opera· 
tions, the Pennsylvania Railroad is experimenting 
with a new system which was invented by. Mr. 
Charles Sooysmith, and which consists, in the main, 
in first driving a small p ilot tunnel and then, after 
installing in it a series of circulating pipes, of freez
ing the mOist material around the tunnel a sufficient 
distance to allow of enlarging the smaller tunnel in 
U' e frozen silt. In order thoroughly to test the practi
cability of this idea, the company drove, from the base 
of an eighty-foot shaft located at the foot of East 
Thirty-fifth Street, a seven-and-one-half-foot tminel, 1 6 0  
feet l ong, out beneath t h e  surface o f  t h e  river. ':'he 
least depth of material above this small tunnel is 
about twenty feet. Placed longitudinally along the 
walls of the tunnel, throughout its entire circumfer
ence, are a series of pipes for the circulation of the 
brine of a refrigerating plant located on the pier. By 
means of this arrangement a temperature of about 
35 deg. F'ah. below zero has been constantly main· 
tained in the tunnel for some months, w ith the object 
of freezing the sand to a radial distance of thirteen 
and three·quarters feet. At different points in the 
tunnel holes' have been pierced t):1rough the cast
iron shell, and run at varying distances into the s and. 
Sealed in these holes are thermometers with electric 
recording devices, which record the temperature con
stantly at the different depths. The result reached 
thus far is that the sand has been frozen about the 
tube a distance of nine feet in all directions, so that 
about two-thirds of the 'distance to be froze!1 has 
already been reached. The i dea is to obtain a frozen 
cylinder thirty-five feet in d iameter, o r  twelve feet 
larger in diameter than the completed tunnel. There will 
thus be a ring of frozen e.arth six feet thick to sus
tain the pressure of sand and water above and around 
the larger tunnel while the plating is being placed .  
By removing t h e  plates of the small tunnel and quarry
ing out the frozen material, the enlargement of the 
tunnel can thus be accomplished w ithout the use of 
any compressed air and without the danger of blow
outs. It is estimated that the enlargement of a tun
nel by this method will require from three to six 
months. The pilot tunnel can be driven in half the 
time required to construct a full-sized tunnel, and as 
all delays from blowouts would be avoided, it seems 
probable that a gain might be made in: the time re
quired for construction as well as in the cost of build
ing. Perhaps the greatest advantage WOuld be found 
in the fact that no air pressure would be required, and, 
consequently, there would be no delays to the work nor 
loss of life from this cause. In the. present East River 
tunnels; according to the statement of the engineer in 
charge, fourteen mf)n have succumbed as the result of 
worldng in the high pressure (thirty-four pounds to 
the sqjJ<tre inch above atmosph€)re), �hile the work 
has been greatly delayed by the frequent necessity of' 
oh.llnging the pressure when different kinds of material 
were being passed,' through. 

THE GOVERN'MENT AS AN ARMOR-PLATE 
, MANUFACTURER; 

Another periodical investigation of' the armor-plate 
industry of this country is' about to be undertaken. 
The House of Representatives has instructed the Secre
tary of the Navy to ascertain whether. or not it is 
advisable to establish a government mill, thereby plac
ing once more upon record its dissatisfaction w ith 
the present methods of obtaining armor plate for our 
navy. 

So highly speCialized is this industry of making 
armor plate, that it may well be doubted whether the 
government can very successfully compete with the 
Carnegie, Bethlehem, and Midvale corn.panies, the only 
three firms which now maintain properly equipped 
mills for the rolling of armor. Many years ago, long 
before the Midvale company was started, the public 
harbored dark suspicions of a secret understanding 
between the Carnegie and Bethlehem compan ies where-

b y  the price of armor plate was maintained at au 
inordinately high figure. Although the investigatiOn 
which was then instituted for the purpose of determin
ing the advisability of establishing a government plant 
failed to expose any such dishonest agreement, it may 
be questioned whether these gloomy doubts were ever 
removed. The new investigation which has been 0)'
deted would seem to show that they still linger. 

A very cursory examination of the armor-plate in
dustry should convince even the most ardent advo
cate of the Fe deral making of armor how hopeless a 
competitor of the private steel mills the government 
would be. In the first place, a plant must be designed 
and constructed at an expense that may. perhaps, be 
utterly disproportionate to the cost of its product fol' 
many years. In the second place, not every engineer 
is capable of deSigning a great mill, and the competent 

• men are in the permanent employ of the great steel 
mills on a salary princely in comparison with the' 
small sums the government usually doles out to its· 
employes. It may be that Congress by appropriating 
the necessary funds for the employment of able engi' 
neers may overcome this obstacle. Still, the difficulty' 
remains of obtaining efficient workmen. Whatever' 
may be the willingness of Congress to set aside fundS" 
for the designing and Quilding of a plant, i t  is ques
tionable whether it would be willing to pay the salaries· 
now drawn by the superintendents and higher officials
of the larger steel mills. To add to the possible trou
bles in which the government may be involved, we' 
must mention the difficulties which would be pre
sented by the labor unions. The private steel mills· 
have the great a dvantage over the government in h av
ing at their command a large force of picked technical 
experts skilled by long years of experience in manu· 
facturing armor plate for the special tests which it 
must withstand at the hands of the government inspec
tors. Because the labor unions make no distinction 
between capable men and incapable and because they 
will tolerate no attempt on the part of employers to· 
pay a competent man more for his labor, the private 
mills have rid themselves of men whom they could ill 
afford to pay the disproportionately h igh wages de· 
manded and h ave, retained only the very flower, as it 
were, of their operatives. The government can, there
fore, hope to secure for its own mill. (if i t  should ever 
be constructed) merely the discarded labor of the 
Bethlehem, Carnegie, and Midvale plants. An edify· 
ing picture of the possible results of such a course is 
to be found in the government printiilK office. 

... .. 
THE CANADIAN COMMISSION'S REPORT ON THE 

ELECTRIC SMELTING OF IRON ORES. 
The preliminary report of th e  commission appointed 

by the Canadian government to inquire into the advis
ability of establishing a plant for the smelting of iron 
ore by electricity will not be deemed as illuminating or 
as exhaustive by those metallurgists who had hoped to 
find in it more trustworthy information than the 
desultory papers scattered through the technical press 
are able to impart. The chief criticism to be leveled 
at. the repo.rt i s to be found in the fact that the ex
perimental plant, the operation of which constitutes 
the chief topic of discussion, was not w orked for pro
tracted periods under commercial conditions, and that 
the efficiency and cost data given are based on a few 
very good performances which may or may not be 
repeated in active practice. Realizing that the condi
tions which underlie the electrical reduction of iron 
in. Europe must necessarily be different from those 
which obtain in Canada, it was determined to build a 
plant at Sault Ste. Marie for the purpose of ascer
taining the cost of electrical reduction in Canada. 
Bilsing its estimate on a 10,00 0-horse-power hydro-elec
tric plant, equipped with furnaces for producing 120 
tOns of iron during a day of twenty-four hours, the 
commission found as a result of its experiments that 
a ton of pig iron could be made for $ 10.6 9 .  Assuming 
that furnaces and accessories would cost $ 100,800,  a 

charcoal plant $50,000, a power plant $500,000, and a 
furnace electrode plant $6,000, making a total of 
$656,800, and, furthel'mor8, allowing 15 p e r  cent for 
depreciation, interest, and amortization, the commis
sion' figures that the cost would be about $ 2.43 per ton 
of iron produced. Unfortunately this estimate is based. 
upon the production of 4.32 tons of pig iron per horse
power year, which was obtained only in one instance. 
Apparently no estimate i s  available on continuous. 
operation under commercial conditions for any exten
sive period. 

It may be that a plant des igned and operated con
tinuously on a large scale would be able to produce its 
pig iron at a cost within the figures given by the 
report. Still we are hardly justified in making that 
assumption on the basis of the experimental tests COll
ducted at Sault Ste. Marie. 

A NEW ALGOL VARIABLE. 
A few Harvard plates examined by Mrs. Fleming led 

to the discovery of an interesting variab l e, RR Lyrae, 
192 242, described in Harvard Circular 54. From a 
similar examination of recent plates, Mrs. Fleming 



finds that the star C. DM. -30 deg. 16169 is a variable 
of the Algol type. 

From an examination of 324 photographs it appears 
that the star had nearly its full brightness. magnitude 
8.58, on 298 plates. On twenty-six photographs the 
star was distinctly below its maximum magnitude. 

".e'. 
SUMMER MEETING OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION 

FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. 
BY WILLIAM H. BALE, PH.D. 

No more entrancing spot for a meeting,of the Ameri
can Association for the Advancement of Science. than 
the campus of Cornell University, Ithaca, N_ Yo, was 
ever visited by that association in all the years of 
its history; and this return to summer meetings, 
which have for several years been discontinued, was 
rendered memorable by the dedication of the largest 
and best-equipped physical laboratory in America. 

The meeting, which began on June 29 and continued 
till July 3, was a special summer one for the reading 
of papers only and for field meetings, for which meet
ings the environment of Ithaca presents many attrac
tions to botanists and geologists. Dr. William H. 
Welch presided, but the presidential and the several 
vice-presidential addresses will be deferred till the 
meeting at New York next December. 

Rockefeller Hall of Physics was dedicated on Fri
day afternoon. President J. G. Schurman, of Cornell, 
made the opening address. Prof. E. L. Nichols, head 
of the department of physics, gave some account of 
that department and of the neW hall, which cost 
$285,000, has some 20,000 meters of fioor space and 
478 rooms, and will accommodate the 2,000 students 
who are expected during the coming year-a striking 
contrast to the conditions existing at the time of con
structing the old hall less than a quarter of a century 
ago, when the lecture room, accommodating eighty, 
was supposed to be larger than would ever be re
quired. 

Prof. William A. Anthony, former head of the de
partment, was unable to attend, and his address on 
"The Beginnings of Physics at Cornell" was read by 
Prof. Ernest Merritt. Dr. Elihu Thomson spoke of 
"Physics and the Industrial Arte;" and President 
Welch of the "Relation of Physics to Medicine. " 

A large number of papers were read in the section 
of physics. Prof. Wallace C. Sabine spoke of neglected 
factors in determination of musical quality. When a 
complex tone is sounded, the fundamental tones do 
not die away so soon as the overtones, and it is found 
that the material of which the walls of an auditorium 
is constructed has a material effect in deadening the 
overtones, and thus changing, the qUll:lity of the music 
or of the voice. Hence it seems that ¥lore. attention 
should be paid to the material with which the walls 
are covered. Prof. Henry S. Carhart and some asso
ciates report that silver perchlorate gives better re
sults as an electrolyte in the silver voltameter than 
the silver nitrate now universally used:' 

Profs. E. L. Nichols and Ernest Merritt reported 
results of experiments on tlie phosphorescence of 
sidot bien de. Light deadens phosphorescence, but 
not all wave lengths have equal effect. The greatest 
effect is produced by the infra-red waves, abol1t 1% 
millimeters; which, however, while theykiil th� green· 
phosphorescence, very curiously stimtllate the violet, 
which is conspicuous in sidot blende; , . 

In the Mechanical Section, the pap�r of ,Prof. Will
iam H. Burr on the Panama Canal was rElad py title 
only in his absence, but he still insists on his. position 
that the canal ought' to be a sea-level an,jl' not, a lock 
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leading Ameriean universities, which included Toronto, 
Pennsylvania, Johns Hopkins, Cornell, Yale, Chicago, 
Columbia, Purdue, Ohio, Illinois, Minnesota, and 
North Carolina universities, Lafayette College, College 
of the City of New York, and Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. 

Dr. L. O. Howard, government entomologist, told 
the Section of Zoology about the great work now in 
progress by the government up.der his supervision, 
of introducing parasites to prey upon the brown-tail 
moth and the gypsy moth, which has been carried out 
on a far larger scale than was ever before. attempted; 
Appropriations having been made both by the State 
of Massachusetts and by the general government, Dr. 
Howard visited Europe in June, 1905, and arranged 
with experts in Italy, Austria-Hungary,Sout.h Ger
many, Switzerland, and France, t6send to Boston full
grown larVal and PUPal of the gypsy moth. The many 
speCimens received were cared for 'at Malden;' Mass., 
and many different species of p.arasites issued; the 
'most promiSing being the tachina fiy. ' 

, Dr. Howard again visited Europe last April, and se· 
cured shipments from many localities, importing into 
Massachusetts 185,000 nests from forty different lo
calities, ranging from Rennes on the northwest to 
Euda-Pesth on the southeast. From these nestS were 
bred thousands of parasites of different groups; these 
have been colonized in the open and in outdoor cages, 
,and placed over good-sized trees thoroughly #fested 
with moth larVal. It was realized that the introduc
tion of additional pests of the same species could do 

. no possible harm in localities already so thoroughly 
infested, whereas by such wholesale introduction vast-
ly greater numbers of the parasites would be secured, 
thus promising earlier relief than by the method of 
introducing only the parasites themselves. 

The Economic Section has maintained the high 
standard reached at previous meetings, both in the 
number and interest of the papers presented in the 
first two days of the meeting, which included a paper 
on the "Economic Advisability of a National Depart
ment of Health," by Prof. I. Pease Norton, in which he 
strongly urged the project with a cabinet 'officer, Sec
retary of Public Health, at the head of the depart
ment. The paper was discussed by several eminent 
sanitarians. 

Prof. James W. Crook read a paper on the "Limita· 
tion of Great Fortunes." The morning of June 30 was 
given up to a discussion of Conditions and Problems 
of Agriculture, in the United States, SOCially and Eco
nomtc�llY Considered, led bf Prof. Liberty H.Bailey; 
Rural Conditions and Problems in Europe, by Prof. 
G. W. Lamrian; Causes and Consequences of the Past 
Ten Years .. of . Agricultural Prosperity in the United 
States, bY'George K. Holmes; Economic Geography, by 
I. Russell Smith, and Investigation of Mathematics 
and Formal Discipline by Prof. G. V. Collins. 

Prof. Carhart gave an evening lecture on the meet· 
ing of the BritiJh Association for the Advancement 
of Science in South Africa last summer, whIch he 
attended as an invited guest. His story of thil:f new 
region so rapidly opening up to civilization,' Ulus
trated by photographs taken by him on thatmemor
able journey, proved most fascinating to the ;]afge 
audience gathered in Snlley C<lllege. 

' 

. Tli'e attendance of member.s · at this meethlg �as 
less than usU/d, hardly over 20'0 having reglstenld. 
Sections' A, H,and I did ,ilOtmeet, but the proceed
ings of the other sections were none the less valuable. 

> .  � ,  • ",: 
• '_It • 

THE ' SENSE OF COLOR IN ANIMALS. 
canal, not only because it is in an earthqua'ke zone, '0 0 The hypothesis that the sense of" co\ors is possessed 
and liable to derangement, but also because �xPeJ;iEmce to' a high deg�ee by animals, and especially' by bircfs, : 
with all other important canals show;:; t4atthey must .' furnished a basis for some of the'most beautifut and ' 
be enlarged, and this cannot be d<)ll,e' with' a lock .� fecund of the DarwInian' theories of sexual selection. 
canal witJ!out putting it out of business for ': a long 'No Darwinist doubts that the brilliant colors of the 
time. Dr. Mansfield Merriman reported' on, constarit . m'ale birds of S'o�e species are destined to attract the 
and probable errors in the estimation of'linear dis- attention of the female birds, i�d this preSupposes 
tances and vertical angles determined by 1,712 obser- ,llIiturally" on the part of these J birds a fine sense qf 
vations on 128 students at theLehigh . Univ'€ir�1tY.'.He Color .. Wallace has asserted th�t to the fact that cet-
found that in estimating length, width, 'and thickness 'Ctain plants' bear fruit of brilliant" colors is: due. theii· 
of boards, 60 per cent of the estimates Were too large,'> 'preservation; the animals, attracted by these colors, 
and in estimating angles by degrees 80 per cent were 1>oreak �e fruits from the trees or plants, carry 

. 
the� 

too large, while the estimat� of angles by ratio sho1'\'- . o:tt; and' thus indirectly assist.in the dissemination of 
ed 60 per cent of estimates to 1;Ie too large. The. higher. '�the See,ds which 'they eoiItaiIi: over· large triicts of l'and; 
classmen made better estimates than the freshp1en. ;;"Andthis'functio� of selection,o� 'the part of animals 
Dr. H. T. Eddy gave technical data of interest in a ' presupposes in ,> them a certain 'sense of' color. Still, 
novel line of investigation, the fiexure of a heavy scientific documents in support of these hypotheses are 
horizontal disk on a vertical axis increasinginlhick- rare. Dllhl, alluding to the scarcity of them in an 
ness toward the axis. as used in the Curtis steam tur- article in a recent number of the Naturwissenschaft
bine. 

The American Chemical Society, in joint session 
with Section C of the association, had a great array of 
papers covering a wide 'range of interesting topics. 
Special interest was shown in the paper of Dr. 
Eugene Haanel, superintenden� of mines for the Do
minion government of Canada, on smelting of ore by 
electricity in the manufacture of steel as now intro
duced at the Sault Ste. Marie mines, which process 
promises to revolutionize the steel industry. 

The feature of the meeting of chemists was the re
ports of researches carried on during the past year at 

liche Wochenschrift, relates some interesting experi
ments which he made with a monkey. He colored 
some sweets with a certain colored dye, and some 
bitter substances with that of another color, and de
clares that after a few attempts, the monkey learned 
to leave without even tasting those articles of food 
colored with the dye which indicated bitter·tasting 
substances, and seized at once upon those which indi
cated sweets. Varying the experiments sufficiently 
he found that the monkey distinguished all the dif· 
ferent colors readily, save only dark blue. Dahl c�Il9 
attention to the fact that Mayer has stated that many, 
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savage tribes cannot distinguish dark blue from black, 
and that even children do not distinguish this color 
until later than all others. - ... 

SCIENCE NOTES. 
A deep sink-hole near Orlando, Fla., has recently 

become of considerable geological interest. Through 
its subterranean outlet it had carried away the over
fiow water of more than a dozen neighboring lakes, 
and may have done this for a thousand years; but 
about two years ago this passage became stopped, and 
the water, thereby shut off from this means of escape, 
filled the sink-basin to overfiowing and formed a lake 
which eventually covered nearly 250 acres of the sur
rounding lower-land, driving many colored' people from 
their homes and covering gardens and cultivated fields. 
It is not known how the subterranean passage became 
stopped, but it may have been from a cave·in of the 
wallS, or from .water hyacinths which filled the sink 
basin. Many attempts were made to open the passage, 
and relieve the rising water situation by dragging the 
sink bottom, exploding dynamite among the debris col· 
lected there, and in other ways, but although much 
time and money were spent in this work, the opening 
reinained stopped apparently as tightly as ever. A 
'snort time ago the idea was conceived of trying to find 
a new passage, or make a new opening into the old 
'one, by drilling a well near the sink. A two·inch hole 
'was first made and a passage was found, the hole car
rying down the water easily and rapidly. Then an 

'eight.inch hole was drilled, and now these holes are 
carrying away the water so freely that the big sink 
lake which has been so unmanageable a thing and the 
cause of much alarm in its ever·enlarging area for a 
long time is rapidly being drained, and the big sink 
environment will soon be in its normal condition. 

An important scheme has been decided upon for the 
study of . tropical diseases, by the Indian government. 
At the present time there are scattered over various 
parts of the country five centers, where the process of 
research is carried out upon a small scale. These in
stitutions are the outcome of private enterprise, and 
Work independently. Owing to their limited re
sources, the work they accomplish, while valuable, is 
necessarily somewhat small in' scope. The Indian gov
ernment has now arranged to consolidate these various 
institutions, to enlarge their field of operations, to 
found additional laboratories in other parts of tlie coun· 
try where investigation on the spot is urgently reo 
quired, and to control their operations from one cen· 
tral institution. The latter is to be located at Kasauli, 
a small hill station in close proximity to Simla, from 
which point it can be easily reached and the institute 
supervised by the central medical and sanitary authori· 
ties of the Indian government. The situation is well 
adapted for the work, the temperature being moderate, 
while scattered among the surrounding hills are num
erous sanatoria, each of which possesses a large hos
pital. There is a Pasteur institute already in opera
tion, but this will be merged with the new building, 
and the .present administrator of the Pasteur institute, 
who has ca�ried out much important and valuable 
work, Will be the first director. The new laboratory 
will' carry out original researches, and prepare and in· 
vestigate curati�e sera for tropical diseases indigenous 
to this country and other similar climes, and the train
ing of scientific workers. The existing scattered In
stitutes will continue their present operations; original 
research in particular being stimulated. This new 
arrangement will prove of great value for allinvesti
gators of different countries of tropical diseases, since 
they will be encouraged to avail themselves of the in
stitutions in India for carrying out on-the·spot investi
gations. 

When we remark that in the manufacture of cocaine 
it is the pe�centage value of the alkaloid which deter
mines the value of the raw material, we can see the 
necessity. for the planter of finding a method of dry· 
ing by which he will iose the least amount. In 
two series of experiment� made by M. de Jong, of 
Fran:ce. upon two products having different origins, he 
obtained th'e percentages of 1.49 to 2.77, or, in mean, 
1.52 to 2.75 and 2.05 to 2.9.1. The fresh leaf,furnishes 
the greatest amount of alkaloid, or from 2.72 to 2.91 
per �cent.·When dried' over lime, the leaf loses cocaine, 
and the value falls t� 2:55 per cent. Drying in the sun 
is fqu!ld, to give values fxolII 2.38 to 2.50 per cent, while 
drying at a heat of 40 deg. C. gives 2.28 per cent. A 
heat of 60 to 75 deg. affords 2.16 per cent of cocaine. 

By drying in the shade for four days and then for over 
an hour in the sun, we find from 2.05. to 2.18 per cent. 
The method of drying in the sun after immersion in 
boiling water gives 1.50 per cent. From this we find 
that it is not an advantage to dry the leaf over quick
lime in practice. If 8un-drying is to be advised, we 
must remark that the leaves should not be allowed to 
become overheated. It is not a good plan to let the 
leaves dry up. naturally in the shade, but they should 

. be dried as quickly as possible. By the use of hot 
water we dissolve out some of the alkaloid. The best 
yield of cocaine is afforded from the fresh leaf. 



A MA.CHIN}) THAT SMOnS CIGARS. 
BY 1'. H. CLAUDY. 

At first sight it would seem that the most brilliantly 
unnecessary of inventions is a device to smoke cigars. 
Nevertheless, such a device haSl a purpose of its own, 
which it fUlfills with precision and dexterity, for the 
simple reason that it smokes cigars with an evenness 
and regularity that ihe most hardened smoker could 
not emulate. The purpose of the cigar-smoking mao 
chine is to show the comparison Of the "burn" of dif
ferent cigars smoked under identical conditions. No 
man could possibly smoke two cigars alike-
giving the same number of puffs to each, the 
puffs all the same length and strength, and 
with the same interval between each puff. 
Consequently, if one cigar burned worse 
than another, the tobacco expert could not 
be sure it was the tobacco which was at 
fault, and not some unevenness in the "man 
behind the smoke." With the machine, 
however, everything is automatic, and one 
cigar is smoked under identical conditions 
with its neighbor. 

The birthplace of the machine described 
and illustrated here was in the Bureau of 
Plant Industry, Department of Agriculture, 
which bureau is making a systematic 
effort to improve the quality of the tobacco 
crop of this country by "employing the 
latest and most approved methods of selec· 
tion of the old varieties, and by creating 
and establishing new strains possessing in a 
marked degree those characteristics most to 
be desired in the various classes of tobacco 
which the market demands." A cigar is made up of 
three parts-the filler, or body of the cigar; the binder, 
a leaf which holds the filler in position, and the wrap· 
per, or outside leaf, which still more firmly holds the 
shape of the whole, gives it a finish, and in a measure 
controls the "burn." 

As the final test of any cigar is the smoking of it, 
the "burn'" is a most important quality of any leaf
its evenness, its speed, its. time of· holding fire, its coal· 
ing, the quality of the ash, the puckering of the wrap· 
per behind the' burning end, all entering into that 
quality called the "burn." It is for testing the "burn" 
of different cigars, and of cigars made with some ele; 
ments similar and some different, as one filler wrapped 
and bound differently,' or different fillers wrapped and 
bound. !!imilarly, that the cigar-smoking machine is 
used: 

It is PQssible that some may quarrel with the, w,Ord 
"machine" used in this connection-the device par· 
taking of the nature of chemical and physical appa· 
ratus. But surely any piece of mechanism which 1s 
automatic in its action, and which performs a piece of 
w 0 r k in a pre· 
scribed manner, is 
a machine in the 
true sense of the 
word .. 

T h i s machine, 
then, consists first 
of a m e a n s for 
holding . the cigars 
to be smoked, sec· 
ondly of a means 
of producing t h e 
pull, and thirdly 
of a means for 
making the p u lIs . 
intermittent. As 
seen in the ill us· 
tration, the cigars. 
four in n u m b e r, 
are stuck into glass 
t u b  e s with en· 
larged ends, similar 
to ordinary cigar 
holders. The s e 
tubes are bent at 
right angles, and 
e n t e r a fiask 
through a cork, 
their ends, all the 
same length, dip· 
ping beneath t h e  
surface of the li· 
quid contained in 
the bottle. A tube 
1 e a d s  from this 

Tobacco Seed Separator 
in Use. 

The seed is collected In the lower 
section of the glass tnbe. 

bottle to a second bottle, and from a T-joint continues 
to an aspirator-a fiask containing a syphon. A third 
tube from the second or valve fiask extends upward 
and away, carrying off the smoke. Behind the cigars 
is a screen of white paper, so that the cigars may be 
compared easily, and the character of ash and smoke 
noticed without trouble. 

The operation of the· device is as follows: Water 
from a constant·level tank is allowed to enter the 
aspirator from the top. The aspirator fills; the air or 
smoke it contains passes out of the outlet tube, and 
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is prevented from returning to the cigars by the 
second fiask or water valve, which thus fulfills its 
function. When the aspirator is filled, the syphon 
which it contains commences to work, and as the out· 
let pipe of this syphon is much larger than the inlet 
pipe for water, the aspirator empties faster than the 
water fills it. The syhon is so arranged that it 
"breaks'" the water at the bottom of the aspirator, 
whereupon the aspirator refills. As the water empties 
from the aspirator, air is drawn through the valVe 
fiask from the cigar·holder fiask, and that air enters 

Variations in Fillers Shown by the Smoking Machine. 

the apparatus through the cigar holders. Obviously, if 
lighted cigars are in the holders, the air passing 
through them will make them burn, exactly as if the 
drawing power were a man's mouth. 

The device smokes four perfectos at once, and if 
they be of average size, five inches long, will do it in 
about half an hour. This is somewhat more rapidly 
than the average man will smoke, but near enough 
for all practical purposes. The pull on the cigars 
occurs at intervals of half. a minute, and continues 
ten seconds. 

Usually, when a man smokes a cigar and it does not 
burn well-if one side gets consumed faster than' the 
other-he is inclined to think it either a poor cigar 
or that it was poorly lit. But the quality of the tobacco 
may be good and the cigar properly lit, and still the 
weed may not burn well,if' the tobacco forIIling thjl dif· 
ferent parts has,not been carefully selected with " �efer
ence one to the other. Dr. Garner, who has this mao 
chine in operation; has established some peculiar facts 
in this regard. The testing of the burn and other 
qualities of the wrapper is accomplished by another 

and the test is much more accurate and complete. The 
wrappers are wrapped around a collapsible tube, which, 
when the wrapper is dry. is collapsed and withdrawn, 
leaving the hollow cylinder of tobacco leaf on the 
glass tube which is part of the apparatus. 

Of course, these experiments are academic as yet
but preliminary apparatus making and lengthy experi· 
mentation are always necessary to produce results. 
It is not hard to foresee how such experiments will 
act if carried out to their logical conclusion. Men· 
tion might be made of the seed-separating device, 

which was the result of the discovery that 
tobacco plants grown from the heavier seed 
were both more hardy and better grown 
than the others. This device, which is sim· 
plicity itself, and is now largely used when 
extra·fine plants are wanted, is also illus· 
trated. It consists of two sections of glass 
tube, with suitable connections, a foot bel· 
lows conne.cted to the lower tube, and a 
valve for regulating the amount of air which 
is pumped in. The mixed seed is put in the 
lower tube, the large one above is inserted, 
and air is pumped in: The smaller and 
lighter seeds fiy out of the top of the long 
tube, and the heavier remain behind. The 
size of the seeds thrown away is of course 
governed by the length of the long tube and 
the pressure of the air. The greater the 
length of the tube and the less the air pres· 
sure, the lighter the seeds which are dis· 
carded. 

The cigar·smoking machine and the wrap· 
per·smoking device it is hoped will produce 

some great practical results. The tobacco crop in this 
country being of such great value, and representing 
such enormous capital, is thought to be an excellent 
subject for investigation, and the trained force of the 
Bureau of Plant Industry, is doing all in its power in 
its home laboratories and field experiment stations to 
bring to the service of its scientists an exact lot of 
statistics, by which tobacco plants can be bred and 
improved as cattle are bred and improved-a process 
whiCh, if successful, will revolutionize tobacco growing. 
The cigar·smoking machine, in spite of its element of 
the humorous and grotesque, is one of the first steps. 

• f.' • 
Effect of Ballooning on the Vision. 

Some valuable experiments have been carried out 
by Dr. Robert Daulnoy, the well·known Parisian eye 
specialist, concerning the effects of ballooning at vary· 
ing altitud�' l1pon the Mlman visual system. The first 
investigation was carried out at an altitude of 6,000 
feet. A bottle was fiung overboard into a lake be· 
neath. The. occupants of the car were able to follow 
with ease the descent of the bottle through the air, 

and also able to 

Cigar·Smoking Machine WhicbTests the Qualities of Fillers, Binders, and Wrappers. 

watch the neck of 
the vessel as it 
disappeared i n t 0 
the water. The 
balloori then soar· 
ed to a greater 
height, and by ex· 
amination the doc· 
t o r  ascertained 
that at this alti· 
tude there' was a 
considerable d i . 
minution of the 
pressure on the 
visual org3,ns. The 
pupils distended, 
and the sensibility 
of the optic nerve 
w a s  appreciably 
increased. As a 
result of his ob· 
s e rva t i o n  D r .  
Daulnoy is of 
opinion that cer· 
tain diseases of 
the eye, If treated 
at a high altitude 
in rarefied ' atmos· 
phere, would be 
m 0 r e beneficial, 
and attended with 
greater possibili· 

A MACHINE THAT SMOnS CIGARS. 

cigar-smoking' machine, or rather a wrapper·smoking 
machine. In tliis device the pull is continuous, from a 
filter pump, and the wrapper is hollow, and has noth·. 
ing in it . .  The burn is supported by the indrawn col·' 
umn of air. Formerly such tests were made by simply 
lighting the leaf and observing the action of burning 
in the air without a draft, but the test was inaccu· 
rate and unfair, inasmuch as a vein might stop the 
burning, or some part of the leaf burn longer than the 
rest. Here the indrawn column of air serves to sup· 
port the burning, as does the filler in the actual cigars, 

ties of success, 
than is now the 

case. Especially would this be so in treating the 
maladies glaucoma and choroiditis, or the releasing 
and loosening of the retina, which are two common 
eye complaints. Owing to the increase<i sensitiveness 
of the optic nerve in the purer rarefied air, the action 
of the liniment or lotion which is dropped into the 
affected eye under such conditions would be attended, 
it is maintained, with astonishing results. 

••••• 
San Francisco is to have a fifteen-story building of 

which all the walls are to be of steel plates. 



THE GALLEYS OF LAKE NEMI. 

Buried undel the waters of Lake Nemi lie two pleas· 
ure galleys, which belonged to the Emperors Tiberius 
and Caligula, and which contain art treasures that 
have been coveted for five hundred years. 

It was Julius Cresar who first hit uponc Lake Nemi 
as a summer resort; for on its banks he built a villa, 
splendid in those days, but later far out· 
done in brilliancy by the floating resi· 
dences of his successors. 

From pamphlets which have been pub· 
lished by Prof. Emilio Giuria and Signor 
Eliseo Borghi, it seems that Leon AI· 
berti, an archbishop, made some attempts 
in the fifteenth century to recover the 
treasures buried in the lake. A hundred 
years later a fairly systematic explora· 
tion of the bottom of the lake was under· 
taken by De Marchi, a French engineer, 
who seems to have been the flrst to have 
made a fairly thorough survey for that 
day. He made a few drawings of the 
probable appearance of Caligula's galley 
as he conceived it, and from his designs 
a Flemish engraver prepared what he 
conceived to be its original appearance. 
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From both, bronzes, pieces of wood, anchors, and orna
ments of all kinds were collected. 

Of the two vessels, the larger measures about 230 
feet in length and 80 feet in beam, the smaller 200 feet 
in length by 65 feet in beam. It is because of their 
unusual size ( war galleys were much smaller ) that 
the vessels, it is inferred, must have been used as 

pleasure barges. Among the more interesting relics 
which have been brought to the surface, and which 
are herewith pictured, may be mentioned a lion's head, 
cast in one piece and beautifully worked. A ring is 
held in the lion's teeth. Clearly, the piece formed 
the top of a wooden column, because wood is still 
attached to it. Still other pieces which, like this, were 

intended for the reception of ropes, are 
wolves' heads, hyenas' heads, and the 
heads of various animals. A remark· 
able specimen is a Medusa's head, mount· 
ed upon a cap. An interesting rectangu· , 
lar bronze grating, with the two side 
bars by which it was held in place, is 
likewise included among the exhibits. 
The bars have projections at their ends, 
so that they could be fitted into beams 
or metal pieces. Inasmuch as there are 
no holes, it may be inferred that the grato 
ing was placed horizontally and held in 
position by its own weight. 

Although stray relics were found now 
and then, no further systematic effort 
was made to recover the contents of the 
old hulks until Signor Eliseo Borghi 
came upon the scene in 1895.  Divers 
were engaged, and the two galleys lo
cated, measured, and carefully examined. 

IF THIS PLAN IS CARRIED OUT, THE WATER OF THE LAKE WILL 

FLOOD THE VALLEY OF ARICCIA. 

Curiously enough, some pieces of lead 
pipe were also found, and these bear 
ample evidence that the galley from 
which they came had been the scene of 
the pl'3asures of Caligula. They bear the 
inscription C. CAESARIS AUG. GER· 
MANICI, which was the official name of 
Caligula. Lead plates were also used in 
sheathing the vessel. They were held by 
flat·headed copper nails some two inches 
long. Why lead should have been used 
is not very clear; it does not form a 
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Redrawn from Illustrated London News. 
1. Lead Plate with embedded nails. and an iron· shod pawl. 2. Diver'e Sketch of the Gal leys. 3. Moldings of �lazed enamel. 4. Mortise and tenon ; joint secured by pins (side and plan views) . 5. Reconstruction of the Deck 

Structure ; plan and longi tudinal section. 6. Ornamental Woodwork. 7. Small Holler and HInge. 8. Metal·shod Beam. 1/ and 10. Diving Bells used during the researches of 1539. (From pe Marcbi'� '!escrlptions.) 
11. Reconstruction of the Galley of Tiberills, from an engraving signed .. Del Galle." sixteenth cen tury. 12. Terril Cotta Tube (perspective and sectional viewe ) ;  stanc� \On and section of same ; lIttle latch ; Jomt WIth naIls  
and mortise. 13.  Relics from the �alleys. A ugural hand ; above It lead pipe. To the left, grattng. To the extreme -left, fragment of tbe side of the galley covered wItb sneet lead. At tbe bottom, bronze rope.rlngs held 
In the moutbs of animals. 14. Metal caps. 15. How a diver saw Caligula's G'llley. 16. Nails bent on being driven into knotty wood. 

RELICS FROM THE ROMAN GALLEYS IN LAKE NEMI. 



watertight joint, and the absence of organisms in the 

lake hardly justifies its use as a preventive of fouling. 

Signor Borghi recovered many pieces of mosaic, 

tiles, porphyry, and serpentine, inter.mixed with col
ored glass and enameled by fusion. These were prob

ably used for paving the decks. 
On the galleys su�posed to have been used by Tibe

rius relics were obtained quite similar to those from 

Caligula's vessel. One of these has the form of a 
bronze cap for the end of a beam, and carries a hand, 

which the Roman navigators always used as a talis
man. 

From the investigations of the divers we may glean 
much of the construction of the vessels, even though 
we may not be able to present an absolutely accurate 
restoration. Some of the wood which was used was 
soft, and 30me hard and resinous. The s oft wood, 
employed mainly for sheathing and deck planking, is 
white pine, hewn, no doubt, on the shores of Lake 
Nemi. The harder wood is either red pine or larix, 

just which it is difficult to determine, because decom

position has set in. Oak pins were employed to hold 

down the planking. In sheath ing the vessels the 
planks were placed edge to edge and joined by wedges. 
As the planks swelled, the edges formed a tight joint. 

Long copper nails were driYen through the planks at 
intervals of four or five feet, the nails passing through 

one plank down to the next, and the succeeding nail 

being driven through the second plank to the third. 
Short copper nails held the planks themselves to the 

beams of the framework. To render the hull parti cu
larly stanch, an outside layer of hard plaster was 
employed, upon which a woven fabric was laid. Then 
came the above·mentioned sheathing of lead plates 
held by fiat-headed nails two inches long. 

The construction of the beams of the framework is 
often ingenious. A beam was sometimes formed of a 
si1lgle piece, and in other cases of two superposed 
pieces nailed together. In order to form a long beam, 
two pieces were sometimes placed together with a lap 
joint, and the whole fastened by three large copper 
nails. 

The deck flooring was made of planks nailed to the 
beams. A method of joining the planks by keys was 
also employed, the keys running in two rows along
side the beam. Although mostly copper .  nails were 
found, it is not unlikely that nails of iron were also 
employed. At all events, one of iron was found : the 
others ( unless they are still undiscovered ) have prob
ably rusted away. The copper nails range in length 
from twenty inches to one inch ; the larger may more 
properly be called spikes. In driving these soft cop
per nails it not infrequently happened that a knot or 
other obstacle was encountered. The result was that 
they curled into the form of a spiral . 

In order to recover these ancient vesselS, many pro
jects have been proposed. I t is obviously impossible 
to raise the crumbling hulls bodily. Therefore, Mal
fatt i ' has suggested the draining of the entire lake by 
means of a tunnel. Prof. Giuria, however, has sug
gested the use of the old Roman outlet. According to 
MaJfatti's scheme, the valley of AricGia would be par
tially flooded. According to Giuria's scheme, the water 
will .be piped a cross the valley of Ariccia, and will be 
made to drive an electric plant. If  the bottom .of the 
lake is ever exposed, the bodily removal of the two 
old galleys will present considerable difficulty. Prof. 
Giuria has suggested the use of i ron cradles built 
around the barges,  upon which cradles the barges will 
be pulled out upon tracks. 

. . .  , . 
Geology and G<,lography a t  the �Ithaca Meeting of 

the A1Ilerican A .... ociation for the 
A d vancement . of  Science. 

BY EDMUND OTIS HOVEY. 
The Ithaca meeting of the American Association 

for the Advancement of Science, June 28 . to July 3, 
was an experimental return to the .. old plim, honored 
by many years' observance;- of having a meeting in th-e 
summer. It  ' was, . however, ' only a ,  partial ' return .to 
that plan, since tllis was a "speCial" meeting, without 
the attractive features of the annual meeting, the 
addresses of retiring president and vice-presidents and 
the prestige of such a gathering. 

Section E, the section comprising the geologists and 
geographers of the association, held most of its meet
ings in the field in the shape of excursions to points 
of geologic and geographic inter,est in the vicinity of 
I thaca. The first business day of the convention, Fri-' 
day, was, however, devoted to the reading of set papers, ' 
30fter the passage of suitable . resolutions referring , to 
the recent sudden death by pneumonia of former vice
president and chairman Prof. ' Israel C. Russell, of the 
University of Michigan. 

The first paper read was by Prof. Henry S.  Williams, 
of Cornell University, and was entitled "Revision of 
the Geological Section Passing Throl1 gh I thaca, N. Y." 
The paper, which had been prepared for the United 
States Geological Survey, considered in detail the sub
division and classification of the Devonian beds, which 
are typically and strongly exposed in the vicinity of 
Ithaca. The beds show intrusions and overlaps of 
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faunas, which have given rise to some confusion in the 
nomenclature, and the author has devoted much time 
and thought in laboratory and field to  straightening 
out the order of succession. 

T'he second paper was on "Abyssal Igneous Injec

tion as a Causal Condition and as an Effect of Moun

tain-buil€l.ing," by Dr. R. A. Daly, geologist of the 

Canadian International Boundary Commission. In 

the absence of the author  the paper was read by Dr. 
A. C. Lane. The paper hypothetically extends the con
traction theory of mountain-building to cover the ex
pl:l.llation of igneous intrusion, geosynclinal down
warps, the location of mountain ranges, and the com
mon association of intense mountain-building with the 
batholithic ( deep-seate d )  intrusion of l iquid igneous 
magma. Among the chief postulates laid down are 
two of particular importance : 1. An earth-crust about 
25  miles thick, within which is  a substratum which, 
on account of its high temperature, acts as a viscous 
liquid. 2 .  The division of the crust into a shell of 
compression about five miles thick, overlying a shell 
characterized by cooling tension. The shell of tension 
extends from the bottom of the shell of compression 
down to the substratum. 

One effect of cooling tension is  tJ) produce cracks in 
the lower shell. These are only partly closed by the 
shearing of mass against mass. These cracks permit 
the dike-like injection of the substratum into the crust. 
The hydrostatic and expansional pressures normal to 
the walls of such dikes cause lateral creep and special 
condensation of matter in the shell of tenSion. A 
dowri:warp of the earth's surface results, and the ·sedi· 
mentary filling of the surface depression prepares the 
way for mountain-building. Mountain-building is ac
complished through the shearing of the shell of com
pression over the shell of tension, breaking the solid 
continuity between the two shells, permitting the in
jection of vast bodies of magma from the substratum 
into the shell of tension, and relieving all the accumu· 
lated stresses. From the discussion which followed 
the reading of the paper it was evident that the geolo
gists of the country would not return without protest 
to the theory of a fluid interior of the earth. 

"Brewster's Neck, Connecticut," was the subject of 
a geographical paper by Dr. F. P. Gulliver, of Norwich 
Town, Conn., which in the absence of the author was 
read in abstract by the secretary of the section. 
Brewster's Neck is a delta whidh was formed in a 
glacial lake and is a form for which the author pro
poses the name "delta-terrace.'" A new point in regard 
to the theory of the formation of waterlaid glacial 
deposits is  believed to  be the following : When the 
margin of the ice-sheet was retreating by the annual 
summer melting faster than ice was supplied from 
Labrador, the ice remained longest in the valleys. 
Some of these valley tongues of ice would stand higher 
than the surrounding hills, and between the tongues 
standing water would occur, in which the streams from 
the melting ice would deposit their sand and gravel .  
Where the supply of rock waste was sufficient to fill 
up the space between these ice-blOCkS and the surround
ing hills or other ice�blocks, a flat-topped delta-terrace 
would be formed ; where the supply was not sufficient 
to fill up the body of water, lobes would occur. The 
author believes that the Brewster's Neck delta-terrace 
was formed between a block of ice occupying the val
ley of the glacial Thames River and a block occupying 
the tributary glacial Poquetanock Valley. 

The next paper on the programme was by Dr. E. O. 
Hovey, of the American Mu seum of Natural History, 
and was entitled "Notes on the Geology of the Guayno
pita, Chihuahua, Mexico, Mining District." The Guay
nopita district lies in the heart of the western Sierra 
Madre in northern Mexico. Here are shown cretaceous 
limestone, schist, and gneiss overlain by volcanic 
rocks ( andesites ) and invaded by granite intrusions. 
Later volcanics ( basalts, andesites, and rhyotites )  
have . supervened, great inclosed basins have been 

' formed and filled with wash from the surrounding 
hill!), resulting in the making of local sandstones and 
conglomerates.  The whole region has been deeply dis
sected by the Aros and its tributaries. Several lantern 

, slides were shown in illustration of this paper. 
In a paper on "The . Relations of the Drainage of 

the Santa Clara Valley, Califurnia, to  That of the 
Pajaro River," Prof. J. C Branner, of Stanford Uni� 
versity, discussed the theory advanced by Leconte 
many years ago that the Golden Gate was closed by 

' elevation not ' long ago, and the waters of the Great 
Valley were discharged through the . Santa Clara Valley 
and the Pajaro River. The author's investigations 
show that the divide between the Pajaro and Santa 
Clara valleys is  too h igh to  agree with this theory; and 
that the submerged canyons off the mouths of the 
rivers point to recent submergence after previous 
great elevation. ' There is no canyon outside the Golden 
Gate, but there probably was one which has been filled 
up by the vast amount of sediment brought down by 
the streams discharging that way. The elevation 
amounted to 3 .000 feet or more, and must have caused 
climatic changes, with greater precipitation and larger 
rivers. One of the rivers. discharged a vast amount 

of debris ,on the divide between the Santa Clara and 
Pajaro valleys, and probably had a variable channel, 
which may have allowed the fishes of the Gacramento
San J oaquin River system to pass around into the 
Lorenzo, Pajaro, and Salinas rivers, accounting for the 
present range of species. 

"The Geology of Coon Butte, Arizona," as worked 
out by D. M. Barringer and B. C. Tilghman, of Coon 
Butte, was presented by Prof. Branner. 

Coon Butte is  a strange, crater-like hole with raised 
rim in the plain about six miles east of Flagstaff, Ari
zona, which has attracted much attention on account 
of its form in the midst of otherwise horizontal beds 
of sandstone and limestone. The nearest volcanoes are 
in the San Francisco Mountains, several miles distant. 
Coon Butte is  the place from which have come the 
hundreds of large and small fragments of what is 
known as the Canyon Diablo meteorite. The authors 
have made extensive excavations and borings here, and 
they consider the evidence as all pointing to the im
pact of a great meteorite as the cause of the hole, 
although they have not yet found the main mass. 

The field meeting of the section consisted of three 
excursions. Saturday the party went to the vicinity 
of Union Springs for a stratigraphic study of the 
Upper Silurian strata. M onday was devoted to the 
examination of the Ithaca delta and the upper ( south
ern ) end of Cayuga Lake, the Devonian rocks exposed 
along both shores and the Taughanock gorge and falls. 
These two excursions were conducted by Prof. Gilbert 
D: Harris, of, cornell Vniversity. On Tuesday the sec
tion visited Enfield Glen J].nder the guidance of Mr. 
R. H.  Whitbeck, of the State Normal School, Trenton, 
N. J. This was a study in glacial and post-glacial 
geology, observing the moraines of the Cayuga Valley, 
old and new, and hanging valleys, and the great new 
gorge which has been carved out of the strongly 
jointed Devonian shales since the last retreat of the 
ice-sheet. A feature of this excursion was an address 
by Mr. C.  R. Dryer, of the State Normal SchOOl, Terre 
Haute, Indiana, upon the geography of the Finger 
Lake region of Central New York. 

Section E can claim, too, one of the principal lec
tures of the convention, which was delivered by Prof. 
Branner upon the scientific aspects of the recent Cali
fornia earthquake, . showing that the principal cause 
of the quake was lateral and nearly horizontal dis· 
placement amounting to sixteen feet at maximum 
along an old fault plane. The members of Section E 
feel that the Ithaca meeting of the association was a 
genuine success. The officers of the section are Dr. 
A. C. Lane, State Geologist of Michigan, chairman, and 
E. O. Hovey, of the American Museum of Natural His
tory, secretary. The next meeting of the section will 
be with the association at large in New York city 
during the week after Christmas of this year. 

A New De .. i:l;n I n  E l e ctric El evators. 

A new and extremely simple design of electric ele
vator has been recently called to the attention' of the 
public, and the new system is said to combine absolute 
safety, economy of power, and economy of space. In 
the latter particular at least it represents a great ad
vance over the present types. All the driving mechan
ism in this case is bolted to the under side of the car 
platform, and consists entirely of a horizontal drum 
revolved by an electric motor. On the periphery of 
the drum is fitted a spiral track, which engages and 
travels in two series of rollers set in the guide posts 
supporting the car. The motor being started, the drum 
revolves, and . the car ascends or descends as desired . 
As to its economy, this system has the advantage en
joyed by all electrically-driven machinery, in that it 
consumes power only when in actual use, and another 
recommendation is that all the machinery being con
tained in the elevator shaft, much valuable floor space 
is  saved. It is claimed .to be absolutely safe, and re
quires no safety devices of any character. The electric 
elevator of this design is  particularly valuable where 
there is an intermittent demand for its use and where 
great speed is not required. 

The {l u rrent Supple1llent. 

The current SUPPLEMENT, No. 1593, opens with an 
article on some recent excavations of Roman ruins in 
North Africa, described and illustrated by our Paris 
correspondent. Walter J. May writes on the position 
of patterns in the molds. Some interesting facts 
about brakes are recounted. To one who soj ourns for 
a few months in the valley of the Nile, new interests 
are constantly springing up. T. C. Mendenhall tells 
just what the engineer finds to absorb his attention in 
the Nile Valley. Joseph H. Painter discusses "Flow
ers  that Feel." Interesting in these days of legion 
breakfast foods is the article on the "Place of Cereal 
Breakfast Foods in the Diet." John M. Thomson has 
taken for his topic the "Chemistry of Artists' Colors 
in Relation to Their Position and Permanency." Con
crete is discussed from the standp' int of a fireproofin� 
material. Dugald Clerk's article on Internal Combus
tion Motors is continued. Some figures are given of 
steam and producer-gas tests of coal. 
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Locomotive Boiler Expl o sion. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN : 

I would suggest, in connection with the locomotive 
boiler explosion described in the June 23  issue of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, that imperfect methods of de
signing and calculating the strength of the longitudinal 
seams are responsible for many explosions similar to 
this one. The effects of eccentric loading, elasticity, 
and fatigue are entirely neglected. In the ordinary 
lap joint the maximum stresses, due to the fact that 
the plates are not in line, are four times as great as 
they are assumed to be. Consequently, they are c on
siderably above the elastic limit. The strength of 
these joints, as determined by tests of new specimens, 
is thought to confirm the customary calculations, but 
the new specimens possess elasticity, allowing a redis
tribution of the stress, while long use has deprived the 
old boiler plates of this quality. Of course, the re
peated stress in excess of the elastic l imit, even though 
it is less than the ultimate strength of the plate, will 
in time produce failure. The inside covering strip is 
offset over the edge of the plate. When a rigid con
struction and an elastic one are used simultaneously to 
support a load, most of the weight is carried by the 
rigid one. With its offset, the covering strip cannot 
have sufficient rigidity to be of much support for the 
joint. Only butt j oints with covering strips inside 
and outside are suitable for any but the lightest ser
vice. The eccentricity of loading should always be con· 
sidered in designing lap joints, and the usefulness of 
covering strips in connection with lap j oints is very 
uncertain. G. E. 

• � .  I ""!9r 
'J.'he Hot-Air Boiler. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN : 

In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for June 16, 1906, there 

was an article upon hot-air bOilers, in the course of 

which the Editor said : 
"The basic idea upon which these generators are 

built is by no means new. Propositions for the con

struction and UBe of such generators, usually for sta

tionary power plants, have formed the subject of a 
number of patents, and have occasionally appeared in 

the columns of the technical press ; but notwithstand
ing this, the idea would seem to be little known, and 

so far as the writer is aware, the method has not yet 

been practically applied to either road or marine loco
motion. This is probably on account of difficulties 
which arise from defects in the compressed-air and 
fuel-regulating devices. It seems evident, however, 
that the system is capable of successful development, 
and promises advantages of such a nature as to merit 
further consideration." 

I t  so happens that I can supply a few facts upon 
this subject, which are subjoined ; about 1853 or 1854 
an experiment with an apparatus similar to that de
scribed in the aforesaid article from the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN was tried at the Boardman-Holbrook ( I  am 
not certain of the exact title of the firm) Iron Works, 
then at the foot of Eighth Street, New York, but since 
destroyed, upon a conSiderable scale ; a steamboat 
about 150 feet l ong was built and fitted with a beam 
engine of about 200 horse-power and a peculiar boiler. 
As I now recall it, chiefly from personal observation, 
it was intended to operate by compressed air forced 
directly into the furnace, having a very short, inade
quate stack. After steam had been generated at a 
certain pressure, communication with the steam space 
was opened,  and the products of combustion, gases, 
etc. , were forced directly into the steam space, and 
thereafter used in the cylinder of the main engine. 
I recall clearly the operation of this experiment, as I 
sat on the dock directly over the boat in question, 
having "played hookey" from the shop-the old Mor
gan Iron Works-where I was employed as an ap
prentice. There was a great rumbling and uproar in 
the firerooms, accompanied by an all-pervading odor of 
gas, but nothing happened of a serious nature, and 
after awhile the engine began to turn over. Beginning 
to fear a reprimand from the foreman for "absence 
without leave," I returned to my own shop, but con
tinued to  visit tb e queer steamboat as occasion of
fered thereafter. The compressed-air boiler was ex
perimented with for a few days, and then the lines 
were cast off and she went out into the river, where 
she maneuvered for a short distance, but soon re
turned to her dock, as it seemed to me for want of 
steam, which was afterward proved to be the fact. 
There is no question, however, but that the vessel 
was actually moved under way by this system, and it 
might have proved successful if the experimenters 
had been able to overcome the difficulties arising from 
the cinders and dirt carried into the steam space, to 
such an extent that the valve faces were practically 
destroyed in a short time. They also lacked knowl
edge of the physical difficulties involved in the use of 
mingled coal gas and steam ; in a word, they were 
years ahead of their problem. 

Nevertheiess, their lirst failure did not deter them 
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from trying another experiment, this time with a 
locomotive, which was built in the old Novelty Iron 
Works, when Horatio Allen was at the head of it. 
Presumably, this trial had the benefit of Mr. Allen's 
experience, but "one event happened to this experi
ment also'·'-total failure. The locomotive was taken 
over to the Erie Railroad, and there tried, but in a 
short time the smoke-box filled up with cinders and 
the boiler became inoperative. 

I have endeavored to get more details of this ex
periment with a hot-air boiler, but alas ! all who were 
l ikely to have had knowledge of it  have passed away. 
The only engineer still living who may recall the 
events related is  Mr. Thomas F. aowland, of the 
Continental Iron Works, Greenpoint, Long Island. 
Mr. Rowland was in the Morgan Iron Works at the 
time, and may have some knowledge of this experi-
ment of fifty-odd years ago. EGBERT P. WATSON. 

Elizabeth, N. J. 
. � . . .  

How to Draw an Ellipse. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN : 

In y our recently published "Scientific American 
Reference Book" I find several methods given for draw
ing au ellipse. Of these, the one with the string seems 

, �' 
the easiest ; but it is difficult to make' an endless string 
exactly equal to the three sides of the triangle, and 
again the knot in the string inteFferes' with the cor
tect drawing of the figure. Of the, methods given for 
drawing an ellipse with a pair of eompl!.sses, the one 
headed No. 51 is , the easiest, but is applicable to only 
one kind of ellipse in which the two axes, b�ar a cer
tain fixed ratio to each oth�r. The othel" nl(jthods are 
very cumbersome, as we have to proceed ' slowly from 
point to,point. I give belOW my method, by which an 
ellipse can be described in a very short time by means 
of a pair of compasses, whatever be/the proportion be
tween the two axes : 

Let AB be the major axis and OD the minor axis, 
intersecting at O. } 

From A and B measure "&E,iaUd BF,
"

each equal to 
half of 00. 

From 1J' and E as centers and with radii EA and FB 
describe circles. 

Draw FG at right 'angles" to AB, cutting , the circle, 
at G. 

Join OG and pfoduce the line so as to cut the circle 

again at K. 
Join KF and produce the line to meet OD, or OD 

produced if necessary, at M. 
With M as center and radius MO, describe an arc 

which will touch both the circles. 
In the same way the arc may be described on the 

I 
._of-._. 

I I 

opposite side with N as center and ND radius, ND 
being equal to MO. 

Then AOBD is the ellipse required. 
I am, however, unable to prove that the figure is an 

ellipse ; can any of your readers supply the proof ? 
There is one great defect in this method, which is 

that when there is very great disproportion in the 
size of the two axes, it is necessary t o  employ a very 

large pair ot compasses such as cannot be readily ob
tained anywhere. Can your readers improve upon the 
above method and show a way of drawing an ellipse 
easily even when the major axis is very much greater 
than the minor ? M. N. KUKA. 

Bombay, April 19, 1906.  

The Salisb u r y  Bailway Accident . 

One of the most appalling accidents on record in 
the annals of English railroading occurred early Sun
day morning, July 1, when an express train of the 
London and South-Western Railway jumped the track 
at Salisbury, between Plymouth and London, and was 
shattered into a tangled mass of wreckage against the' 
side ,of a bridge spanning a roadway. Of the passen
gers, twenty-three were killed outright and many 
others crushed and maimed, while four members of 
the train crew also lost their l ives in the accident. 

This, the most recent railroad horror in England, ap
pears to indicate that even the admittedly excellent 
British transportation systems are not free from the 
taint of speed mania, and that despite close supervision 
and safeguarding of the traveler's interests the rivalry 
between the various companies is apt to result in those 
attempts at record-breaking which have so frequently 
been attended with disa strous results in this country. 
The accident in question is particularly brought home 
to us on this side of the Atlantic because of the sad 
fact that nearly all who lost their l ives in the train 
crash were American tourists. The train was the so· 
called American Line Express, from Plymouth to LOIl
don, on the London & Southwestern Railway, which 
carried the passengers from the American Line steam
ship "New York." The true cause of th e  accident is 

' not as yet apparent ; the inquiry, however, will prob
'ably show that it was due to the high rate of speed at. 
which the train was traveling upon a section of road 
not peculiarly well fitted for such travel. It  has been 
stated,  too, that the train was too light for high speed. 
It appears that it was moving at the rate of sixty 
miles an hour, as the engine driver was apparently 
attempting to lower the record, or at least to approach 
tt, for the j ourney from Plymouth to London. While 

r .$,winging around a very sharp curve at Salisbury the 
,\e.ngine suddenly left the rails, crashed through a milk 

brain on a neighboring track, and was shattered into 
a tangled mass of wreckage against the iron girder 
of the bridge, after destroying a locomotive stand
ing " on another track. The engine driver seems to 
have made no attempt to save his own life, for his 
charred body was found hours afterward in the wreck
age of the locomotive cab. From statements  of sur
vivors, it' appears that the swaying and jolting of the 
cars as the speed increased had become noticeable, and 
even alarming, shortly before the locomotive left the 
rails. While this may indicate that the roadbed, for 
at least that section of the track, is not in the excel-

" lent condition usual with English railro-ads, it is 
doubtful whether this was really the cause of the acci
dent. More probably the high speed, in conjunction 
with the sharp curvature of the track '1t Salisbury, 
gq,ve rise to the ensuing accident. 
',: l\:,'is said that the section of the line in the neigh
b()1:hood of Salisbury has been known to be dangerous, 
and that the engine drivers have had orders not to 
·exceed a spee d of 30 miles an hour at that point. It 

is to be hoped that this disobedience of orders is not 

an indication that the English railroads are beginning 
to resemble certain of our American lines in the desire 
for speed almost irrespective of the attendant risks. 
Within recent months there has been a series of acci
dents on British railroads which would tend to  show 
that such is the case, and we trust that the terrible 
lesson which these disasters are adapted to  teach will 
not 'be . neglected in establishing a new record for 
safe travel In England such as that which , British rail
roads have deservedly possessed heretofore. 

Official M eteorological S u m mary, New York. N. Y . ,  
J u ne, 1 906. 

Atmospheric pressure : Highest, 30 .34 ; date, 13th ; 
lowest, 29.71 ; date, 6th ; mean, 29 .94 .  Temperature : 
Highest, 93 ; date, 30th ; lowest, 52 ; date, 12th ; mean 
of warmest day, 82 ; date, 30th ; coldest day, 6 2 ;  date, 
12th ; mean of maximum for the month, 79.5 ; mean 
of minimum, 63 .5 ; absolute mean, 71 .5 ; normal, 69 ; 

average daily excess compared with mean of 36 years, 

+2.5 .  *Warmest mean temperature for June, 72, in 1888,  

1892,  and 1899 ; coldest mean for June, 64 ,  in 1903 . 

Absolute maximum and minimum , for this month fot' 

36 years, 97, and 47. Preci pitation : 1 .70 ; greatest 

in 24 hours, 0 .48 ; date, 29th ; average for this month 

for 36 years, 3 .25 ; deficiency, -1 .55 ; greatest precipi

tation, 7 .70 ,  in 1887, least, 0 .86 ,  in 1894. Wind : Pre

vailing direction, south ; total movement, 6 ,855 miles ; 

average hourly velocity, 9 . 5  miles ; maximum velocity, 

54 miles per hour. Weather : Clear days, 5 ;  partly 

cloudy, 17 ; cloudy, 8 .  Thunderstorms, date, 2d, 6th, 

9th, 1 0th, 2 1st, 23d,  29th, 30th. Frost : Light. 

* Mean temperature of June for the three years named is give" In 
round numbers. 



A CITY OF SALT. 
BY WILLIAII _G. FITZ GERALD. 

If there . is .  any more surprising monument of human . 

labor than Wieliczka's underground city, hewn in the 

course of ages in glistening rock-salt in the bowels 

of the earth, one would like to know what it is, and 

where it may be found. An out-of-the-world place 

this, in the quiet Carpathian valley of the Vistula, 

some miles off the Cracow-Lemberg Railroad in Aus
tr ian Pola.nd. For ever since railroads came into the 

world, these peasants refused to permit them near, 

fearing lest the vibration should callse the upper 

earth to fall in upon and bury the teeming inhabitants 

of those strange, crystal,. sparkling streets a thdusand 

feet down in the earth, with their little horse-rail' 

roads, drawn by congenitally blind animals, who .may 

be said never to have been "in the world" at all, as we 

know it. 
The origin of the rock'salt mines of .Bochnia .and 

Wieliczka is lost in the mists of antiquity. They are 

certainly known as early as the reign of Bela · IV" of 

Hungary, in 1252.  During the Tartar invasions they 

were somewhat neglected, but they were restored to 

fresh activity by immigrant Hungarians from across 

the border in the time of St. Klinga. 

One thousand years of patient human toil h ave 

honeycombed out of the solid salt crust of the earth 

an entire city at various levels. It consists of an 

intricate congeries of winding streets and dim scintil

lating alleys ; of pillared churches ;  diamond and ruby 

staircases, restaurants, railroad stations, shrines, stat

ues, monuments, and a thousand other w onders-all 

rough-hewn in the hard, 

sparkling rock-salt crys

tals which, lit by electric 

lights, pine torches, mag

nesium flashes, or thou

sands of candles, fairly 

blaze like a world of pre· 
cious stones. 

The . Salt City is not 
only difficul t of access, 
but the Austro-Hungarian 
government ( it is s i a t e 
property ) most jealously 
guards it ; and all work
men are searched several 
times a day, lest they 
should be tempted to con
ceal tragments of rock-salt 
UpOll their pers()ns. · ·  It .  is 
not clear why mere s a i l  
should be considered so 
precious, but the fact re
mains that all workers are 
searched as jealously as 
the Kaffirs in the diamond 
mines of Kimberley. 

The entrance is a long, 
low, ordinary - l o o k  i n:  g 
building, containing t h e  
Administration Offices of 
the mines, and also a 
small museum of palreon
tological curiosities, found 
deep down in remote reo 
cesses. Elevators descend 
the abysses leading to this 
wondrous city, t h o  u g h  
many visitors prefer to go 
down by the long, mall.sive staircase, hewn in the 
solid salt, which flashes emerald and ruby rays at 
every step. 

One naturally asks why an entire "city" was hewn 
in the salt, more especially the pillared cathedrals, the 
altars, statues, and the like. And one learns, natu
rally enough, that all this p atient work chiseled out 
during centuries, is in the nature of votive offerings 
from grateful men, whom the salt has yielded what 
will seem to us a mere abject pittance, ranging from 
five cents to twenty-five cents a day ! 

The salt-hewn cathedral of St. Anthony dates from 
the seventeenth century, and was projected by a pious 
foreman. Galician miners are deeply religious people. 
They have their own minister of religion in the depths, 
and touching prayer services with weird music are 
held in their rock-salt churches. Also

· 
they have their 

own band for festive occasions. 
The high altar in the salt "cathedral" is cunningly 

adorned with twisted pillars, and it is flanked by salt
hewn statues of St. Stanislaus and St. Clement. On 
the altar steps are carved in ruby-red rock-salt effigies 
of two kneeling monks ; and in the background of the 
altar is a huge salt crucifix, before which stands the 
Virgin placing the infant Jesus in St. Anthony's arms. 
This, 

. 
the most · extraordinary church in all the world, 

contains a salt-hewn . pulpit, supported . by salt statues 
of St. Peter and St. Paul, and In a niche below stands 
a glistening statue of the good king Augustus II. 

'Emulation must have been the secret of all  this 
gigantic work. It seems that no s ooner was the first 
shrine chiseled in salt, the first statue carved, than 
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sacceeding generations of miners, fired with zeal, re

solved to see what they also could do in this strange 

s.culpture. Some . three hundred.  feet away from the 

cathedral is a most wonderful rock-hewn ,salt cavern 

in this weirdest· of cities. This is  the vast "Salle de 

Danse," the wonderful Lentow ballroom, lit with enor

mous lusters or chandeliers of wire-hung rock-salt crys

tals of opalescent hues. These last were added in 

honor of a visit from the Russian Czar, Alexander I . ,  

who (like many other royal and imperial dignitaries ) 

visited the City of Salt with the Palatine of Hungary. 

This great ballroom is over three hundred feet in 

length, and towers dimly to a height of one hundred 

and ninety feet. Its walls of . salt-rock glisten and 

flash with exquisitely-hued crystals, and there are sym

bolical . statues here and there, representing "Knowl
edge," "Labor," "Vulcan," and "Neptune" ; as well as 
a special Throne of State at one end, of course hewn in 
the rock-salt, and kept for the use of the aged Em
peror Franz . Joseph or the Imperial . Archdukes. 

There is a triumphal archway in salt over the en
trance to the great ballroom, surmounted by a miner 
saluting, and at his feet is carved in saIt-crystals the 
Polish greeting "Szcze sc B oze ! "-the equivalent of 
the German "Gliickauf." Whenever an old working is 
exhausted and closed, or  a new "street" opened in the 
sllbterranean -city, the event is celebrated by a great 
ball in the Lentow Saloon. Then it is that hundreds 
of Galician peasant women, wives and friends of the 
workers below, quaintly clad as a comic opera chorus, 
take their partners in the vast, rough-hewn salt cavern, 
while shrill pipes, quaint-sounding flutes, and sweet 

The Subterranean River in the City of Salt. 

A CITY OF SALT. 

violins make merry music as the couples whirl in wild 
Slavonic dance. Another vast chamber, .about three 
hundred and fifty feet from the surface, is the Michal
owice Hall on the second tier ; of the city. Rock-salt 
was dug out of this .for forty-four years. It is about 
a hundred feet long, sixty-five feet wide, and one hun
dred and seventeen feet high. The sides and roof are 
secured by hundreds of tree-trunks, placed one above 
the other as pillars and strutted together. This re
minds one of the terrible accidents that have happened 
in the City of Salt. More than once fires have broken 
out in the workings, and have burned for years, until 
the wooden props have' given out. Or again, the 
strange, sullen-looking saline iakes, navigated by boats 
in these dark depths, may rise suddenly, probably fed 
by subterranean springs, and drown scores of these 
patient, hard-working men. -

Worst of all, great masses of the rock-salt, often 
weighing hundreds of tons, may fall in avalanches 
from the domed r oofs of the streets or the ceilings of 
new chambers. One notices that the immense saloons, 
restaurants, churches, and other public buildings 
hewn in sal,t, are lighted by great chandeliers of salt 
crystals.  There is one in the Michalowice Chamber 
ten feet in diameter, twenty feet high, and containing 
about two hundred and forty candles. 

The Kaiser Franz Chamber, named after the present 
ruler of the dual monarchy, contains two immense 
pyramids with o rnamental bases, commemorating a 
visit of the Emperor and Empress many years ago. 
This hall is nearly two hundred feet long and about' 
one hundred and flve feet high. Leaving this chamber, 
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one crosses a wooden bridge over a subterranean river 
filled with blind fish, and in the dim light of torches 
one beholds another public monument-an obelisk 
thirty feet high, carved in rOCk-salt, and recording a 
visit of the late Crown Prince Rudolph and Princess 
Stephanie in 1887. 

One may but mention in passing the Drozdowice and 
Archduke �Frederick chambers, on the way to the Cen
tral Railroad Station, which is named after Count 
Coluchowski. Here meet all the little trolley lines of 
the underground city, and it was made a kind of cen
tral "Broadway" three centuries ago. Here converge 
many of the principal streets or galleries of the East 
FIeld. The lines are narrow-gage ; and the little cars 
are drawn by Polish ponies, most of whom have never 
been on earth at all, and are born blind. 

The platform of this "Grand Central Depot" has 
seating accommodations for four hundred persons, and 
on holidays its cafes and restaurants are crowded with 
visitors from the upper world, who eat and drink and 
enjoy the wild music of the miners' orchestra, which 
echoes and reverberates strangely through the dim yet 
sparkling streets. 

Nor must we f orget to mention the salt lakes of the 
city, in many places twenty or thirty feet deep, and 
navigated by ferryboats containing twenty-five per
sons. These lakes give access to remote and very 
ancient parts of the city, such, for example, as the 
Stephanie Grotto, where salt-hewn statues of medieval 
saints rise strangely out of the dense salt water, girt 
and enshrined, as it were, by most beautiful salt stalac· 
tites and stalagmites. But while admiring these won

ders, this patient work of 
ages, let us not lose sight 
of the hard life which the 
poor mining inhabitants 
of the Salt City are com
pelled to live.  There are 
some two thousand men 
at work day and night 
down, here, in eight-hour 
shifts, and as a rule the 
men get little more than 
twenty cents a day. Like 
the monks of the Great 
St. Bernard, their allotted 
span of life is short. The 
men have a peculiar livid 
look. They are hollow
cheeked and bloodless-� 

c,gM�U�M.;;"Jlrobl).blY due 
to the action of the salt 
on the system after years 
of insidious contact. 

Besides floods, falls · of 
salt-masses, and fires
all llf which catastrophes 
take on additional horror 
down in these depths
another serious danger is 
the violent explosions of 
carbureted h y d r 0 g e n ,  
which may accumulate 
in neWly-excavated gal
leries. All holidays, po
litical and religious, are 
celebrated in the City of 
Salt with a careless clan 
that blots out all thought 
of sorrow. There are im-

posing services in the unique cathedral, dances, pic
nics, boating parties, and even marriages down In this 
strange underworld, hollowed out of the rock-salt. 

Children are born hE'ire, too, and christened. When 
these grow up, of course they take naturally to the 
work of their fathers, and help to hew out the hun
dreds of thousands of tons of rock-salt which is a gov
ernment monopoly. The men seem perfectly happy ; 
and to see them on a festive day, when the streets are 
half an inch deep in ruby and diamond-flashing salt
pebbles and dust ; when the Emperor may be on his 
throne in the great Lentow Saloon, and two hundred 
and fifty Slav musicians directing a perfect orgie of 
delights-then indeed one would say the citizens of the 
salt d omain need no sympathy from outsiders. 

. . . ' . 

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company, of New 
York, has just placed an order for fifteen miles of ca
bles insulated with voltax, the new potential inSUlat
ing compound which has just been placed on the mar 
keto This compound, which for the past eight years 
has been given severe tests, offers s o  many advantages 
over rubber insulation that it is rapidly coming into 
prominence. Recent tests made by the e lectrical test
ing laboratories of New York show that , this material 
can withstand a voltage 100 per cent greater than rub
ber insulation, and has withstood high potential in
sulation, resistance, and melting point tests that no 
other compound yet discovered has withstood. The 
cost of this material is about tWE'inty per cent less than 
rubber insulation, 
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A Railroad Station and Its Restaurant in the City of Salt. 

This Great Mass Weighing Several Hundred Tons }'ell from the Roof. One of the Great Salt Chandeliers in the Salt Church Hewn Out of the 

Solid Salt Rock. Salt lUining is not Without Its Dangers. 

Work.ers Deep Down in the Salt City Driving a New Street. A Side Chapel in a Church Hewn in Salt. 
A CITY OF SALT. 
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A RAILROAD COLLISION AS A FORM OF 

AMUSEMENT. 
The search for sensational l'pectacles wherewith to 

attract the attention [: nd open the purse strings o·f 
the amusement-seeking public has led to some curious 

and fantastic results. Some 

years ago it was reported 

through the West that an en

terprising promoter had or

ganized a railroad wrEl�k in 

which a pair of engines ap

proaching each other at a 

rapid . rate of . speed upon a 
secti on 
collided 

of temporary track 
with tremendous 

realism. A similar spectacle 
was recently planned f�cl 
brought to a successful termi
nation on the Fourth of {uly 
at ;,.Brighton Beach, where it w�s' viewed by nearly 30,000 
excited visitors. Unfortu
nately, the arrangements for 
the great show we're very 
poor, to say the least ; for not 
only was the actual collision 
delayed until nearly six 
o'clock, but tIie locomotives 
themselves, as can be imagin
ed, were not of the largest 
and most expensive kind, nor 
were they able to attain even 
a respectable speed. 

Nevertheless, the sight was a thrilling one. A temporary 
track about half a mile long 
had been laid within the oval 
of the Brighton Beach race
track. Here, too, a mistake 
was ' made, as this length was 
hardly adequate to permit the 
locomotives to approach any 
degree of speed before they 
came · in contact. All the 
afternoon they · had chortled 
up Hnd down this bit of track, 
simulating . youthful energy 
under the bright coat of new 
paint which dizguised their 
ancient plates and members. 
At last, after the great crowd 
had almost lost hope of see
ing the much-advertised colii�ion, the signaJ was given, 
and the two locomotives 
started toward each other 
fr()m opposite ends 

. 
of the 

track; the ralIs of which . had 
b

,
een generously sarided to 

insure g()od traction. After 
the engines had advanced so�e 50 feet and had 
started to pick up speed, the engine drivers jumped 
from their respective cabs and, landed safely�in about 
a foot and a half of water which covered the grassy 
inclosure. With whistles shrieking and clouds of 
black smoke mounting from the stacks the locomotives 
lumbered toward each other, gradually gathering 
speed as they neared the . point of collision. It was 
intended that th.is take place near the middle point 
of the temporary roadway, but as one of the loco
motives managed to move at a somewhat hi&,her 
speed than the 
other, . the point 
of contact was 
somewhat to one 
si de of the orig
inally i�tended 
position., I t  made 
little difference, 
h owever, as the 
entire track was 
visible to the 
s·pectators. Those 
in charge of the 
show had declar
ed that the en
gines Weighed 80 
tons apiece, but 
we must ascribe 
this statement to 
the heated imagi
nation of an am
b i U 0 u s press 
agent, for it is dd�btfui if either piece of mechan
ism exceeded 50 
tons in weight. 
N o t w i thstand
ing, the spectacle 
as the locomo-
tives crashed into 
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one another was sufficiently impressive. As they 
struck it was seen that the force of the impact lifted 

the interlocked forward ends high in the . air, while 

the rear . ends of the tenders were l ikewise raised by 

the force of the concussion: This phenomenon, which 

Just Before the Locomotives Crashed 1'ogether. 

The Moment of Collision. 

has been noted in prior COllisions, both accidental and 

premeditated, is clearly visible in one of the accom

panying p.hotographs.  It could be s(len, however, for 
but an instant, as great volumes of steam and smoke 
at once burst forth from the riven shells and hid 

everything from sight. Fragments of metal, coal from 
the tenders, and water from the tanks were scattered 
for yards around the wreckage. 

After the shattered bOilers , had emptied themselve� 
of their scalding contents, it was seen ,that the damag� 
was apparently not as great as indicated from Uie 

After the Impact. 

A RAILROAD COLLISION AS A FORM OF AMUSEMENT. 

actu"J collision, as :shown in the above-mentioned 

photograph. Nevertheless, the damage 'vas such that 
both engines are, of course, useless for anything but 
the scrap heap. One engine suffered more severely 
than the other, though it is difficult to estimate to 

what this fact is due. The 
forward ends of the boilers 
telescoped almost exactly and 
rather neatly, the upper rim 
of the shell of engine No_ · 1 
shearing off the smokestack 
of engine No. 2 .  The steam 
dome of engine No. 2 is also 
badly battered. The greatest 
apparent damage is that to 
the forward trucks and the 
cYlind�rs . .  with their valves 
and other gearing, particu
larly in the case of locomo
tive No. 2 .  In both engines 
the forward trucks were torn 
loose froIp. the body and 
smashed backward into the 
mechanism of the driving 
gear, tearing, bending, and 
crumpling everything under
neath the boilor. The cylin
d ers of locomotive No. 2 
were torn from the yoke and 
forced outward and down
ward, while the cylinders of 
locomotive No. 1 suffered 
less severely. TIle tenders 
and cabs were also badly bent 
and shattered. It  was un
fortunate that the speed of 
the engines was not greater 
-it is doubtful if either at
tained a veloCity of 20 milet 
an hour-though as far as 
the sight for the curious 
spectators was concerned, it 
could hardly have been morE' 
impressive. . 

In another of the accomp
anying photographs, the en
gines are . shown just at the 
moment of collision but be
fore the effect of the blow 
had affected either machine. 
But a puff of steam from the 
boiler of No. 2 indicates that 
the force of the blow had al
ready started an outlet for 
the contents. Had the pic
ture been taken a fractional 
part of a �econd later, the 
view would have approxi-
mated the second photograph, 
showing the great masses of 

iron reeling and buckling under the impact of the col

lision. Before the steam and smoke cleared away 
thousands of people swarmed across the water-sodden 

inclosure, and proceeded to  snatch mementos in the 

shape of bits of iron, splintered woodwork, or  any

thing which was not too hot to handle, from the en

gines, and so . enthusiastic were these relic hu.nters 

that it ",as ' wi.tIi the ' greatest difficulty that the at

tendanf police guard prevented the carrying away oi 

th� major part of the twisted metal, and thereby saved 

. the promoters an additional profit to add to their al-
ready huge re
ceipts. 

. . . . . 
Attention has 

been drawn by 
P r o  f. Thurston 
to the effect of 
w a  t e r dropping 
on the wheel 
from the casing. 
The energy ab
sorbed by a single 
drop of water 
falling on the 
periphery of a 
turbirie wheel, 10 
feet d i a rn e  t e l', 
running at 500 
revolutions a min
ute, amounts to 

67.7  foot-pounds. 
When it is con' 
sidered that of 
the steam passing 
through the tur
b ine some. 20 per 
cent is condensed, 
we see that the 
loss from this 
cause may be im
portant. 
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THE MEREDITH CIGAR-VENDING MACHINE. 
In the accompanying illustration!! a new cigar-vend

ing machine is shown, which possesses novel and dis
tinctive features, and covers an unusual range of work. 
It practically forms an automatic retail store, in which 
a customer waits on himself, but is enabled to visually 

Fig. 2. -MECHANISM OF THE ClGAR-VENDING 
MACHINE_ 

inspect and select out of the original boxes any kind or 
quality of cigar for a single coin, or any number of 
cigars for a single coin ; as three for ten cents, six for a quarter, etc. It is especially intended for hotels, 
club rooms, barber shops, etc., and while dispensing 
entirely with the aid of a clerk, insures to the customer 
the receipt of any kind, price, or quality of cigar that 
he may select. For the purposes of visual inspection 
and selection, all the cigars in their original boxes are 
displayed in full view beneath an extended glass show
case. The customer after making a selection drops his 
coin in the proper slot, and by special delivery mechan
ism, under the control of the customer by means of 
a push button, one or more cigars of the kind selected 
and ' paid for is automatiCally discharged into one of 
the side troughs within reach of the customer. 

The delivery mechanism is unique and ingenious in 
preventing skinning or abrasion of the cigars. The 
bottom is cut out of the b ox in which the cigars come, 
and the box is placed above the vending unit as seen 
in Fig. 2,  and the cigars are then put back in the t ox. 
Stationary vertical partitions in the vending unit ex
tend up into the cigars, dividing them into vertical 
tiers. An endless carrier belt with cells,  each receiv
ing a cigar, is given a regulated movement through a 
clock spring gear set into action by the push button and 
coin. The carrier belt causes the lower horizontal 
layer of cigars to be carried forward under the super
posed cigars, and discharges them at one end. A hinged 
leaf or false bottom separates the lower cigars of each 
vertical tier from the upper ones, and prevents skin
Ding. After the rear vertical tier of cigars is received 

Fig. l .-CIGAR-VENDING MACHINE. 

into the cells of the belt, the next vertical tier is sim
ilarly fed into the cells by the dropping- of the hinged 
leaf or false bottom. Each box of cigars has a delivery 
unit similar to that seen in Fig. 2 ,  

A1tllotl:h primarily intended for cigars, the device 
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is equally adapted for vending any kind of artieles or 
packages of uniform size. 

This invention has been protected in three patents 
to Mr. G. W. M

.
eredith, who has assigned his rights to 

Milo R. Meredith, of Wabash, Ind. 

.. . . . .. 
BRAKE MECHANISM FOR VEHICLES. 

Pictured in the accompanying illustrations is an im
proved brake mechanism, which provides means for 
applying brakes to the front wheels of a vehicle, as 
well as to the rear wheels. The invention also in
cludes supplementary operating mechanism, adapting 
it for use either with or without the wagon body. One 
of the illustrations shows diagrammatically the mechan
ism used, the wheels and body of the vehicle being 
indicated by broken lines. The front brake lever is 
shown at A and the rear lever at B, while fulcrumed 
to the vehicle body is a short lever G. The upper arm 
of the lever G is connected with the leve r  B and with 
the foot lever D, by means of a pair of rods, while an
other rod connects the lower arm of lever G with the 
lever A. Thus, wp.en the foot lever is moved forward, 
both the front and the rear brakes are operated. The 
uppsr end of the lever B carries a pulley block. Around 
this block a rope is passed, one end of the rope being 
fastened to the .upper end of the lever A.  By drawing 
on the other end of the rope the levers A and B will 
be moved toward each other, setting the front and rear 
brakes. The r ope and pulley gear provides a two·to
one leverage, and this is further increased by the 
length of the levers A and B, thus affording a very 
powerful brakeage. The great advantage of thi!;l ar
rangement is that the' brakes can be controJIed either 
from the wagon or by a person on foot. In the case 
of long teams the brakes may be operated from the 
back of a saddle-horse. The rope gear permits coup
ling out of a wagon to any desired length. The front 
brake lever is fulcrumed to the bolster, and one would 
suppose that with the body of the vehicle removed, 

BRAKE MECHANISM FOR VEHICLES. 

DIAGRAM OF BRAKE MECHANISM FOR VEHICLES. 

the bolster would turn on the pin bolt when the brake 
rope was pulled. But to prevent this the inventor has 
provided a bracket which holds the bolster always at 
right angles to  the coupling pole, that is, parallel with 
the rear bolster. The inventor of this brake mechan
ism is Mr. G ilbert D. Buchanan, Saratoga, Wyoming . 

. . .  , .  
AN IMPROVED TRACK-SANDING DEVICE. 

A recent invention provides means for loosening the 
sand in the sand box of a locomotive whenever desired, 
so as to insure a proper flow to the rails of the track. 
Briefly stated, the invention comprises an air motor, 
which operates an agitator within the sand box. The 
motor 'is operated under control of the engineer or fire
man, and the exhaust from the motor is utilized to 
drive the sand down the tubes leading to  the track. 
In the accompanying illustration the sand box is in
dicated at A.  suspended within the box A, by means 
of brackets, is the air motor B. The agitator, which 
is  shown at G, consists of a rod provided with spir�l 
ribs or fins. This stands vertically over mouth of the 
ducts leading to the rails. The exhaust air from the 
m otor is led to the ducts through the tube D. The 
valve whiCh closes the mouth of the tube is operated 
by the usual gear E, from the cab of the locomotive. 
Ordin'arily, it may n ot be necessary t o  agitate the sand ; 
for unless - i t  be caked it will flow down by gravity to 
the rails, whenever the valve is withdrawn. But in 

3 1  
emergency cases or whenever the engineer il.nds that 
the sand is not flowing properly, he needs merely to 
open the air supply pipe, when not only will the sand 
be agitated and loosened, but it will be positively forcM 
down the tubes leading to the rails. A patent on this 

IMPROVED TRACK-SANDING DEVICE. 

sanding device has been secured by Mr. Albert G. Zamel, 
of 560 West Twelfth Street, Chicago, I l l .  

• • • 
FOLDING CRIB. 

In the accompanying engraving we illustrate a crib 
which is -so constructed that it may be folded up to 
make a compact parcel for transportation or storage. 
The device should be found useful when moving from 
one place to another, or to persoris living in limited 
quarters, who can take down the crib and store it 
away during the daytime, and readily erect it at night
fall. The construction of the crib will be clearly un· 
derstood by reference to the engraving. The frame 
comprises two pairs of crossed legs, one pair at each 
end, which are connected by four side rails . " , The latter 
are reduced at their ends' to pass through holes in the 
legs, and are held in place by cotter pins or pegs. To 
make the frame perfectly rigid, brace rods are extended 
from the side rails to the pivot of each pair of legs. 
These rods are each hinged at the center, so that they 
will collapse when the crib is folded up. To hold the 
legs properly spread, a cross-bar is used on each pair 
near the top. The body of the crib is made of canvas, 
and is provided with pockets on the upper edge at each 
side, through which the side rails are passed before 
being fitted to the legs. The hood of the crib Is 
stretched over a collapsible frame, which fits in s ockets 
in the side rails. In our engraving we illustrate the 
crib as partly torn away, to show the slats sewed into 
the bottom of the crib body. These slats give the re
quired stability, but do not interfere with its folding. 

A FOLDING CRIB. 

The small compass into which the crib can be folded 
is plctured ln ' the foreground of our illustration. The 
inventor of this improved crib is Mr. Louis Dejonge, 
Jr., 139 St.  Paul's Avenue, Stapleton, Staten Island, 
New York. 



AN IMPROVED PARALLEL RULER. 
In the accompanying engraving we illustrate an 

i�proved drafting instrument, consisting of a ruler 
adapted for parallel movement over the paper, thus 
facilitating the drawing of parallel lines. Mariners 
will also find the ruler useful when laying out a 
course on a chart, for comparing directions with the 
compass. The· instrument is of the roller type, but is 

IMPROVED PARALLEL RULER. 

an improvement on 
previous inventions 
along this line, in 
that it may be ex
tended to  any de
sired length within 
wide limits, and in 
that it is made of 
transparent mater
ial, so that the lines 
of the map or draw
ing directly under 
the ruler will be 
visible. The instru
ment consists 0 f 
two. glass tubes, A. 
and B, each provid
ed with r u b  b e r 
bands C at opposite 
ends, adapted t 0 
bear against t h e  
chart when in use, 
to prevent slipping 
of the ruler. A rod 
D is  secured to the 
outer end of the 
tube A, and enters 
the tube B, termin
ating in a piston E. 
Another rod D, se
cured to the tube 
B, enters the tube 
A., and terminates 

in a piston G. In this way the two tubes are con
m�cted, and yet are free to move axially so as to 
extend the ruler, and at the same time maintain 
the parallelism of the tubes. Two handles F are se
cured to the rods D to assist in moving the ruler over 
the paper and in extending it to the desired length. 
The method of securing the rod to the tubes is shown 
in Fig. 3 .  The end K of the rod is formed with a head 
that fits into a block, which is screwed into the end of 
the tube. The glass tubes are preferably graduated 
to indicate miles, kilometers, etc., and the scale can 
be read through the tube when the latter is rolled to 
position on the chart. The inventor of this improved 
ruler is 1 .  Myhre Hofstad, of Ketchikan Avenue, 
Wrangell, Alaska. 

... . J "  
ODDITIES IN INVENTIONS. 

A NOVBL FAN.-In the accompanying illustration we 
show an improved fan, which 
may be operated by hand to 
rotate alternately in opposite 
directions. The fan is support· 
ed on a spindle carrying a 
pinion, which meshes with c 
toothed segment. The latter iL 
secured to the end of a spring 
attached to the handle of the 
fan. When the spring is de
pressed the fan will be rotated 
in one direction, and as soon 
as it is released the tension of 
the spring will withdraw the 
rack, causing the fan t o  turn 
in the opposite direction. Thus 
a person may fan himself 
without the tiresome move
ment of his arm or hand by 
periodicallY depressing t h e  
spring with his thumb. 

A NOVEL FAN. 

COMBINED DOOR KNOB AND BELL.-A Western inven
tor has recently introduced a combination d oor knob 
and door bell, which serves to give warning of the 
entrance of any one, and thus minimizes the danger 
from sneak thieves. The door knob is hollow and is 

made in two 
parts, the out
er part form
ing a g o n g .  
Within t h i s  
g o n g  a r e  a 
couple of balls, 
which are op
e r a t e d  b y 
means of gear
ing connected 
with the spin-

COMBINED DOOR KNOB AND BELL. dIe to sound 
the gong when

ever the spindle is turned, thus giving the alarm. 

The main advantages of the invention are that it 

does not detract from the appearance of the door as 
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would a bell c onnected up in the usual manner, and 
that it is in a measure concealed, so  that it will act as 
a trap for any one bent on mischief. 

A COMBINED PEPPER AND SALT SHAKER.-In the salt 
shaker here illustrated, the salt is prevented from cak
ing and is kept l oosened without having to be. dried or 
heated and without requiring the addition of foreign 
materials, such, for example, as corn starch. This re
sult is obtained by using a combination pepper and salt 
holder, t h e  
former being 
provided with 
a socket or re
c e s s ,  i n t o  
which the up
per part of the 
s a l  t shaker 
fits. In this 
manner t h e  
perforated t op 
o f t h e  s a l t  
shaker is kept 
closed, a n d  
moisture i s 
prevented from COMBINED PEPPER AND SALT 
entering. When SHAKER. 
it is desired 
to use salt the pepper holder must be removed, but 
when it is desired to  use pepper the pepper and salt 
holders may be used together_ A washer is fitted 
into the socket of the pepper shaker, and this fits 
snugly over the mouth of the salt shaker, to prevent 
the salt from shaking out when the two shakers are 
used together. 

AN ARTIFICIAL HAND .-A recent invention provides 
a hand fitted with jointed fingers and thumbs, which 
are connected by rods to a mechanism in the center 
of the hand. This mechanism may be operated by 
turning the forearm, to draw the fingers into cloSed 

AN ARTIFICIAL HAND. 

position. T h e 
mechanism is car
ried in a bracket 
supported b y  a 
sleeve laced to the 
arm above the el· 
bow, while the op
erating shaft of the 
mechanism is con
nected with a sleeve 
laced to the fore-2 arm, so that by (, moving the fore
arm relative to the 
upper part of the 
arm the mechanism 
is operated. The 
object of the inven
tor is to provide a 
mechanical h a n  d 
that will be able to 
hold an ax or other 
implement as tight
ly as would the 

natural hand, so that it can be used for chopping wood 
or for other manual labor. The fingers are made of 
aluminium or wood, so that they will be light and yet 
very strong. The mechanism is simple, and yet pro
vides a powerful grip. 

NOVEL REED I N STRUMENT .-By a recent improvement, 
an inventor of Newark, N. J., provides a reed instru
ment of the mouth-harmonica type, which is easily 
worked by a little wind power and a slight call on 
manual effort. It is operated on the same principle as 
a hand organ using a music roll to select the notes, 
but wind pow
er is furnished 
by the mouth 
instead of by 
bellows. This 
musical instru
ment is mount
ed in a box, 
and held i n  
playing p 0 s i -
tion before the 
lips by means 
of a vertical 
handle, while a 
crank handle 
on the left side 
t u r n s  t h e  
drums, or rol
l e r s ,  u .p o n  
w h i c h  t h e  
music she.ets 

NOVEL REED INSTRUMENT. 

are wound. During the turning, the player blows into 
and draws from a wind chest, the ' latter being fitted 
with valves which provide a continuous exhaust. As 
the note sheet having the usual perforation's passes 
over the tracker-board, whenever a perforation of this 
sheet registers with an opening of the board, then a 
corresponding note is sounded, whether the operator 

is blowing or  sucking air. When the piece has been 
played, the operator can rewind the note sheet on one 
of the rollers_ 

A SELF-LOCKING HOoK.-The device shown by the 
accompanying illustration is particularly capable of 
lifting and hOisting heavy loads under conditions 
where quick and easy handling is required for fas
tening and unclasping a self-locking hook. It com
prises two pivoted mem
bers, one having a .swivel ; 
the other, or hook prop er, 
has an eye larger than the 
pivot on which the mem
ber swings, so that the lat
ter may be lightly shifted 
on the pivot in addition 
to the SWinging. The 
SWinging h ook and the 
relatively fixed member 
'Jave lugs at ' their meet
ing ends for interlocking 
with each other, the neces
sary relative movements 
of these parts being per-
mitted by the enlarged eye A SELF·LOCKING HOOK. 
in the hook proper. To 
disengage the lugs the hook proper is slightly lifted, 
and it may then swing on its pivot. The hook pre
sents a perfectly smooth exterior surface, so that the 
parts offer no projections to catch anything that would 
cause a load to lose its balance. 

... . . . . 
Brief Notes Concerning Patents. 

David O. Paige, an inventor who has left a very 
efficient mark especially on the safe industry of this 
country, recently died in the city of Detroit. He was 
very active as an organizer and manufacturer, and 
while his enterprises called him to widely separated 
fields, the main body of his w ork was confined to 
Michigan. Besides manufacturing safes and vaults, 
he was interested in the production of glass-lined steel 
tanks, and designed the machinery for their construc
tion. This inventor, a native of New Hampshire, was 
born at Weare in 1833 .  He was the holder of scores 
of patents, many of enduring importance. One alone, 
the celebrated "steel flange" fireproof and burglar
proof safe, placed him in the class that has made the 
best improvements in the safeguarding of personal 
property. 

A cornet with twO hells has beEm recently invEmted 
by Z.  Albert Meredith, of Tahlequah, Indian Territory. 
This innovation is said to improve the quality of the 
tone and overcome the difficulty of playing instruments 
of this class. In the usual construction of cornets 
and similar valved instruments, such as, for instance, 
tenor, alto, and baritone horns, it is common to pro
vide what is known as a second slide in connection 
with the second valve caSing, which second slide is 
introduced when the second valve is depressed for the 
purpose of providing the additional length of tubing 
required to  secure the lowering of the tone. The sec
ond slide is necessarily short and involves sharp 
bends, which increase the difficulty of playing and 
affect the quality of the tone. In Mr. Meredith's in
strument all open tones, and tones produced by the 
depression of the first and third valves either singly or 
j ointly, are emitted through the first bell. On the 
other hand, all tones produced when the second valve 
is depressed, whether alone or in conjunction with the 
first and third valves, are emitted through the second 
valve. This permits of a design which dispenses with 
all sharp or abrupt turns in tl).e tubing of the instru
ment. 

An amusement apparatus creates a great additional 
interest, where a means of exercising skill is intro
duced. This combination may be found . in an in.ven
tion made by Mr. E. F. Porter, of Boston, by which a 
baseball is mechanically pitched for a batter to strike. 
The player stands upon a platform, and in striking 
the ball causes it to  hit a target, and through the 
mechanism connected with the latter, a dummy figure, 
preferably of a man, is caused to travel around the 
four bases of  a base-ball diamond represented on the 
face of an indicator plate. The dummy speeds to a 
greater or less extent in conformity to the impact of 
the ball against the target, moving from the home base 
to the first, to the second, to the third, or making a 
home run. The element of skill enters largely into the 
game, as it is difficult for the batter to hit the ball, 
pitched in a constantly changed position. Again, if the 
sphere is not struck in a manner to make a drive di
rectly to the target's center, the distance to which the 
dummy will move will vary according t o  the distance 
from the center at which the ball strikes. Failure to 
reach the target through striking the side walls of the 
chamber of this base-ball batting and registering de
vice, constitutes a "foul." Aside from providing amuse· 
ment for base-ball players, this invention should prove 
of service in training batters during those seasons of 
the year when weather conditions d o  not permit of ' out
door practice. 



RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 
Pertaining to Apparel . 

FOLDINEl CLOTHES-RACK.-A_ F_ PIDTERS, 

Cortland, N_ Y. The obj ect of the Invention 
is to produce a device which may be folded to
gether, so as to be carried conveniently in a 
traveling bag or satchel, but readily opened 
out and set up when desired for use_ While  
It operates in  one capacity as a hanger for 
clothes, it presents a horizontal rest upon 
which clothes may be placed in a folded posi
tion, thereby preventing the formation of 
wrinkles_ 

UNDERWAIST_-E_ H. HORWOOD, Hoboken, 
N. J. The invention relates to the manufac
ture of underwaists for children, youths, and 
misses of that class wherein the armhole-sec
tion is rendered double and likewise that por
tion Immediately beneath the armhole. The 
purpose is to improve upon the construction 
of the underwaist for which Letters Patent 
were formerly granted to Mr. Horwood. 

Electrical Devices. 

PRONG-INSULATOR.-L. STEINBERGER, New 
York, N. Y. The invention relates to insu
lators, Mr_ Steinberger's more particular ob
ject being to produce a type of so-caJled 
"prong-insulator" which may be used upon 
either the upper side or the lower side of a 
cross-arm, or mounted horizontally on a sup
port and which offers certain constructional 
and insulating advantages. He prefers to make 
the insulating portion out of the substance 
known as "electrose," the metallic member 
being made of iron,  bronze, or any other metal. 

or Interest to Farmers. 

LOADING APPARATUS.-H. T. WASHBURN 
and S. G. WASHBURN, Goodwin, S. D. The 
invention relates to loading apparatus, and has 
reference more especially to apparatus for 
loading manure and like materials in the field ; 
and one of the principal  objects thereof is to 
provide au apparatus of this kind which Is 
simple and comparatively inexpensive to manu
facture, besides being portable or readily re
moved from one place in the field to another. 

FRUIT-RECEPTACLE.-V. E. S�'INE, Clear
field, Pa. This invention is an improvement 
in that class of fruit-rec eptacles adapted to be 
supported and carried on the person by means 
of straps or equivalent means. In broad terms 
the improved receptacle is a fiexible bag hav
ing a rigid mouth at the upper end and a 
1lexible mouth at the lower end. The bag or 
receptacle is preferably formed of stout can
vas ; but any other thin and pliant material 
of due strength may be substituted. 

PLOW-FRAME AND ATTACHMENT.-J. G. 
EVANS, Calhoun, S. C. The object of this in
ventor is to provide a cheap, but light; strong, 
and durable, form of plow-frame, the same in
cluding the beam and foot or stock proper, 
the latter having an attachment adapted for 
securing different forms and sizes of plow Or 
cultivator shares or teeth whereby the latter 
may be easily changed as occasion requires. 

CULTIVATOR ATTACHMENT. - A. M. 
POTTS, Cedar Point, Kan. The improvement 
refers to a novel knife and means for attach
ing it to cultivators, so that as the ground is 
cultivated the knife or knives p recede the cul
tivating-tools and cut down the weeds growing 
on the part of the field being acted upon. It 
provides means for attaching the knives which 
wlll permit the easy and universal adjustment 
of their position whereby to adapt them to 
various classes of work without injuring the 
plants under cultivation. 

CORN-HARVESTER.-W. E. KOCH, Duvall ,  
Ohio. When a leaning stalk Is encountered It 
is engaged by conveyor-chains Which have a 
tendency to nft it to erect position. When 
severed by cutters, the butt of the stalk slips 
back Into the check, which retains it until the 
chains lift the upper end thereof into a posi
tion where it may be engaged by upper star
wheels. These wheels engage the stalk at its 
upper and its lower end, forcing the butt 
thereof past a stop-plate, the spring of which 
yields to allow its passage. The present is 
an improvement on Mr. Koch's prior patent. 

COMBINED COTTON SCRAPER, B LOCK
ER, AN D C ULTIVATOR.-W. R. Cox, Wald
ron" Ark. There is a combination of three Im
plements in a single unitary machine, in this 
invention, and the inventor's object is to pro
duce a machine which will scrape both sides 
of a cotton-row at the same time, thin the cot
ton hy leaving it in blocks, and hiJI  it  up at 
the same time. By means of the device any 
other c rops planted in the driJI can be culti
vated in the same manner. 

Of General Interest. 

SHIPPING-CRATE.-F. W. BENDER, Crystal
lake, N.  J. The object of this improvement 
is to provide a crate extremely rigid and 
strong, and, furthermore, to provide an ar
rangement which will prevent the contents of 
the crates from being subjected to pressure 
when set up in piles as arranged in cars for 
shipment. The invention relates to crates such 
as used In handling, storing, or  shipping 
fruits and vegetables. 

FOLDING DISPLAY-BOX.-C. E. I SACKE, 
New York, N.  Y. This device relates particu
larly to a device for advertising cigars, and it  
comprises a 'peculiarly:constructed dummy box, 
which is formed of paper, cardboard, or equiva
lent material, and arranged so that it can be 
shipped flat, thus effecting great economy in 
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space, so that when assembled into proper 
form and painted or covered with painted or 
printed sheets It  will closely resemble an open 
box containing cigars. 

COPYING DEVICE.-H. H. HARRISON, 
New York, N. Y. This device Is for use In 
connection with the so-cal led "hectograph copy
ing c()mpositlon." Particularly designed as a 
hand-operated device, still It may be made of 
a large sizf' and arranged to operate on and 
having a geared connection with a permanent 
platen. The Invention particularly resides in 
the manner of applying the hectograph compo
sition to a fabric or other 1lexible holder and 
to certain devices for adjustably securing this 
holder to the body of the copying device. 

SURGICAL IMPLEMENT.-A. C .  KELLOGG, 
Portage, Wis. The implemen t  Is designed to 
facilitate the application of a compressive rub
ber ring to the stump of the funis or umbilical 
cord of a new-born infant after cutting off 
the same, so as to prevent hemorrhage, and to 
which the inventor applies the name of "Funis 
ring applicator." The implement dilates and 
applies the ring and a t  the same time forms 
a storage-holder for the rings. 

PORTABLE BURIAL-VAUL,T.-W. PARRY, 

Crown Point, Ind. The design Is to secure a 
thoroughly dry receptacle for a body burled in 
wet ground or quicksands. The object is to 
take care of the percolation by providing 
means wherehy any accumulation of water 
may be allowed to escape by suitable drainage 
and ingress of such accumulations prevented 
from rising to lhe casket by a pneumatic cush
ion of gas maintained in the vault and around 
the casket and which serves to resist the en
trance of water into the casket in case water 
should gain access to the interior of the vault. 

BOX.-J. SUTHERLA�D, Springer, New Mex. 
This invention pertains particularly to im
provements In boxes for holding granulated 
tobacco, the object being to provide a box ap
proximating the size of the original package 
or bag, so that the tobacco may be transferred 
from the bag to the box and maintain prac
tically Its original shape without danger of 
being pulverized as it does when carried in a 
bag. 

PIPE-FLANGE.-E. L. MAXWELL, Mulberry, 
Fla. One of the purposes of the improvement 
is to provide a flange constructed in two sec
tions-a male and a female section-and in 
such manner that they may be expeditiously 
and conveniently firmly keyed together and 
wherein the parts will not separate until pur
posely disconnected, which operation can be 
as conveniently accomplished as the act of con
necting them. It  Is  adapted for connecting 
the ends of opposing pipes-as, water, steam, 
or gas pipes-but for use wherever a flange Is 
needed. 

BOTTLE-CI.OSURE.-L. LAWTON, Carroll
ton, N.  Y. This bottle is provided with means 
for preventing the refilling after its original 
contents have been removed, and the inventor's 
object is  to provide details of construction 
which are simple and adapted for effectively 
sealing the bottle from receiving liquid, but 
that permit the free removal of the liquid con
tents as occasion may require. To prevent 
the loss of liquid goods and insure the safe 
transportation of filled bottles having the im
proved closure, a small cork may be inserted 
into an upper chamber, thus c losing the upper 
angular passages. A metal-foil cap bearing 
a label or trade-mark Is placed over the top 
of the bottle-neck to iden tify a particular 
brand of liquor or other liquid goods. 

BRUSH.-R. E. WILLIAMS, Dallas, Texas. 
In the present patent the Invention has ref
erence particularly to improvements in bath
brushes, the object being the provision of a 
brush having in Its combined construction a 
plurality of devices for acting variously on a 
person when the brush is in use. 

MEASURING INSTRUMENT.-B. F. SASSA

MAN, Gibbstown, N. J. In this Instance the 
improvement relates to measuring instruments, 
the more particular object of the invention 
being the production of a square containing 
movable parts and which may be used for a 
very great variety of purposes. If desired, the 
instrument may be employed as a square ar
ranged for general use, as a so-called T-square, 
or with an ordinary depth-gage, or  with an 
ordinary steel square and used for purposes of 
a "fence" ; in fact, to those skilled in the art 
the device will be found applicable for many 
uses and combination of uses. 

DISPLAY-FRAME.-G. E. LEIGH and J. A. 
COLEMAN, Mount Carroll ,  111 .  The purpose of 
the inventor is to provide a frame especially 
adapted to be slipped over the lid or cover 
of a cigar-box when opened to frame the picture 
usually displayed upon the inside of the cover 
and to so construct the frame that when plac ed 
in position upon the box cover or lid the cover 
will be prevented from accidentally closing 
and whereby also the cover will be held in a 
position best adapted for display of the frame 
and picture framed thereby. 

BLAST-FURNACE.-W. KEMP, Tucson, Ari
zona Tel'. Especially ores of copper and iron 
are smelted by this invention. It  economizes 
use of fuel ; rids ore of sulfur if any is con
tained therein ; provides an effective fuel
chamber in which the fuel is fed directly to 
smelting zones of furnace before being heated ; 
provides special air-blasts for preventing coal 
from being heated while In transit to fuel
chamber ; provides furnace with special twyers 
for burning out sulfurous compounds of ores ; 
distributes fuel uniformly in the fuel-chamber 

throughout the entire length of the 
and provides certain constructional 
ments. 

furn�ce � 1 kinds. Mr. Suessmann's object is different, the 
improve- effect aimed at being only to prevent the influ· 

GATE.-G. A. MOCK and J. MENDENHALL, 
Granada, Col. The improvement is in gates 
for roadways, lanes, or the like, the object  
being to provide means for releasing the  gate 
and raising it  to swing open or closed, the 
said means being under control of a person in 
a vehicle at either side of the gate, the gate 
swinging to open position in the direction 
opposite to the side on which the vehicle may 
be when a person therein manipulates the 
mechanism. 

DIRECTORY DEVICE. - C. A. JOHNSON, 
Malden, Mass. One purpose of this improve
ment is to provide a directory particularly 
adapted for use in elevators and so con
structed that the names of tenants are pro
duced upon slats, any one or more of which 
slats may be turned to present a blank sur
face or any one or more may be

' 
removed and 

others substituted without removing the ad
joining slats from the front Of the device or 
disarranging them. 

ence prejudicial to the efficiency of the burner 
attendant upon too heating of the mixing
tube, while at the same time utilizing the heat 
of the waste gases for effecting a preliminary 
heating of the mixture of gas and air in the 
Bunsen burner. 

Hou sehold lJtilltles. 

APPARATUS FOR DISTILLING WATER.
C. R. DUDLEY, Sykesville, Md. The invention 
has reference to improvements in apparatus 
for distilling water, its object being to pro
duce a still designed more particularly for 
domestic use whereby water may be distilled 
quickly, efficiently, and economically, and to 
produce a device which shaU be cheap, simple, 
and adapted for use in connection with an 
ordinary stove or the like. 

GAS-BROILER.-H. GANDAR, New York, N. 
Y. The object of the inventor is to provide a 
new and Improved broiler adapted for con
venien t a ttachmen t to ordinary gas-stoves and 
arranged to permit of proper broiling of the 
meat or other food product and without danger 
of losing any of the juice or causing unde
sirable smoke. 

REGENERATING AND PURIFYIN G OF 
AMMONIA.-L. WERLIIN, Elsmere, Del. The 
invention relates to ice-making and refrigerat
ing machines using liquid anhydrous ammonia. 
The process can be carried on in an exceed- FLY-TRAP. - W. E.  THOMPSON, Tecumseh, 

ingly small apparatus. The Invention consists Neb. This trap Is adapted for use below or 

mainly in a method whereby the warm gases above a window-sash. Mr. Thompson by his 

from the high-pressure side of the compression-
invention seeks to provide a novel form of 

machine are used for evaporating the liquid t rap adapted to be placed in an opening or 

anhydrous ammonia and the condensed gases openings in the wall of a house or room and 

a re returned to the receiver or to the expan- having a tapering inlet through which flies 

sion -coli. may pass to the interior of the trap and from 

APPARATUS FOR THE GENERATION OF 
which they cannot escape. 

ACETYLENE GAS.-A. ROSENBERG, 259 High IRONING-BOARD.-G. II. AIGIN, Delaware, 
Holborn, London, England. The invention re- Ohio. The invention is an improved attach
fers to apparatus employed in the production ment applicable to ironing-boards in general,  

of gases by the reaction occurring progres- but partic lliarly adapted for shirt-bosom and 

sively between a solid and a l iquid reagent coUar and cuff boards. Mr. Aigin has devised 

which a re permitted to graduaUy come into att achments for the board proper, wh�reby one 

contact with one another. The object is to I or more c loths used for covering or dressing 

provide a tUbulure attachment for a vessel the face of the board may be quickly and easily 

(which forms the subject of another applica- attached and are held securely. 

tion for Letters Patent, formerly filed) which BATH-TUB.-J. A. LEFFERTS, Elizabeth, N. 
is adapted to serve not only for the transport J. The invention relates to a novel construc
and storage of the solid reagent, but also in tion of bath-tubs, and the principal purpose 
combination with said tubulure attachment as thereof Is to provide means whereby they can 
a generator for the gas when the vessel is be enameled in different colors upon their 
immersed in the liquid reagent. outside and inside surfaces. In order to pro-

WALL C.oNSTRUCTION.-J. N. SMYTHE vide for giving tubs two colors, both of them 

and W. S. AYRES, Newark, Ohio. The prin- being applied by the ordinary process of enam

cipal objects of the invention are to provide e ling, the inventor c onstructs tbe tub in two 

means for readily securing the blocks to the parts and enamels them separately by the' dry 

studding of a building, to provide for the con- process. 

structlon of doors, windows, and a U  other fea- P 0 R T A B  L E W ARDROBE.-ANNA M. 
tures present in the waUs, to break joints in SCHERFF, Wells, Nev. In this instance the in
the blocks, as is usuaUy done, and to leave venti on relates to IlllProvemeuts in folding 
the interior of the veneering in such form that wardrobes particularly adapted for the use of 
a symmetrical inside surface Is provided which travelers, the object being to provide, a device 
is adapted to use of woodwork. The inven- of this character In which clothing will be 
tion relates to a wall construction and veneer- protected from dust and so constructed that 
ing-block by means of which walls in or  after It may be folded for packing in a trunk. 
construction can be covered with a veneering BED-CLAMP.-F. W. MERRlwmA�'HmR, Kan
of blocks of artificial stone or other plastic sas City, Mo. The object of this inventor i s  
material .  to provide a cheap and convenient device by 

ADVERTISING DEVICE. - A. SUESSKIND, means of which the head and foot members of 
New York, N. Y. The invention pertains to i ron bedsteads may be connected closely to
an advertising novelty, which is adapted for gether for the purpose of exhibition in sales
application to a napkin, clothes, and the like rooms, and which device may be readily ad
designed to be used in various places, espe- justed to beds of various forms. The c l amp 
ciaUy in restaurants, for advertising purposes may be universally applied to al I  styles of 
in general. The principal object Is to provide a metal bedsteads. 
readily-removable plate upon which advertise-
ments may be placed and to mount it  In a 
removable manner upon a support adapted to 
be applied and secured to clothing or to be 
connected with other articles of ordinary use. 

Hard_are. 

CUTTING AND PUNCHING TOOL.-A. J. 
LEVIS, Houghton, Mich. In this case the ob
ject is to provide a cutting and punching tool 
more especiaUy designed for the use of tin
ners, p lumbers, and other mechanics and ar
ranged to permit of forming tongues and slots 
in the ends of stovepipe-sections to aUow con
venient interlocking of adjacent stovepipe
sections. 

SHEARS.-W. P. SPRAGG, Moberly, Mo. The 
shears comprise handles or levers having co
operating movable fulcra together with connec
tion at such fulcra for maintaining the rela
tion therebetween. Blades are employed, hav
ing the Inner ends thereof in movable relation 
with the corresponding ends of the handles, 
the opposite edges of the blades being parallel 
and beveled or sharpened for a suitable propor
ti6n of length of the blades from their outer 
ends, special means being employed for main
taining the cutting portions of the blades in 
movable relation with each other. 

Heating and Lighting. 

GAS-BURNER.-H. SUE S SMANN 144 Alte 
Jacobstrasse, Berlin, Germany. The regulat
ing device which forms the subject of this 
application differs from nozzles with adjustable 
outlet-apertures for -Bunsen burners consisting 
of certain parts, owing to the fact that the 
adjustment of the outlet-slit in the divided 
cap is produced by its adjustability relatively 
to a restriction in the nozzle-casing which re
ceives it, This adjustment may be effected by 
means of a set-screw, ·for example. 

INVERTED INCANDESCENT GAS-BURN
ER.-H. 8UE S SMANN, 144 Alte Jacobstrasse. 
Berlin, Germany. Attempts have been made 
to obviate defects by p reventing the heating 
of 

. 
the Bunsen burner as much as r.ossible by 

the use of Insulating substances of various 

Machines and Mechanical Devices. 

GIN.-M. REYNOLDS, Clarksdale, Miss. Mr. 
Reynolds's invention refers to cotton-gins and 
more particularly to that type usually termed 
"linters." Its principal object is to provide an 
ef)1clent apparatus of this  character by which 
mixed seeds of different sizes may be satisfac
torily operated upon to produce l int of different 
grades. 

EMBROIDERING ATTACHMENT FOR 
SEWING-MACHINES.-R. L. RODMAN, I .. ott, 
Texas. In the present patent the invention 
has reference to attachments for sewing-ma
chines, and more particularly for those dOing 
embroidery while the machine is operated by 
hand. The attachment is mounted upon the 
needle-bar of the machine upon which it is to 
be used. 

MACHINE FOR TURNIN G PIPE S AND 
OTHER ARTICLES.-C. H. MCCREADY, Neo
desha, Kan. The aim of the present invention 
is to provide a machine for turning pipes, 
screw-rods, and other articles In a simple and 
convenient manner and allowing compensa
tion for the longitudinal movement of the 
article unscrewed or screwed up. The inven
tion relates to a machine, as shown and de
scribed in the Letters Patent of the United 
States, formerly granted to Mr. McCready. 

SAW-SHARPENING MACH INE. - .J. M. 
WADDELL, Alexandria, La. This improvement 
pertains to machines for sharpening saws, and 
is especially applicable to such gangs of saws 
as are employed in cotton-gin£ and the like. 
The principal objects of the invention are to 
provide an apparatus by which each tooth wilJ  
be of proper form and in which after the ma
chine has been set the entire gang may be auto· 
ma tically opera ted upon. 

FRICTION-SET.-l\L B. MINER, Sampson, 
Ore. The object of the invention is to reduce 
friction Incident to operation of "setting" or 
moving the friction-pin. especially in appara tns 
for setting the fricti on-pin of hoisting-engine 
drums. This Is attained by an arrangement of 
the head and box with certain anti-fric tion de
Vices and the adaptation of other friction de-
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vices to coact between the actuating-screw, and to keep the pairs of ground-warp threads 
head, box, and pin so as to practically absorb properly separated for the pile warp-thread 
friction between the moving parts, rendering needles to pass between adjacent pairs of 
the device more durable and easier of opera- ground-warp threads. This is a division of 
tion and increasing the mechanical elIlc!ency the application for Letters Patent of the 
of the hoisting-engine. United States for a p ile-fabric i<lOm, formerly 

COIN.CONTROLLED VENDING DEVICEl.- filed by Mr. Dalkranian. 

G. W. MEREDITH, Wichita, Kan. In the pres- JIG OR ORE-CONCENTRATOR. - A. C. 
ent patent the invention is a divisiop. of a CAMPBELL, Asheville, N. C. The device com
prior application for a patent for a cigar-vend- prlses an inclined riffle upon which the ore is 
ing machine, which was formerly filed by Mr. deposited and along which it is  driven by an 
Meredith ; and it  consists in the novel me- intermittent air-blast. The dense stuff settles 
chanica I features whereby a deposited coin is upon the riffles and is blown through them, 
made the intermediary through which one or while the less dense matter is carried to a 
more cigars held In the cells of a carrier-belt dam at the lower end of the river whence it 

are discharged into range of possession by the flows off through a pipe. 
purchailer. MOTOR-TOOL HOLDER.-C. B. HASTINGS, 

CIGAR-VENDING MACHINE.-G. W. MERE- New York, N_ Y. The invention pertains to 

DITH, Wichita, Kan. The invention relates to motor-tools such as are adapted to be held in 

vending-machines, in which individual articles the hand when applied to the work. The 

of merchandise are discharged from a stock object is to produce a holder having means 

held for sale by means of a manually-operated for guiding the tool in a vertical plane and 

handle. Although applicable to sale of other having a construction enabling the tool-holder 

merchandise In packages of nearly uniform to be readily adjusted, so as to change the 

size, it is  especially intended for the sale of elevation at which the tool operates. 

c igars. The machine Is constructed In Its AUTOMATIC STOP FOR HOI STS.-F. H. 
entirety as a cigar-case in which cigars are KOHLBRAKER, Nanticoke, Pa. 'l'he object here 

CAR-FENDER.-C. HAGER and T. D. FIN
IZIE, New York, N. Y. In the present patent 
the invention i s  an Improvement in side 
fenders for street-railway cars, the same being 
a ttached to and pendent from the body of a 
car and hanging outside of and parallel to the 
wheels, so as to practically inclose and pre
ven t access to the space between the ends or 
platforms of the car. Messrs. Hager and 
Finizie have invented another improvement In 
the class of car-fenders which are detachably 
connected with the fronts or p latforms of 
street-cars and adapted to be lowered from 
normal position in case of emergency. 

Pertaining to Recreati o n .  

GAME DEVICEl.-R. D. MARTIN, Tampa, 
Fla. The object of the game is to completely 
wrap a string around a mast with the In
tention of making the bal l  strike the mast at 
a chosen point. The ball having a flexible 
connection with the mast, any impulse given 
to the bal i will cause the string constltqting 
such connection to wind around the mast and 
likewise unwind of its own accord. The pur
pose i s  to provide a portable game requiring 
the exercise of c9nsiderable skill. 
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( 1003 6 )  H. M. writes : The BCIEN-
arranged in their original boxes, with quality, is not only to provide a throttle-valve cut-off TIFIC AMERICAN, of May 19, 1906, c ontains an 
brand, and price exposed to view for selection. mechanism that may be operated by the cage Pertaining to Vehicles. answer to some queries from A. X. ( 9976) that 
It Ig for use In hotels, clnbrooms, barber should It rise too high in its shaft by over- is, to say the least, different from the infor-
shops, and other places. Mr. Meredith has in- winding of the hoisting-engine drum, but to COOLER.-D Mc RA LIVINGSTON, New York, mation that is generally to be found In the 
vented another cigar-vending machine in which p rovide means whereby the valve or valves N. Y. The invention is more particularly in- Notes and Queries column. Your paper has 
articles of merchandise are discharged from a may be closed and the brake set to instantly tended for the coolers of motor-vehicles pro- the reputation of being a conservative scientific 
stock held for sale by working and manlpulat- stop the engine should any of the parts be- pelled by explosive-engines. It consists in a journal, reasonauly accurate, and one that 
ing an operating-handle, and although appllc- come deranged, such manual operation taking cooler having lapped joints at the side edges never stoops to persiflage. But this time the 
able for the sale of any kind of package artl- place without disturbing the automatic de- formed by means of return-bent or inwardly 

bounds were overstepped, with the usual result 
eles of somewhat uniform size, it is especial ly vice, thus saving time and trouble of resetting projecting portions formed along the opposite -the ridicule of the editor acted as a boom
intended for the sale of cigars. His machine said device, as is necessary with tbe construc- edges of one plate or wall  and outwardly- erang. III attempting to make sport of a letter 
provides for an extension of the function of tion �hown in a former patent granted to Mr_ projecting · plain portions on the two side edges 

from a schoolboy, he made some mistakes that 
the machine for the sale of one for five cents, Kohlbraker. of the companion plate or wall of the conduit 

are more mirth-provoking than the errors of the 
two for five cents, three for five cents, one through which the fluid to be cooled passes. 

student. Among other things he says : "This 
for ten cents, three for ten cents, one for a Prime Movers and Their A ccessories. In order that the hooked edge portions may 

letter claims to come from a high school, from 
quarter, or any number for a single coin value BOILER-FLUB1.�A. VAN WALTERS, Galion, be formed, slits at the angles are produced. 

a schO lar, we assume." Now In the El Paso 
up to one dollar. Ohio. The invention refers to flues or tubes Mr. Livingston has invented another cooler 

high school we are taught that the term scholar 
UNIVERSAL EXCAVATING AND GRAD- as constructed in modern tubular boilers, and ��� 
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iS
co��!��d�� !�!����[ is applied only to a learned man, or one having 

IN G MACHINE.-W_ GILMORE, Meridian, is especially usefUl In connection with steam- great knowledge of l iterature or philology. Of 
Miss. The principal object In this case Is to boilers of the' locomotive or marine type. The cles propelled by explosive-engines, and the 

course, etymologically considered the word present relates especially to that form of 
provide for universal adjustment of the parts object is  to Vrovide a boiler-tube which effects 

cooler in which conduits are so bent as to scholar means "one who learns from a teacher," 
to permit working under various conditions, a lasting and hermetically-tight joint between but good usage does not countenance Its use 
and especially to provide for excavating under the tube and the flue-sheets, which can be ������!

s 
a 

be�!�m::go�!�rio 
t�:e 

b�:�t�ca�f :!� with that meaning. Again he says : "A body 
a railroad-track without removing the track, easily removed and replaced when worn out, weighs more on the top of a mountain than 
so as to cut down grades without dlscontlnu- and which tends to decrease the troublesome horizontal.  it does at sea level,  at any time, since it Is 
ing the trains for any length of time and to incrustation encountered In steam-boilers. No'rE.-Coples of any of these patents will  farther from the center of the earth on the 
do the work at greatly-reduced cost on ac- PYROMOTOR. _ W. W. FRENCH, Fort be furnished by Munn & Co. for ten cents each. mountain top."  Our physics teacher taught us 
count o f  the rapidity of the machine in hand- Branch, Ind. I thi  t t th . t Please state the name of the patentee, title of that the mamimum weillht Of a body is at thll n s pa en e Improvemen th I t'  d d t f this paper ling large amounts of earth. refers to motors, the more particular object I e nven IOn, an . a e o

.
. surface of the earth (at the sea level) . Of 

SAWING-MACHINEl.-S. J. GRAY and J. b�ing to produce a motor controlled directly course, a body weighs more at the poles than it 
IlORNING, Oakland, Cal. The object of the by heat upon the principle of the expansion Busin"ss "'nit P"rs"n"'l W"'nt�. would at the equator, because In the former po-
improvement Is to provide a novel machine of and contraction of one or more metallic mem- � ,, "  � \I "  " � sition it  is nearer to the center of the earth. 
tbe endless-saw type adapted for cutting in bers. It further relates to means whereby the ------------------ But, "if a body Is removed above the sea level, 
any posl·tlon-elther vertically, horizontally, or expansion and contraction of the metallic mem- READ 'rHIS COLUMN CAREFULLY.-You will as on the top of a mountain or in a balloon, the fiud inquiries for certain classes of articles numbered 
at any desired angle. A further object is to bers or member is caused to p roduce an ap- in consecutive order_ If you mauufacture these !l;oods distance d between It ani! the center of the 

provide means for cutting at allY height de- preciable degree of motion. write us at once and we will Bend yon the name and earth is increased and by reference to formula 
address of the party desiring the information. In M !If' sired, whereby trees may be cut near or far EXPLOSION-ENGINE.-H. D. DIBBLE, Mys- every case it is n e{'essary to give t b e  1 

frOID the ground and .large or small logs sawed tic, S. D. The object of the invention is to n umber or tb e i nqulrY '
MU N N  

& CO. Fg = -- a we see that its weillht is dimin-
with equal facility. provide a gas or explosion engine arranged to d2 

APPARATUS FOR SORTING CHIPS. - H. utilize the motive agent to the fullest advan- ished" ( Hoadley's "Physics," p. 62 ) .  Fair play 

POWERS, Lincoln, N. H_ The tank or recep- tage and to use a small portion of the hot Marine Iron Werks. Chicago. Catalogue free_ demands, Mr. Editor, that you publish an an-

tacle is filled with water, Into which the residue from a �previous explosion to compress Inq uiry No . 8'.!08.-Wanted, manufacturers of swer to your explanation in as prominent a 
screened-out knots and large chips are dis- the same to the igniting-point with a view to alcoholometers for testing alcohols. place as was the original article. I am going 

charged and In which the knots by their ignite the incoming new charge. . . U_ S." Metal Polish. Indianapolis. Samples free. to watc h  with interest to see If you dare pub-

greater specific gravity sink, while the lighter� Inquiry No. 8209.-Wanted, maker. of steam IIsh this letter. In conclusion, give the next 

chips float, in combination with a series of Railways aud Their Accesso ries. 
cooking apparatus. boy a chance, for he wil l  get over his careless-

perforated pipes arranged close to the water- AU"'OMATIC AIR-BRAKE AND " TEAM 
I sell vatents_ To buy, or baving one to sell, write ness, and please do not publish any more erro-

1 " Cbas. A. Scott. 719 Mutual Life Building, Butralo, N. Y. neous answers to questions dealing with ele-level, the issue-orifices all being faced In one COUPfJING.-O. E.  LEm and E. B. WITTE, Inquiry No. 8210.-Wanted. addres.es of manu- mentary physics. A. Thank you, my lad, we direction, whereby the floating ciJlps are con- Trenton, N.  J. The principal objects of the facturers of pneumatic water supply apparatus, such are much under obligation to you for setting tin�USlr �arried a7ay :i 1�;i:�i:C; �:tsre�� improvement are to provide means for effect- aSF:�d�:::::::e�i�reo:'t
e:� New York harbor witb us right. Over forty years' experience as a pro uce y a ser es 

I h 
ively making an air-tight joint between two professor has taught us to welcome correction, water or air and under the influence of 

.
wh c air-brake-system cars when the latter are upland and riparian right. Address 

even from a high school scholar, and even on a th� �o�
l
ting 

d
ChiPS are 

I 
car2ed 

t 
oT�r a 

a
:�'��w�� coupled together and for automatkally allow-

I nquiry N o.  8�1 1.-�a:��', �o
a:::�' :re:�::'es point where the error was one of tl).e types an e vere 0 an e eva or 0 e C l ing an escape of air from each car when the for washing buttons. simply, or at most one of inadvertence. It to the rechipper. cars are uncoupled or  when one is released The celebrated " Hornsby-Akroyd " Patent Safety Oil was so evident that "more" had been printed, 

E LEVATOR DRIVING MECHANISM. - V. from the other ; furthermore, to prevent the Engine is built by tbe De La Vergne Macbine Company. where "less" should have been printed, that we 
W_ MASON, Providence, R. 1. The Invention is escape of all  the air from the air-brake system Foot of East 138th Street, New York. had not supposed even the most captious and 
especially applicable in mechanism of the ele- In an uncoupled car, only allowing enough to Inqu iry No. 8212.-Wanted, makers of portable hypercritical would waste a postage stamp In 
vator driving class which is driven by an escape to set the brakes, and to apply the de- soda fountains_ teUlng us the mistake, which we saw as soon 
electric motor. It relates especially to re- vice to both freight and passenger cars. Manufactnrers of patent articles, dies, metaJ as the paper came from the press. It was 
versing mechanism, and concerns itself also GRAIN-DOOR.-W_ S. Gn,LELAND, Newkirk, st"roping, screw macbine work, bardware speCialties. so plain a slip that any one would be stupid 
with the connection from the motor to the Oklahoma. The invention comprises the com- machinery tools, and wood fiber products. Quadriga not to see It_ Oh, yes, we do clare, we are bOld 
mechanism. The object is to provide a re� bination with a car having a door-opening pro- Manufacturing Company, 18 South Canal St.� Chicago. 

and bad enough to dare to print your letter, 
versing mechanism Which will  operate to apply vided with a sill ,  of doors hinged to the sides b��:�i:�i

n
��

a
����y-:-wanted, manufacturers of impertinence to an older person and all ,  and to 

a brake automatically Immediately upon the of the opening, a p lurality of catches on one say that we do not believe the teachers of the 
arresting of the forward motion and prior to of the doors and a plurality of rock-levers 

Automobile experts are in constant demand at high EI Paso high school teach their students and 
the reversal of the motion. p ivoted to the other. The levers have their 

salaries. Our seven weeks' course is the most thorongh 
scholars-we hop'e there are scholars there� and practical, fittIng men to drive, handle and repair 

MEASURING ATTACHMENT FOR PAPER- outer ends p rovided with flanges for engaging Day and evening classes_ Special course for owners any such manners as are found In your letter. 
BOX MACH INES.-A. BELL, New York. N. Y. the catches, the inner end of levers being ex·· New York Scbool of Automobile Engineers, 146 West As to your limitation of the use of the word 
The Invention refers to Improvements in attach- tended to form a handle. A bar connects the 56th Street, New York. "scholar," we doubt if EI Paso will  be able 
ments for machines employed in placing the inner end of said levers to constrain them to Inquiry No. 82 1 4.-Wanted, Information as to to make this use of the word universal, espe
paper covering on the sides and ends of paste- move in unison, one being provided with an in- ���t,;no�

n
tl1.r:g�%e 

sf:uf.
aper from the pith and otber cially as both Webster and the Century do not 

board boxes and covers, the object being to tegral lug for directly engaging the sil l  when 
W ANTED.-Physical Culture Appliances_ Because of give it first place. The Standard says, "When 

provide a simple means whereby the desired the fianges are engaged with the catches. This my great success in the sale of appliances for the hn- used without qualification, the word is un
length of material may be accurately meas- prevents movement of the doors with respect provement of tbe health and strengtb, I bave found it derstood in this latter sense"-that Is, "one 
med, thus resulting in a considerable saving to the si l L necessary to open another store at 1 West 42d St., New who is thoroughly schooled, an erudite person." 
of paper at the overlap. CAR-UNLOADING APPARATUS.-A. Bu- York City. I would like to bear from owners of special We agree with this usage, and wish it  might 

CLOCK.-A. D. GARY, Lavonia, Ga. The in- QUET and A. CROCHET, Minerva, La. The in- appliances such as vibrators, braces, or anytbing in become general. Our use of the word was in 
ventlon comprises the combination with the ventlon relates to apparatus for unloading that line that would pay to push. connection with the qualifying phrase, "from Prof. Anthony Barker, 1164 Broadway, N. Y. CIty. � 

d I h clock-train having an escapement shaft and I sugar-cane from cars into the feeder for cane- a high school,"  and, as we un erstand Engl s 
wheel, of a plate having a laterally-extending I mills.  It is an improvement upon that form ' b!r':,��:.ry 

N o .  821iJ .-Wanted, manufacturers of oi l  authorities, was correct. Of course, one Is quite 
arm, a pallet for engaging the escapement- , of device in which a large rake is  attached to at l iberty to restrict the sense of a word in his 
wheel mounted on the arm, a pendulum and carried by a horizontally'reciprocating ro�n:::�1�i�':;it1't���e-;:f�6'�d. makers of invalid 

own use of It as he pleases, but one has no 
mounted to swing upon the plate, and a con- frame, which frame is hinged to swing vert!- right whatever to find fault with another as you 
uectlon between tbe pallet and pendulum. The cally about a horizontal axis at  one end, so as m���r1���r�r�·or£b��rR�fJ'�egOif�ret�g�r

c'i��n��. the do for using that word in any sense author
plate Is provided with a bearing for engaging to be raised and lowered to permit the rake Inqu iry N o .  "'218.-Wanted, fiexible clotb. air- ized by any good authority. In this you over
the escapement-shaft and a slot leading there- to operate in any horizontal plane. ti�ht. capable of holding a pressure of three inches of step the bounds of good taste, as among gentle
from to permit removal and attachment of the CAR-FENDER.

-------<M. WICK, New York, N'. Y. ;;tht::�h����\��y which treats cloth with paraffine or men. We note with pleasure that you bear 
plate, and a rod secured to the plate and The principal objects of the inventor are to Inquiry No. 8219.-Wanted. the address of tbe witness to the general and "reasonable" ac
extending therebelow to swing the plate. provide means for automatically releasing a manufacturer of the machines making flower pots from curacy of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and that 

BEATING-IN DEVICE FOR LOOMS.�.J. K. series of movable elements when a portion of ������)���
r
:n

a
d
n
fl �f25aJ�ntr��t:::i� dY!���e� 

centi- it does not stoop to persiflage. Persiflage is a 

D N Y k N Y Th b ·  t f th f d I 'th b t l very fine word for a high-school scholar to ALKRANIAN, ew or , . .  e 0 Jec 0 e en er comes n' contac t WI an 0 s ac e Inquirv No. 8220.-For manufacturers of " cot-
this InventIon Is  to provide a device arranged so as to 11ft the obstacle upon a platform and ton-flock " for the wal l-paper printing trade. use_ It means literally to whistle. And most 

to insure a proper beating In of the weft and hold It ther�on without stopping the car or Inqu iry No. 8221.-For makers of styptic pencils high school boys do considerable of that. We 

the plle-warp-thread loops, to hold the beaten- running any danger o f throwing the obstacle in quantities. shall be glad to hear from you again at allY 

in parts In po,sition during the formation of I under the wheels, provided it is approximately C!o�'hu�"lp Nc�:, 8';��f;:U����dof
t�tea��i:r c';[p ��� time, but will not publish another letter from 

the following row of plle-warp-thread loops, I tho size of a ,human body. bottles ; also for makers of Similar bottle caps. you of the sort you have sent Ui! this time. 



Scientific American 
( 1003 7 )  c. D. asks : 1. What poin t wi th poor glycerine. Let this stand a few 

days in a cool place, and siphon off the clear 
solution, which is to be used for soap bubbles. 
Some add a little ammonia to this, but it  

below the freezing point do air,  hydrogen, ni
trogen, oxygen, become liquid ? A. These tem
perature points are very nearly as  follows 
in Fahr. degrees, below zero : Air, 312 ; hydro- works well as we have given it. 

gen, 422 ; nitrogen, 317 ; oxygen,  297. 2.  Please 
give me the address of a reliable company that 
sells chemicals and chemical apparatus. A. 
You would better deal with a firm in the city 
near your home than to buy at a distance and 
pay transportation charges. Our advertising 
columns. very often contain the advertisements 
of these dealers. We do not advertise dealers 
in the Notes and Queries column. 3. Where 
can I get some books on argon, helium, neon, 
krypton and xenon, and give me the prices of 
them ? A. We can send you many valuable 
papers on the rare gases of the atmosphere 
which have appeared in the SUPPLEMENT. 
Among them are argon, Nos. 1000, 1 001, 1 002, 
and others, p rice ten cents each ; helium, Nos. 
1056, 1057, price ten cents each. 4. What 
kind of chemical books, as organic chemistry, 
etc., so I can find liquid formene ? What is 
formene ? A. Formene is a tetrachloride of 
carbon cel.. Its preparation can be found 
in the Dispensatory. Its properties are those 
of an anresthetic, similar to those of chloro
form, soothing the pain of neuralgia and even 
causing insensibility. As it has been the cause 

( 10042 ) A. P. B. says : I w ish to 
pump the air out of a glass fruit jar, and 
then seal it so well that air cannot get back 
in the jar for at least one year. Please tell 
me what pump to use and how to seal. A. A 
glass fruit jar Is a poor style  of bottle to use 
for this purpose. Better get a ground-glass 
stoppered bottle with another opening near the 
neck, to which a small glass tube is sealed. 
Coat the stopper with petroleum, and after 
having introduced the contents put in stopper, 
and seal with hot sealing wax. The air is to 
be drawn out through the other opening and 
glass tube, which is then sealed with a blow
pipe and gas or alcohol flame. Any maker of 
sc ientific apparatus can furnish a small  pump 
as well as bottle for this purpose. An ordinary 
mechanical air pump used in the school labor
a tory wil l give a vacuum having not over 2 
ounces pressure absolute, or more than 14 
pounds pressure less than the air. J .  W. 
Queen & Co. , Philadelphia, Pa., can furnish 
what you want. 

( 10043 ) F. H. B. writes : Please ex-
of death also, it  is not used by physicians. It plain what metals, minerals or ores draw 
is not a substance for an amateur to meddle lightning the most. We have a p iece of about 
with. 5. What are the uses of liquid air ? A. 20 acres on which l ightning always strikes 
At present liquid air is  not put to any commer- during a thunder shower. Land slopes to the 
cial use. I west with higher land farther east, on which 

( 1003 8 ) C. J. K. asks : I beg to in- lightning seldom strikes, that is, c0n.'paratively 
seldom. Rock near surface, sometImes cropquire if you can sug�est anything that I can 
ping out, of a light gray color, looks like _basuse for a refiector III place of plate glass 
tard slate but will seldom split. Land covered where the si�e required, 10 feet x 12 ,reet, makes 
with YOU�g timber, h emlock, pine, white oak, plate glass Impracticable to handle . A. Glass 
red oak maple and hickory I think full 90 is the hest material for a reflector, since it does 

er cent of th� hem locks IIa
'
ve heen struck by not tarnish with exposure to moisture and can �ghtning, while a large per cent of the other be easily cleaned. It would not seem to be 

trees have also been struck. Out of 116 hem
necessary to have a single piece of glass for 

locks which measured 6 inches 20 feet above a reflector 10 x 12 feet. The difference could 
the ground, 112 showed lightning marks. Near n?t be told if there were a lar�e number of one end of the tract is a depression, at the p,eces of glass set edge to edge III 

.
the fram�, 

bottom of which almost every tree has been 
making a total a.rea as grea� as  deSIred. :hls 

struck by lightning. Live stock and game 
has been done III the varIOUs solar engmes 

shun the tract but not the land around it. 
which have been built. We do not think any 

The surface ro�k overlies a soft slate, which, 
artificial glass would answer your purpose. 

judging from the dip, must be 300 feet below 
( 10039 ) J. E. N.  writes : I have been the surface. N ear the upper edge of the slate 

a reader of your paper for many years, and is  a spring, where, when the water is low, 
several times I have noticed where you have an oil collects, which, when collected on a 
given receipts for, and published articles on, woolen c loth, burns. I have never been able 
ice-cream making. In every case you claim to collect enough to send you for a test, as It 
that to make a good ice cream it is necessary flows off with the water, and being trans
to u se pure cream. Now I am telling you parent, is hard to find. Only when the spring 
that you are mistaken , there. There are trade is so low that no water runs away have I col
secrets and trade secrets, but the following is lected it on woolen cloth. A. It is a fact that 
a Simon pure one ; it  has never been pub- some kinds of trees are struck more frequently 
Iished to my knowledge, and the ice cream is by lightning than others. The Weather Bureau 
as good from every point of view as that has investigated this matter and its brochure 
made from pure cream. I t  is  used by several on the subject states that 54 per cent ( the 
large dealers, the whites of the eggs being highest ) of all  trees struck are oak and one 
used for making icing for cakes and for cake per cent ( the lowest ) beech. We do not 
making. Well , to proceed. To every quart of think any ores or metals under the ground 
unskimmed milk use one pound of granulated would draw the lightning any more readily 
sugar and the yolks of five eggs and any than water would do it. Nor would the min
flavor desired. Place the milk in an enameled eral oil seem to account for the phenomena. 
dish, and heat slowly, stirring continually un
til It just co';'es to a hail, then skim and add 
the sugar and remove from the fire, stir with 
a wooden stick until the sugar is dissolved, 
ha ve the yolks of eggs in a dish well beaten 
up with a few quarts of warm ( not hot ) milk, 
and now add these, stirring the milk all the 
time. Place the milk can in a tub with 
broken ice around it, and stir milk until it is 
cool, add your flavor, and it is ready to freeze. 
It costs far less than pure cream, and makes, 
if anything, a far nicer article. 

( 10040 ) J. T. R writes : have a 
primary battery of eighteen cells ; two series 
of nine connected in multiple, i.e., two positive 
and two negative wires connected. These are 
used to charge a secondary battery of three 
cells of chloride accumulator. The voltmeter 
indicates 6. 6  volts at storage battery and 6.5 
volts at terminals of primary battery. Is my 
primary battery large enough, and what should 
be the potential of the charging plant described 
above ? A. A storage battery should have a 
charging current with a pressure of 2 � volts 
per cell .  Three cells require 7 � volts. The 
maximum charging rate should be 6� amperes 
per square foot of surface of positive plate, 
reckoning both sides. You probably fal l  short 
in both pressure and current. 

( 1004 1 )  C. J. H. asks : What· is the 
most desirable formula for making soap bub
bles ? I am in doubt in regard to the amount 
of glycerine and soft soap to use and as to 
whether there were any other ingredients that 
could be added to advantage. A. A good soap 
bubble solution is  not to be obtained by simply 
mixing soft soap and glycerine_ It  is very dif
ficult to secure a good solution. Only the 
purest oleate of soda, or  the best white soap, 
white Castile for example, can be used. Only 
the best glycerine can be used. Price's gly
cerine is reliable. The manipulation Is tedious. 
If, however, you wish to undertake it, pro
ceed as follows : Take the purest caustic soda 
1 part, and dissolve in distilled water 40 to 
50 parts. All parts by weight, of course. Take 
pure oleic acid. Set it for a few days in a 
refrigerator and decant the clear fluid, if a 
separation takes place. Of this take 7 parts, 
and mix with the soda solution. Shake t!ll  the 
reaction Is complete. No� add water up to 
350 parts with the previous water. To two 
measures of the oleate of soda add one 
measure of Price's glycerine. Run no risk 

( 10044 ) M. E. P. asks : 1. I am oper-
ating a single-phase light plant with about 800 
lights. My transformer and liner are nearly 
all overloaded. Could I raise the voltage 
from 1,000 to 2,000 volts and use 200-volt 
lamps in place of 100-volt, or would It be 
better to parallel the secondary coils in the 
transformer and still run 1 00-volt lamps and 
change the generator to 2,000 volts ?  A. An 
additional generator to relieve the overload 
is a more natural solution of your difficulty 
than to change all your lamps and trans
formers, since 2 ,000 volts is a much greater 
strain on the Insulation everywhere than 1 ,000 
volts Is. 2 .  What voltage Is required to make 
a 15-inch spark, such as  is given by a static 
machine ? A. We have not exact data a t  hand 
for the voltage required to force a spark 
through 15 inches of dry air under all Circum
stances. A paper read before the American 
Institute of E lectrical Engineers showed that 
150,000 volts were required to force a dis
charge between points, and that a different 
pressure was necessary if spheres, disks, etc; , 
were employed. We have from time to time 
published valuable papers concerning the work 
of Prof. Trowbridge, of Harvard University, 
in this direction. These can be had for ten 
cents each.  3 .  I s  the cUl'rent or discharge 
from a static machine giving 15-inch spark, 
such as is used in X-ray work, dangerous ?  
Will it produce death ? A. A discharge through 
15 inches of air is a very dangerous current 
to encounter. Any discha rge from a call 
capable of giving such a spark should be 
avoided. The only safe rule is not to touch 
the secondary while the coil is active ; and if 
necessary to touch any part of the apparatus, 
to place the hand not in use behind the back. 
No circuit can then be made through the 
body from arm to arm. 4. Will the 200-volt 
lamp last as long as the 1 00-volt ? A. One of 
the largest lamp makers says of 200-volt 
lamps : "Owing to the increased strain to 
which the carbons or filaments are subjected 
hy the high voltage, these lamps are uncom
mercial except in the lower efficiencies. The 
efficiency of our regular product is  4 watts 
per candle, and in its average life and main
tenance of candle power It  corresponds to  our 
standard 100 to 125-volt 3.1 watt lamp." This 
shows that it will cost more to run a :l00-
volt lamp than a 100-volt lamp for tbe slime 
candle power. 

( 1004 5 )  T. D. asks : In a perfect com
pound dynamo, would the neutral points vary 
with the load '! A. Yes. 

( 1004 6 )  H. E. T. asks : 1. I s  there an 
alloy approximately as  soft as lead, and as 
tenacious, malleable, and ductile as copper 'l 
If so, what are the properties of the alloy 'l 
A. There is no alloy known to us that is as 
soft as lead and as tenacious as copper. The 
a lloys of lead and copper have no commercial 
value as a mel a l  and are not in use. We 
do not know the properties of such alloys. 
2.  Is  there any need ( commercially speaking) 
now of a telephone repeater, since Dr. Pupin's 
invention ? In other words, could a telephone 
repea ter have any other use than to increase 
the distance at which speech may be trans
mitted ? A. There is the same need that there 
has always been _ ,  If such an Instrument can 
be invented, It will enable speech to be trans
mitted not only to greater distances, but at 
a much less cost than the system to which 
you refer. 

( 1004 7 )  J. M. S. writes : I have a 
small electric mouth lamp that when connected 
up with an alternating 1 04-volt current, by 
means of a rheostat, requires from 3 � to 4 
volts to light it. Now what I want is to make 
a rheostat by covering either a piJce of wood 
or iron with asbestos, and then placing same 
in a lathe and winding it with German sil ver 
wi�e, so as to be able to cut the 104 volts 
down and not bmn out my lamp. Can yon 
inform me what gage wire and how much 
of it will It take to accomp lish the desired re
suits ? A. We cannot give exact data for a 
call such as you require, since we do not know 
what the current is  which you use. But you 
can proceed as follows : Take 24 B. & S. Ger
man silver wire, which has 3 feet to the ohm. 
Provide 375 feet, and wind into the coil as 
you propose. You can arrange a switch so  
that  the  current may be  adjusted ; that  is, 
make a variable rheostat ; or you can by test
ing find what amount will be needed to have 
the light burn properly. You are probably 
aware that the more economical way is to 
have a small transformer for your lamps. 
Such lamps can be run with a battery also. 

( 10048 ) M. McC. writes : A positive 
remedy for carbon brushes sparking i s  to soak 
the brushes for twenty-four hours in ordinary 
m&chine oil. Complaints I have read in col
umns of the SCIENTIFIC A�fEmCAN prompts 
the above and should be generally known. I 
had the same trouble and it occurred to me 
to try above remedy, and I find i t  does avoid 
sparking positively. A. We are not able to 
indorse this as a sovereign remedy for all dis
eases of dynamos which show themselves by 
the symptom called sparking. Machine oil can 
only act as a lubricator, and sparking may be 
due to a cause deeper than the surface of the 
armature. 

( 10049 ) F. H. asks : Will you please 
tell me what kind of metal to use on contact 
points on a gasoline engine electric igniter, 
and where to purchase the same ? A. Always 
use platinum at the contact points for break
ing a circuit where there will be a strong 
spark. Any dealer in gasoline engines who 
advertises ill our columns can furnish the arti
cle. So also can dealers in electric materials. 

( 10050 ) A. S. asks : 1. Would ten cells 
be sufficient to run a six-candle lamp ( 10 volts, 
1.5 amperes ) ?  If not, how many - would be 
required 'I A.  No. Your lamp requires 1 . 5  
amperes. This battery- furnishes 30-1000 o f  
a n  ampere, or  ahout one-fiftieth as much cur
rent as Is needed for the lamp. 3. How shall 
I prepare the pastes used in the upper and 
lower spirals ? A. This battery is useful for 
testing purposes only, as the description states. 
The paste is prepared by mixing the solid 
minium or litharge into a p aste with dilute 
sulphuric acid. This is  the method in al l  
storage batteries using such pastes. 3. What 
is  used as the electrolyte, and how is  it made ? 
A. Dilute sulphuric acid. You will have to 
buy the acid. You cannot very well make it.  
4 _  Where could I get .the battery charged ? A. 
Charge the battery with a primary battery. 
A gravity battery Is as good as any for the 
purpo;;e. 

( 10051 ) N. D. writes : In your issue 
of April 13  you mention sulphides of barium 
and calcium, and state "when properly pre
pared." Are there any special directions for 
preparation, and how ? A. To prepare a phos
phorescent calcium sulphide, calcine clean oys
ter shells in order to burn out all but the 
calcium carbonate. Then reduce the shells 
to a fine powder by pounding or grinding. 
Place this powder In layers in a crucible with 
flowers of sulphur. Cover the crucible to shut 
out the air, and heat to dull redness for half 
an hour. Let the whole cool while still cov
ered, and transfer the calcium sulphide 
formed to a glass bottle, which cork tight 
to prevent the accession of moisture. Barium 
sulphide should be formed, from witherite and 
sulphur by heating in a crucible in the same 
manner. 

( 10052 ) W. M. R. writes : I made 
some little time back the eight-light dynamo 
described in your valuable paper, designed by 
Hopkins some twelve years ago or so. Bav
ing studied electricity at University Col lege. 
I"ondon, I made some alterations In the design 
of armature which I think have made material 
improvement In dynamo. The alterations were 
these : Instead: of using washers as sug-
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gested, I cut washers out of 20-gage charcoal 
iron, using varnish for Insulation. These I 
fastened on to the armature by thick-end wash
ers engaging a screw on armature shaft. Aftel' 
getting all firmly screwed up, I put into lathe 
and- slotted out 24 grooves the breadth of 4 
wires and 8 wires deep, and In these I wound 
the wires very carefully. By . this arrangement 
I was enabled to run the armature with iron 
1-16 inch distant from cheeks of field magnet. 
I turned the field magnet upside down, with 
yokes firmly bolted to base plate, from which 
rose two pedestals ( hollow )  forming bearings 
for the ends of armature. I arranged the bear
ings with an endless; chain dipping six Inches 
into oil chamber, with the result that I can 
light up 50-volt lamps to ful l  brilliancy at a 
speed of 1,660, instead of 2,200, the speed men
tioned in your article. I have had the machine 
lighting up my house, driven by a Pelton wheel, 
for several months, and the bearings have not 
an atom of shake and have only been filled up 
with 011 once, as it circulates and runs back 
again. I thought possibly some of your read
ers would like to hear of my results. I would 
advise anyone attempting to make the machine 
to get the segments for commutator cast sepa
ra teo I tried hoth ways and found the latter 
preferable. I made the commutator much 
larger than the design. A. Of course, the iron
clad armature is an Improvement over the old 
form of a dozen years ago. The results of the 
alterations are very satisfactory. 

( 10053 ) J. M. S. asks : 1. What 
size German silver wire and how long a piece 
should I use to wind a rheostat to reduce an 
alternating current 7,200 amperes, 104 volts, 
down to 2 volts ? Also size and amount of 
Iron wire for above results ? A. The use of a 
choke coli is not the most economical way to 
reduce from 104 volts to 2. A simple mode of 
getting the result would be to put a wire in 
series with an Incandescent lamp, and take 
a shunt from the wire at two points which 
have a resistance between them equal to abou t 
one-fiftieth, of the resistanc e  of the lamp. The 
best way, however, is to obtain a transformer 
from the company supplying the current, which 
will give you this rate of transformation. If 
your current should happen to be transformed 
from 2,000 volts to 104 a second transformer 
like the first would carry it down to about 5 
volts, which perhaps is near enough to your 
limit for your use. 2. How shall I proceed to 
construct an appliance for heating say a glass 
of water, using same current, amount, size 
and kind of wire ? A. This you can do by 
means of a small call of wire in series with a 
lamp. An arc lamp would give a quicker re
sult.  With an arc lamp use 12 or 14 B. & 8. 
German silver wire. With an incandescent 
lamp use 18 or 20 wire. 

( 10054 )  B .  P. asks : Will you kindly 
furnish me with information regarding liquid 
air, its process of manufacture, cost, proper
ties, etc., and what developments have been 
made regarding its uses and its dangers '! A. 
We can s.end you ten good articles upon liquid 
air at ten cents each, or else the book upon 
the subject by Sloane, for $2.50 by mail. 
Liquid air has no commercial uses at present, 
and there are no dangers from it, if handled 
by , one having knowledge of the usual proper
ties of gases. 

( 10055 ) C. M. L.-Tbe principal 
source of graphite In the United States Is the 
mines at Ticonderoga, N. Y., which furnish 
ahout 200 tons per annum. It is also mined 
near Raleigh, N.  C., and in Virginia, Georgia, 
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and California ; 
also in Nova Scotia. The best graphite comes 
from Colombo, Ceylon, and costs from 2 to 4 
cents per pound, according to quality. Prices 
depend much upon the regularity of the sul1' 
ply. 

( 10056 ) W. E. asks : Will you tell 
me how the voltage and internal resistance of 
a Bunsen cell can be calculated mathematic
ally, or refer me to a good book on the sub
ject ? A. The voltage and Internal resistance 
of a battery are not calculated by mathemat
ics. They are measured by instruments. The 
processes employed are to be found in i(empe's 
"Handbook of E lectrical Testing," price $7.50. 
This work is complete. A special book upon 
batteries is Carhart's "Primary Batteries," 
price $ 1 . 50, both prices by mail. 

( 10057 ) X. writes : I wish to obtain 
some information which would be very accept
able to me, and in fact to a great many at this 
time, when the question of using gasoline en
gines on automobiles of different kinds is very 
popular ; and that is, the dimensions and draw
ings, if possible, of a jump spark or induction 
call that would he oblong In shape, without vi
brator, light as possible, and to work on low 
voltage giving a one-quarter Inch spark. A. 
The details for making an Induction coil to 
give a spark one-quarter inch in length can be 
found in Bonney's "Induction Coils, " price $1  
by mall. You can omit the  vibrator and ar
range the break in the combustion chamber 
or cylinder without special Instructions. The 
shape may also be changed to adapt it to the 
space allotted to it. The Important thing is 
the Insulation and the windings. All  el�e is 
secondary. Only a low voltage , can be used 
upon so small a call. 

( 10058 ) F. P. asks : 1. Is the effi
ciency of an electric motor affected if the 
body frame of the automobile is  Iron, or if mo
tor Is clad with wrought Iron or other metal 
Instead of cast Iron ? A, The elliclency of an 
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electric motor is not affected by the material 
of the frame of the carriage to which it Is at
tached. N or does it make any difference to 
the motor by what metal it is inclosed. The 
reason for using ironclad motors on street 
cars is c hiefly to prevent the escape of mag
netic lines into the space around the motor. 
No metal but iron can do this, and cast iron 
is cheaper than wrought iron. 2. Will wrought 
iron field magnets, instead of cast iron, in 
l:lUPPLEMEN'£ 1195, double the efficiency of the 
motors ? If not, what winding will do it ? 
A. Wrought iron will transmit about twice as 
many lines of force as cast iron ; hence a 
saturated magnet core of wrought iron will 
give twice the effect of one of cast iron. 3. 
If pinion wheel is placed on top of gear wheel, 
is i t  as efficient as if placed on the side ? A. 
The position of the driving gear does not affect 
the amount of power I t  transmits. 4. If not 
too smal l ,  how should motors in SUPPLEMENT 
1195 be wound so as to  act as dynamos also ? 
A. The winding of a motor does not need to be 
changed to make it generate as a dynamo. 5. 
Is there any special danger on an electric auto
mobile, whether still or moving, in a thunder
storm ? A. An electric automobile Is not ex
posed to any more danger in a thunder-storm 
than any other. We do not recall ever hear
ing of any person being struck by lightning 
upon a railway train. 6. In the inclosed sketch, 
if U is a one-horse-power motor, with 3-inch 
pinion meshing into 30-inch gearwheel,  con
nected to 1S-inch rod, J H, and this joined 
to 6-foot lever H F, working on fulcrum 
G, five feet from power end, what horse
power will be obtained at A on the bent axle, 
D C A B E, which is connected to lever, H F, 
by IS-inch rod, A F ?  A. With the arrange
ment you describe you wil l have at the end 
of the train of wheels and levers one horse
power less ';vha tever has been lost in friction 
at the several bearings. No one can calculate 
this. It must be found by experiment, and 
will depend upon the condition of the machine. 
A horse-power is 33,000 foot-pounds of work 
done In a minute. I t  is not affected by the 
speed of motion nor by the weight lifted. If 
the speed is great a less weight will be lifted 
by a horse-power ; and if the weight is great, 
the less will be the speed. Your arrangement 
reduces' speed and Increases pressure, or weight 
lifted, but the amount of power remains the 
same. The 3U-inch gear moves one-tenth as 
fast as the gear which drives It, and the end, 
F, of the lever moves one-fifth as fast as the 
end, H. Hence F moves one-fiftieth as fast 
as the smal! gear on the motor. 

( 10059 ) J. F. C. asks : What is the 
fraction of power lost in the current produced 
by a generator which runs a motor, the con· 
necting wires being not longer than 10 yards ? 
That is, what is the relative power of motor 
and generator ? Both are the same size. What 
size of a booster would be required to have 
both equal '! A. A motor only thirty feet from 
the dynamo which furnishes the current for 
running it has little or no drop of potential 
from that of the dynamo, and needs no booster. 
The only loss is due to the heating of the coils 
by the current. 

( 10060 ) F. S. L. writes : I would 
'
like 

to know how to make a sparker or a spark 
coi l ,  and in what way it differs from an induc· 
tion coil. I want to make a spark coil to use 
to ignite an acetylene gas jet. A. Spark colIs 
are made about ten inches long. The center 
is a core of iron wire as in an induction coil. 
It may be % inch in diameter. Insulate the 
core by wrapping it with paper which may be 
soaked in paraffine. Fit heads upon the ends 
of the core to hold the winding and wind four 
to six layers of. about No. 1 2  B. & S. double 
cotton-covered wire upon the c ore. Insulate 
the layers with paper. This coil is put in se· 
ries with a battery, and upon breaking the cir· 
cuit a spark is produced at the break which 
lights the gas. There is no , secondary coil. 
In this is the difference between a spark and 
an induction coil. 
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the electrical engineer. Mathematical methods 
of investigation and explanation have been 
largely dispensed with imd, a lthough this may 
appear to be contra to general practice in writ
ings of this class, it will be found that the 
discussion has been considerably simplified by 
this method without, however, m'aterially limit
ing the information which the author gives 
about the c hief characteristics of such ma
chinery. The book is hardly intended for the 
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The latest contribution to the literature of 
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true conditions as the author sees them. It is 
better to know the worst and to apply the 
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under a delusion." The author's Preface is 
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ing the subject of Electric Wiring in all 
its branches, including explanations and 
diagrams which are thoroughly explicit 
and greatly simplify the subject. Prac
tical every-day problems in wiring are 
presented and the method of obtaining 
intelligent results clearly shown. Only 
arithmetic is used. 

a well-known authority on the subject. The 
author takes up in turn : "The Nature of 
Light," "Reflection of Light," "Refraction of 
Light," "Dispersion," "Ditrraction," "Double 
Refraction," "Circular and Elliptical Polariza
tion," "Absorption of Light," "Optical Proper
ties of Metals," "Rotatory Polarization, "  
"Magneto Optics," "Fluorescence a n d  Phos
phorescence," "Laws of Radiation," "Nature 
of White Light," and "Relative Motioll ot 
Ether and Matter." The book shows great 
erudition and a

· 
wonderful grasp of the sub

ject_ 

PRACTICAL BRICKWORK. Edited by Paul 
N. Hasluck. Philadelphia : David 
McKay, 1906. 18mo. ; pp. 160. Price, 
$1. 

English practice Is described. The book can 
be read with profit by aU those who are en
gaged In or are Interested in masonry. The 
work Is well illustrated. 

REFERENCE BOOK FOR STATICAL CALCULA
TIONS.  By Francis Ruff. New York : 
Spon & Chamberlain, 1905. 16mo. ; 
pp. 13(;. 

This work gives force diagrams for frame
works, Instructions for s tatical calculations, 
etc., for all classes of engineering work. With 
Its ai d  practical men can carry out any de
sired statical calculation with ease and 
rapidity. It Is  filled with i l lustrations and 
tables. 

NEW · METHODS OF TESTING ExPLOSIVES. By 
C. E. Bichel. Translated and Edited 
by Axel Larsen, M.I.M.E. London : 
Charles Griffin & Co., Ltd., Philadel
phia, 1905. 8vo. ; pp. 62. Price, $2. 

The literature on the subject Is limited, 
owing to the fact that until fifteen years ago 
black· powder and dynamite were almost the 
only explosives used In practical mlnlng_ New 
explosives require new research to test their 
safety and practical efficiency. The author has 
produced a most practical book for the mine 
engineer. 
ExPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE CON

STITUTION OF HYDRAULIC MORTARS. By 
Henri Ie Chatelier. Translated by 
J. L. Mack. New York : McGraw 
Publishing C ompany, 1905. 16mo. ; 
pp. 132. Price, $7. 

The author started his researches many 
years ago, and his thesis on the subject was 
the starting point of the studies of a number 
of wrlters_ This classic is  the most complete 
and beautiful piece of work done upon the 
c hemistry of Portland cement. The translator 
has changed some of the chemical formulre. 

EDUCATIONAL WOODWORK. By A. C. Horth. 
New York:  Spon & Chamberlain, 1905. 
18mo_ ; pp. 159. Price, $1. 

Of books on manual training there ru:e· no 
end, but there always seems to be a field for 
another work_ The author has succee.ded In 
illustrating his book with a number of very 
helpful photographs, showing the proper po
sition of the hands. Manual training has cer
tain elements In common, whether the Instruc
tion is given In England or the United States. 
Therefore, the book Is not rendered useless by 
the dltrerence in practice. The exercises are 
carefully c hosen and are well Illustrated. 

MANNHEIM AND MULTIPLEX SLIDE RULES. 
By L. W. Rosenthal, E.E.,  A.A.I.E. 
E. Chicago : Eugene Dietzgen Com
pany, 1905. 18mo. ; pp. 59_ 

Slide rules are coming more and more Into 
use among draftsmen, and the pamphlet before 
us describes two excellent slide rules. 

INJECTORS : THEIR THEORY, CONSTRUCTION, 
AND WORKING. By W. W. F. Pullen. 
New York : D. Van Nostrand Com
pany, 1906. 12mo. ; pp. 208. Price, 
$1.50. 

The . third edition of this excellent book 
needs. little recommendation, as It has been 
before the engineering public for over a dozen 
years. The injector Is described and mus
tra ted In practice and theory, and Its possible 
advantages and failings are discussed clearly 
and concisely. The author develops theoretical 
calculations on the subjec t  of water injection 
to a limited extent, but not to such a degree 
that the book will prove of no value to the 
non-technical man. 
MECHANICS FOR ENGINEERS. By Arthur 

Morley. New York : Longmans, Green 
& Co., 1905. 12mo. ; pp. 282. Price, 
$1.20. 

Engineering students require a thorough 
knowledge 

·
of the principles of . mechanlcs in a 

far more general manner than the students of 
the usual scientific courses. The present vol
ume has been written for the use of engineer
ing students, and with this object in view the 
gravitational system of units has been adopted 
in English measures. Graphical vector 
methods for the solution of problems have 
been inserted in certain of the chapters, and 
while such exercises often take up more time 
than the easy arithmetical ones, their solution 
will undoubtedly be found excellent practice 
by the · student in leading up to . more difilcu�t 
problems. Calculus has not been used, al
though the author advises that the student 
should not try to avoid It_ 

WATER SOFTENING AND TREATMENT. By 
William H. Booth. New York : D_  
Van Nostrand Company, 1906.  8vo. ; 
pp. 308. Price, $2_50_  M U N N  Ie. CO. , P u bl ishers,  There are very few problems concerning 
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SORE THROAT Reduced Rates Hya�rozOne T!!�!�.!!!e 
to Sore Throat Sufferers, I will send Call nearest Contract Office for full information. 

One 25 Cent Bottle Free NEW YORK TELBPHONB COMPANY 
to everyone sending ' me this adver
tisement with 10 cents to pay postage 
and packing. Hydrozone is a harm
less germicide, indorsed and success
fully used by leading physicians. Not 
genuine without my signature on 
label. Ask for Booklet on Treatment 
of Diseases. Sold by Leading Drug· 
gists. Good. until July 10, Ig06. 

, . 

q�. � 
Dept. V, 63 Prinoe Street, New York 

are the IItandard 
for Accnracy, 

Desilrn, Workmanllhlp and Finish. 
Send for Free Catalogue No. l1B, of up-to-date tools 

for mechanics. 
The L. S·. Starrett Co . •  Athol ,  Mass_ . U. S. A 

The Benton Valveless Engine 
Has no valve In either Intake or exbaost. ���tg;e!\!�B�=J 01'001'. It has mOTe power with less de��fec�t�:�L

ss 
ft:�!�:'an�t ::��� 

From 2 to 40 H. P. Fnrnishfugs for 
fresh or salt water. 

T. P. BENTON & SON 
MANUi'ACTURBRS 

Front and Pearl Street .. LA CROSSE, WIS., U. S. A. 

CONTRACT OFlnCES: 
15 Dey Street 

l1S West 38th Street 
220 West 124th Street 616 East HOth Street 

TELEPHONE NO. : 
9010 Cortlandt 
9040-38th 
9000 Morningside 
9020 Melrose 

HOME MADE DYNAMOS. - SCIEN-
TIF I C  AMERICAN S UPPLEMENTS 1 6 1  and 6041 contain excellent articles with full drawiT. Price 10 cents 
Vri'r'l.: 6l{y��� aN=s�e�I���any. il Broadway. New 

Gasoline Engines 
are Sparked 50 per cent. Cheaper 
by an Bdlson Battery and Spark 

Coil than by " dry " batteries, for instance. 
The Bdlson Battery gives t wice the ampere 
hours for $1 and the Bdlson Coil puts them 
all into a fat, hot spark. It is wound with 
the heaviest, thickest wire. We prove that 
it saves batteries. Theprice is reducedfrom $3.25 to $2.50. Write for " Battery Sparks" 
before buying batteries and 
coils. 

BDiSON MFG. CO. 
2S Lakeside Ave. , Orange, N .  J. 
3 1  Union Square, New York 
304 Wabash Ave. ,  Chicago 
25 Clerkenwell Road, I,ondon, Ie.e. 

Va Asbestos and MaAnesia Products 
STEAM PIPE AND BOILER COVE I U N G S .  " J · M "  ASBESTOS ROOFING. 

� ASBESTOS PAC K I N G  (For all ur oses) . ASBESTOS FABRICS.  
ASBESTOS FIRE·R E S I ST I N G GE U'ENTS . KEYSTONE H A I R I NSU LATOR. 
IUiBESTOS B U I L D I N G  MATERIALS. E L E CTRICAL S U PPLIES. 

K .  VV. d O M N S - M A N V I L L E  C O. 
New York, M i lwaukee. Chicago. Boston,  Phl ladelllhla,  St. Lou i s .  Plttsbu rll, Cleveland, New Orleans, Kansas 

City. M i nneapol is ,  Dallas. San Francisco. Los Angeles,  Seatt le.  London. 

J A G E R  Marine 
4-Cycle Engines 

Skillfnlly designed and well boot. Single 1ever .control, com-
��h�p':;�\¥:!!fce. ca�:;�:f�o� wide speed ranJ(e and' reliabmfy under most trying conditloDs. Sizes 3 to 60 h. p. Send for catalog_ 

CHAS. J. JAGER CO. 
28  t Frankli n ,  cor. Batterymarch St., 

Boston,  Mass. 

ROTARY PUMPS AND E N GINES. 
����sO�\�\�:n:�:l�!�m::'���t��o¥�:r:,':.:'m� and engine from 1588 and illustrated with clear drawIngs showing the construction of various forms of pnmps and engines. 38 Illustrations_ Contained In 
SUPPLEMENTS 1 1 419, 1 t 1 41, 1 1  1 1 . Price 10 cents each. For sale by Munn & Co. and all newsdealers. 

For Either _ 

Hand or Power 
This machine is the regular hand maclnne su

it ���� a:l�: ���::
e
�;:�

o
��3::':;i�;; 

machine or taken from its base £01' use 88 a 
hand machine. Length of pi�e handled 
easilv in smaIl room. Illustrated catalogue 
-price list free OD application. 

THE C U RTIS & CURTIS CO.,  
S Garden St., hIDGBPOBT, COli'N. 

THE B. F. BARNES 

., 4 - I N C K  D R I L L 
Is adapted for work from 1-16 Inch to 'Ii Inch. A strong. substantial. well built. drill. Plain lever or power feed as desired. We build a full line of Drills. All sizes furnished In Gangs. Also bave 9-inch, 
�_l!t:ccM�rlf�f����at��1:a�: � 
on request. 

B. F. BARNES COMPANY, Rockford, I I I .  
EuropoanBraucll, 149 Queen VletorIaSt., London, E.o. 

THE OBER LA.THES « For Turning Axe, Adze, Plok, 
Sledge, Hatchet .. Bammer, Auger. File, Knife and Ch:h!el Handles. 
WhitHetrees, Yokes, Spokes. Poroh 
Spindles, Stair Balusters Table 

. and Chair Legs and other Irregular work. 
. . .  . PI"" Send" fO'l' OiJrc'Ular A. 

The Ober Mfg. Co., t 0 Be.1I St • •  Chagrin Fal ls ,  0., U;S;A. 

eliminates g u e s s w o r k _  Any temperature from zero to 3tXX) degrees Fuhr. Indicated w i t  h absolute accuracy. Used in alI · indnstries. We guarantee satisfaction. Write for, particulars and price. jl;lving your requlre- . ments. 
ELECTRIC DENTAL SPECIALTY CO. 

2761 Euclid Ave. , Cleveland, O. 

" Economo " Emery Wheel Dresser 
0(1 �fze 12 In. Made of . :h.e �::: EcoDomo " Combination" Dresser lY !:lshard 

as the Blaek Diamond. WUl true or shape any 
wheel except the very 
,hard and carborundum. AMiI:!III'IIP!IA- The "CkwnlMati ... " is ..... .. �� O I L!  'the r o u g h i n g  tool 

. placed ih the handle 
end of MEeonomo." Send for clrcular. Dresser Bent on 15 days' trial. 
INT.BBlfATIONAL SPECULTY CO., 860 llolden A.ve., Detroit, Mleb. 

ELECTRIC LAUNCH MOTOR. - THE 
design in this paper Is for a motor of unusual simplicity of construction, which can easily be built by an amateur 
��:";!'N .:'��t4 f!�l���e�e�eg�,:-,� ���i�: i'8bi��t;:. �J 
�e�ag���� <>1IY��f:,!l��g ��: ���r:. a S�ee:d8gfE����� 
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT. No. l�O�. Price 10 �.ents by mall, from this office. and from 8.1  n\lwsdealers . .  " 

IT MAKES MONI!Y 
R.APIDLY 

and pays for itself In two clays work. 
There never was 1\, IDw.-hint; hke the 

PHOTOSCOPE 
for making money. Takes a perfect pho. 
:�

a
fr����

o
�:��

a
J!y��il��sie:�: 

onl:' minute. Thousands In use making 
fortunes tor their operators. Booklet 
and price-list free from 

D_ S. KLINE 
BUiPALo, N. Y. 

Most economical, reliable and em
cient. If you have running water 

}�:t ����
r
a�h

en
fo�r� f:lll ���:i��b�: 

from spring, brook, or river, deliv
ered to any distance. Write for 
catalogue. 
N i agara Hyd ra u l i c  E n g i n e  Co 

140 Nas.au St., N. Y. 

Jlmtrican 
J;omts and 6ardtns 

�OUND-VOLUMB ONB 
Profusely Illustrated. Large Quarto. 426 

Pages. Green Cloth Covers Pro
duced In Several Colors. 

A Beautiful Book. 
Price $3.50 

This volume, containinlt house plans. many sultltestions for 
the decoration and furnishing' of the home ; also for the im
provement of the grounds and the gardens. is indispensable to 
those requiring such information. 

MUNN & CO., Publishers of the Scientific American 
361 Broadway, New York 



Inexpensive 
Classifi ed Adverti sements 

Advertising in this colnmn Is 50 cents a line. No less than four nor more tban ten lines accepted. Count seVPll words to the line. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance. Further information sent on request. 

S A L E  A N D  EXC H A N G E .  

I F  YOU W AN'r t o  buy a machine, engine, boiler, 
power equipment, electrical, steam, pneumatic or other 
machinery-anythtng in the machine line-Tell Us and 
we will see that you get full descriptions, prices, catalOllS, etc., from all tlie first-class manufacturers. We 
charge nothing for the service. Address Modern Ma
chinery Daily News, Security Building, Suite 10, Chicago. 

FOR SALE.-Eight-inch Clark Telesco�i,e' in use four 
���r�5-f�;t

n
�ti�:�:�c;y. �l�?r�h<Ii��s ����Wl::: 42 Broadway, New York. 

FOU.:sD AT LAST,-A practical Rotary Engine. I 
have a ten .. horse�power marine engine in operation, 
proven beyond question to be efficient and economical 
and the best Steam Rotary. Will sell Patent or Terri��au'l:'o�,h�n:'ightS. Address Charles V. Rousseau, 

FOR SALE.-Patellt 1'10. 817,480, issued April 10. The best Wire Snow Guard ever made, Reason for selling, other business. J.  H. Fulmer, Nazareth, Pa. 
MOTION PICT U RE MACHINES, Film Views, Magic La.nternst Slides and similar Wonders For Sale. Cata .. 

�1��e .f.r�:iI��:�h� s'&.\'��'!,W s����fi��e11�:; �l:"es. 
STATE RIGHTS FOR SALE in new valuable Regis· 

tering and Canceling Ballot Box patent,. .Ifor particu .. 
lars address E. K. Tolman, Worcester. Mass. 

MANLOVE AUTOMATIC DRIVEWAY GATE.
Alwavs In order : operated by any wheel. Safe, band· 
some; valuable. iO,OOO working. (Canadian rights tor 
eale.) Manlove Gate Co., 272 Huron Street, Chicago, 1lI. 

THEl CElMENT WORKER'S HANDBOOK_ Tells 
you all about cement work. How to build walls, 
floors, walks, tanks, cisterns, fence posts, etc . ,  etc. ; bound In cloth ; second edition. Send 5()c. to O. C. 
DePuy , Syracuse, N. Y. 

B U S I N E S S  O P P O R T U N I T I ES. 

ta�&1
T

fuNSdrs�;��Jn 
f�� c{ifih o:r�J'r;��i�i�ri; �"o'; open for Salesmen, Executive. Clerical and Technical 

men. Hapgoods, 305 Broadway, New York. 
TO MANUFACTURERS AND INVENTORS.-Lon. don firm of good standing, possessing every facUity for successfully placing on British market time and laborsaving inventions or any manufactured article of merit. is open to take up the 8ale in the United Kingdom 

of an additional good line, either on purchase or agen�y arrangement. Address U London Importers," 
Box 773, New York. 

WA STED.-Buyers for onr one and two-seated bnsi· ness and pleasure Concord spring wagons. Send for 8O-page carriage and harness cata)o!l, free. Bo� 525. 
Kalamazoo Carriage & Harness Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

HIGH.CLASS PROPOSITION for capital or partner. 
Several patents aud inveuti( ·llS. Applications litho., 
�f�t�h�rr��n��ot�b��fN.i�� ��a�����let��l� ��E��' 3bl.� Buchanan, N. Y. 

AGI'lNTS EAllN $75 to $250 a Month Selling .. Novelty 
Knives." Your na.me. address, photo underneath han
dies ; also emblems, lodges. societies. etc. Fine]y tem
pered razor steel blades. Big profits. Good commission 
���elt�

eCgt��j.;t��;2 f��r g�;,�����g��l 
O�fier to agents. 

WOUI,D LIKE TO BUY OUTRIGHT, or on royalty. 
��gi�af�t;n���:l!���erew���h f����i�h\fi:��i�gJ:tug� made a big demand. J. O. Stein, 1209 Case A venue. Cleveland, Ohio. 

W ANTED.-Names of parties making leath er board. Also of manufacturers of cloth made from plantain tree �!fb. F. Raniville Leather Belting Co., Grand RapIds, 

W ANTE D.-Foreman for die sinking and dr(,p forge work, experienced in both Jines. Give age, references, etc. Address "AutomObile," Box 713, New York. 
BARGAIN for one wishing to enga"e in Sawmill Machinery Manufacturing Business, Machines best on the Market. Protected by Patents. ProDts are large, Sole owner retiring. Machinery, Box 713, New York. 
THEl CONTROLLING INTEREST in Rivet Forge 

used by the largest Bridge and Structural Com
panies. A running business that can be increased 
by right party. 'V rite for pa rticulars. Boston 
Crude Oil Burner Co.,  131 State St., Boston, Mass. 

't'lIGNAL ALARM, pat. Dec" 1905. The simplest @levice for refrigerators. Repeats every 5 miuutes an[U the pan is empty. Need no battery. No winding. Cost little to manufacture. Rights for sale. For 
w�����r����ress 'l'heophile Paquette, 108 Lake St.) 

LET US BE YOUR FACTORY. Hardware specialties manufactured under contract, models developed. We are speCialists in patent articles. Prompt service, first-class workmansh ip, reasonable prices. Am-erica Company, Momence, Ill. 

ke����eTra:p�����;���:��G�F cty��e:y:'t:m��: iug or fiickerin.,g. Send 25c. for sample. Rubber Grip Burner Co., 74 Park Place, New York. 

PO S I T I O N  W A N T E D .  

DRAUGHT8MAN. -Good pOSitions for first·class ar· chitectural, mechanical and structural men in New York, Cbicago and other cities. $1,200 to $2,5UO. Ca!l or write us to-day. Hapgoods, 305 Broadway, New York. 

PAT E N TS FO R SA L E .  

I HAVE FOR SALE} the U .  S .  and all foreign 
rights of new patent Improvements in Water Tube Types of Boile:l's. Great economizer. J. M. Col
man, Everett, Wash. 

PATENTS.-European Rights. I want sole 
agency for Europe for good-selling patents, or  might buy rights. James R. Moodie, 73 Inverleitb Row, 
Eldinburgh, Scotland_ 

PA RT N E R S W A N T E D. 

WANTED, A PARTNER. I have a complete , plan 
for making an apparatus to be driven by gravity. 
Wanted a capitalist to develop the invention. D. 
Gingold, 297 Cherry St. , New York City. 

S I T U A T I O N S  A N D  P R O F E SS I O N A L  

O P E N I N G S. 
W ANTE!), - Expariencad and Responsible Patent RIghts Salesman to sell territory for a new gasoline sad-iron

i 
the only perfect iron and fully guaranteed. 

tio�r���:. fN.Siness proposition. America Company, 

H O T E L S  A N D  R E S O RTS. 

JAMESTOWN, OPPOSITE} NEWPORT. Therndyke Hotel and 8 new cottages, furnished ChaI IDlng location on shores of Narragansett Bay ; 15 min
utes to Newport by ferry. P. H. Horgan, No w
port, R. I. 

P R O F E SS I O N A L  C A R DS. 

LANDSCAPE AROHITECTS. J. H. Shepard & Son, 302 Euclid Ave. , Syracuse, N. Y. Twenty-fiVt. 
years' experience. 

LANDSCAPE} ARCHITECT. Wm . Webster. 560 Nortb St., Rochester, N. Y. Established 1853. 

Scientific AlTlerican 
portance than that concerning the treatment ! r----------------------------------.----------, 
of water for boiler and manufacturing pur- I 
poses. No steam user who thoroughly under
stands the magnitude of this question will 
neglect to institute at least an a ttempt to re
duce the amount of hard scale deposited in the 
boiler or, for instance, in fabrics. The ques- I 
tion of water softening has been treated at 
great l ength in numberless ' publications and 
books. The present volume is one of the latest 
contributions to the l iterature of the subject, 
and will doubtless prove of value to the prac
tical man as well as the expert. The author 
has supplemented his own experiences by 
drawing information from many sources, such 
as manufacturing plant managements, consult
ing experts, and technical institutions. The 

Write for 
FR.EE 
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THE NEW YORK STANDARD 

book is well il lustrated. 

KURZES REPETITORIUM DER ORGANISCHEN 
CHEMIE. Von Dr. Kurt Dammann. 
Freiburg im Breisgau : Herdersche 
Verlagshandlung, 1906. 14mo. ; pp. 
256 .  Price, $1.25. 

Illustrating 
Other Styles 
and Prices CHRONOGRAPH 

The Ideal Split-Second Watch for All 
Laboratorial and Experimental 

Work 

Now Used Extensively By 
ELECTRIC AND 

TELEPHONE COMPANIES 

CHEMISTS 

REFINERS AND 

COMPOUNDERS OF OILS 

In Fact, By Everyone Where a 
FULLY GUARANTEED 

t-Second Indicator is Essential 

For Sale By All Yewellers 

Dr. Dammann's excellent work is in nowise 
intended for a textbook, but is designed to be 
used in connection with the regular course of 
Instruction in organic chemistry. The work is 
exceedingly thorough, and includes the very 
latest phases of the science on which it treats. 
It will be found of great value in instances 
where time is lacking for extended investiga
tions of standard text or reference books, and 
the student will find it splendid for purposes 
of review. The arrangement into divisions 
and subdivisions with a great number of 

New York Standard Watch Co., 401 Communipaw Ave., Jersey City 

formulas is good. 

SCIEN,CE AND THE MANUFACTURER. By 
Keith Quinton. London : Guilbert 
Pitman, 1906. 14mo. ; pp. 8 6. Price, 
80 cents. 

The close relation and intimate association 
of science and industry to-day is so universally 
admitted, that the statement of the fact needs 
little proof. In "Science and the Manufac
turer" i s  given an interesting account in a 
brief manner of how science is necessary in 
certain industries, and in fact, how to-day it 
is indispensable for the proper development of 
manufacturing or other work. The book is 
interestingly illustrated from photographs, and 
while rather limited in scope, will  undoubtedly 
be found interesting by the reader. 

OCEAN AND INLAND TRANSPORTATION. By 
Emory R. Johnson, Ph.D. New York : 
D. Appleton & Co., 1906. 12mo. ; pp. 
395. Price, $1.50. 

The reader will find this discussion an in
teresting treatise on the economics of trans
portation by water and an excellent comple
ment to "American Railway Transportation," 
by the same author. The book is  based 
largely on information secured from govern
ment and other official sources, as wel l as  
from private individuals  in commercial and 
transportation enterprises. As the volume of 
water transportation is greatly in excess of  
the inland water commerce, about four-fifths 
of the book is taken up with a discussion of 

Bui l d  Your Own Boat 
By the B ROOKS System 

10,b8b NOVICES -most of them with no tool experience whatever-built boats by the Broo�s System 
last year. Over fifty per cent. h"ve built 
their second boats. Many have establisbed 
themselves in tbe boat building business. 

If you can drIve a nail and cut out .a piece 
of material from a full size pattern-you 
can build a Can oe-Row-boat-8ail
boat-Launch-or Yacht-In your leis· 
Ure time-at home. 

T h e Brooks �y stem consists of exact 

�!�t o¥rih!ego����fh s::!,r:a i
O�S:;:�� 

tions and wo rki ng illustrations 

b�Yii�g 
:��:;1itff ;:q����k-;� itb��z�g 

sel�f;�� need is the patterns, costing from 
$2.50 up-and materials from $5.00 up. Only 
common household tools required. 

We also furnish complete boats In the 
Knock Down form-ready to put together. 
t:3atisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Our big free catalog tel ls how yon can 
build boats all styles-all sizes. 

BROOKS BOAT M FG. CO. (Originators of the Pattern System of Boat Bu�lding) 
40,. Ship St., Bay City, ill.ich. ,  U . S.A. 

the former. The historic development of the . �rn�8�nf��������';i�'1��tj�M� �A"c:�8��';t�� c*�; 
various lines of transportation and communi- sale by Munn & Co. and all newsdealers. 
cation, as well as the growth of the commerce 
between the various countries, is  interestingly 
discussed. 

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS SIMPLY Ex· 
PLAINED. By H. H. Harrison. Lon· 
don : Percival Marshall & Co., 190 •• 
12mo. ; pp. 165. Price" 75  cents. 

This book is designed for the use of the 
young engineer apprentice who is beginning the 
study of mathematics, or for the artisan whose 
knowledge of the subject is limited. It is in
tended to take the place of the orthodox text
books, which are usually crammed with . acad
emic exercises which are difficult of compre
hension, and merely tend to give the student a 
certain amount of dexterity in the manipula
tion of symbols, while a clear c omprehension 
of the principles is seldom imparted thereby. 
The instruction given by the author in this 
book has at least one excellent quality-it ac
customs the student to think for himself. 

TURNING FOR BEGINNERS. By J. Lukin, 
B.A. London : Guilbert Pitman, 1906. 
16mo. ; pp. 128. Price, 60 cents. 

During the author's long life he has given 
to the world a number of books on amateur 
mechanics. This book will undoubtedly prove 
of interest to any amateur, although the prac
tice and designs are English. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF COLOR 
PHENOMENA. By Joseph W. Lovibond. 
New York : Spon & Chamberlain, 
1905. 8vo . ; pp. 4 8. Price, $2.  

The theory is illustrated by a series of 
geometrical figures, bringing the salient points 
into ODe harmonious whole, and has been 
awarded the silver medal by the International 
.Jury of Awards of the St. Louis Exposition. 
The new system of color nomenclature need 
not, of c ourse, displace any arbitrary or popu
lar color terms, but may be used to define the 
limits within which such terms may be per
missible. Our color nomenclature certainly 
needs reformation. 

THE BATTLES OF LAROR. By Carroll D. 
Wright, Ph .D . , LL.D. Philadelphia : 
George W. Jacobs & Co., 1906. 12mo. ; 
pp. 220.  

Owner of Machinery 
We Want Every ) who desires to obtain the greatest ill efficiency therefrom, as well as 'i� 
engineers , machinists, millwrights, �.- I 
etc . ,  to write for this valu able book . ' 

We are the l argest manufact· 
urers of 

� PAPER. & IR.ON PR.ICTIONS , AND PAPER. PULLEYS 
They are more durable and more 

satisfactory than equipment of other 
material.  They will imp rove your facilities 
and save you money at  the same time. Let 
us p rove it. 

The Text Book on Friction Transmission 
contains t a b les, facts and formul a s  fou n d  in 
n o  other book. We send i t  free to those 
who need it .  State occupation and firm with 
which you are connected, an d address 

The Rockwood Mfg. Co. 
1904 English Ave. 

Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A. 
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To Book Buyers 
We have just issued a new 
48 - page catalogue of re
cently published Scientific 
and Mechanical B o o  k s , 
which we will mail free to 
any address on application. 

This very interesting volume is based upon MUNN & COMPANY four lectures, each of which Is well worth 
reading. The last of the four, however, i s  of I Publishers of SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
"pecial value, as therein the author expounds 361 Broadway, New York 
his personal views and opinions based on long I �S����:sS��:;E�:s���:;E:sS��� 

Steel 
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T H E  E U R E K A C L I P  
The most nseful article evp.r invented for the purpose. Indis1)ensab le to Law� yerB, Editors, Studeurs: Bankers, Insurance Companies and business men generally. Book marker and paper clip. Does not mutilate the paper. Can be used repeatedly. In buxes of 100 for 25c. To be had of aU booksellers. statloners 

and notion dealers. or bv mail on receipt of price. Sample card, bymail, fre�. Man-
�1�tc':.� ��x 1ky.

nL��:��".:Id���ey' 
It's fasy to Keep (ool ! 
The simplest� smaUest. safest, neat .. 
est and most sllccessfuJ Motor Fan made is the RawIinllS !'atent 
High-Speed Water ll'Iotor 
Fan. Can be installed in a few minutes. No operating expenses. Made of high·grade brass. Price 14·in, Fan with complete coup. lings, $1 0.00. 

E. GINTZEL ,,"""D 
150 Nassau St., New York City 

Baldwin RtCOII �b¢ck 
For Automob i l es  Makes 

HAll Roads Ride Alike" 
Sa\;es your car and tires and permits of 

comfortable riding on bumpy roads. Helps 
your springs on smooth roads. Easily at
tached to any car. Free Booklet. 

BALDWIN  CHAIN & M F G .  CO. 
200 Chandler St., Worcester. Mass. 

Instru(tive Scientific papers 
ON TIMELY TOPICS 

Price 1 0  Cents each by mai l  

ARTIFICIAL S TONE. By  1, .  P. Ford. A 
paper of immense practical value to the 
architect and builder. SCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN SUPPLEMENT 1500. 

THE S H RINKAGE AND WA RPING 
OF TIMBER. By Harold Busbridge. An 
excellent presentation of modern views ; 
fully illustrated . SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
SUPPLEMENT 1500. 

CONSTRUCTION OF AN INDICA T
ING OR RECO RDING TIN PLATE 
ANE ROID BAROMETER. By N. 
Monroe Hopkins. Fully illustrated . SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN SUPPI.EMENT 1500. 

DIRECT.VISION S P£CTROSCOPES. 
By T. H. Blakesley, M.A. An admirably 
written, instructive and copiously illustrated 
article. SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLE· 
MENT No. 1493. 

HOME MADE DYNAMOS. SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENTS 161 and 600 con. 
tain excellent articles with fnll drawings. 

· P LATING DYNAMOS. SCIENTIFIC AME
R1C:AN SL!PPLEMENT? 720 and 793 de· 
scnbe theIr constructton so clearly tliat any 
amateur can make them. 

DYNAM O  A,ND MQTOR COMBINED. Fu lly descnbed and Illustrated in SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENTS 844 and 865 
The machines can be run either as dynamos 
or motors. 

ELECT�ICAL MOTORS. Their Con-
structIon at Home. SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
SUPPLEMENTS 75 9. 761. 7 67, 641. 

Price 1 0  Cents each,  by mai l  

Order through your newsdealer o r  from 
MUNN ®. COMPANY 

361 Broa�we.y New York 
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Ebonite is elastic It is used successfully 
on bridges and trestles where expansion 
an d  contraction is great, and does not 

HOW TO 

crack o r  flake off. 
E honite is hratproof. It gi,ves 

exce llen t results on bOller 
fronts. 

E b o n  i t e is weatherproof. 
'I'h,t's why it does well on tin 
roofs �better by far than any 
so-called roof-paint. 

Ebonite is proof against aad fumes. Eleven y ears at a rail
way station and still in good 
condition. 

Ebonite is durable. Ask us 
about the roof of the Globe 
Hotel at Lancaster. Our free 
booklet tells t he story . The 
low price of Ebonite will 
astonish you. 

Sample and booklet free. 
BUCHA"'AN FOSTER CO. 

452 Chestnut Street 
P H. I  L A D  E L P H I A, P A. 

MAKE AN ELECTRICAL 

and intimate acquaintance with the labor 
p roblems of the country. 'rhe labor troubles, 
defeats, and victories of anCient times are in
teTestingly recounted in the first and second 
of these lectures. The third reviews great 
modern labor battles, beginning about 1 8 7 7  
w i t h  t h e  B.  & O. a n d  Pennsylvania strikes, 
and inc luding the anthracite strikes of 1 9 0 0  
and 1902.  
METALLURGICAL CALCULATIONS. By Joseph 

W. Richards, A.C. ,  Ph.D. Part 1. 
New York : McGraw Publishing Com
pany, 1906 . 8vo. ; pp.  208. Price, $ 2 .  

Prof. Richards' book forms o n e  o f  the' most 
important steps in the application of science 
to meta l l u.rgy. I t  is  a reprint of the serial 
running in " E lectrochemical and Metallurgical 
Industries , "  which, however, h a s  been largely 
elaborated and brought up to date. A serial 
which is now appearing w i l l  be published a s  
P a r t  I I . a n d  a l a t e r  serial a s  Part I I I . , thus 
comp leting the work. The treatment of the 
subject is  logical and clear, though, unfor
tunately, the book is lacking in reference to 
other literature on the subject. 

STEAM TURBlXE ENGINEERING. By T. Ste
vens and H. M. H obart. New York : 
The Macmillan Company, 1 9 0 6 .  8vo. ; 
pp. 8 1 4 ; 5 1 6  illustrations. Price, 
$ 6 . 5 0 .  

Messrs. S tevens a n d  Hobart' s book is un-Furnace for Amateur "s Use.-'rhe utilIzation of ItO volt 
electric circuitR for small furnace work. By N. Monroe 
Hopkins. 1'hi. valuable article is accompanied by de- doubtedly the outcome of a vast amount of 
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or by any bookseller or newsdealer. ered from all sources in Emope and America. 
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gas we call Prest·O·Lite, 

have to do when you need 
the key of the supply 
match to the burner 

You have light! 

0 0 0 0  
Prest-OoLite tank 

large lamps for forty hours-a 
tank two lamps for seventy hours. When 
tank is empty, all you have to do is take 
to any of our 400 Supply Stat ions, (you will 
find one in every important city of the United 
States) pay the cost of reoharging and get 
a new tank filled and ready for instant use. 
Five minutes is t ime enough to detach an 
empty tank and replace it with a full one. 

0 0 0 0  
Write for our book "Ready Made Gas 

for Auto Lights" and read how and why 
Prest-O-Lite is the most economical, safe, 
cOhvenient and dependable light ever in
vented fo'r use while traveling. 

0 0 0 0  
We gladly forward a copy of our book 

postpaid by return mail upon receipt of your 
request-letter or post card. Address 

T H E  PREST . O . LITE 
Dept. · 32:S 
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invention is probably patentable. Communica,.. 
tions strictly,confldentmJ. HANDBOOK on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munll & Co. refJeive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

$titntifi( Jlmtritan. 
A bandsomely lIlustrated weekly. I,a.r."est cir
culation of any scientifiC journal. 'l'erms, $3 a 
year : four montbs, $1. Sold b:r all newsdealers. 

MUNN & CO.36 1 Broadway, New York 
Brltncb Office. 626 I' St .. WasbIngton. D. C. 

A large part of tbis information, in addition 
to bei'1g tabnlated, has been p lotted in cmves. 
Besides the extraordinarily comp lete collection 
of statistics given, the authors have also pro

vided many i l lustrations showing the destruc

tive characteristics of the different lcading 

types of t u rbines. The whole is  elaborated by 

clearly-written and comprehensive text. 

A SCHEME FOR THE PROMOTION OF SCIEN
TIFIC RESEARCH. By Walter B. Priest. 
London : Stevens- & Sons, Ltd.,  1905.  
8vo. ; pp.  62 .  

I t  is t h e  object o f  t h e  author to submit for 

consideration p roposed legislative provisions, 

incorporating means whereby incentives means 

to scientific research may he made operative 

by the agency of law in those directions 

wherein the prosecution of such resea rch may 

lead to results of general utility. Th e plan is 

quite an e laborate one. 

MODERN LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING WITH 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. By Calvin 
F. Swingle, M.E. Chicago : Frederick 
J. Drake & Co., 1 9 0 5 .  16mo. ; pp. 630.  
Price, $3 .  

T h i s  handsomely gotten-up pocket-book is a 
p lain, practical treatise on the construction, 

care, and management of modern locomotives. 

Boiler construction as applied t o  l ocomotives 

i s  dealt with in detail .  Al l the leading types 

of valves and valve gea r are fully described. 

Valve setting i s  i l lustrated in all its details .  

An entire chapter is devoted to the study of 

the indicator and its app l ica tion to the loco

motive. Compound locomotives receive special 

attention. Locomotive equipments, including 

electric beadlights and mechanical stokers, are 
not forgotten. Particular attention i s  given to 
the important subj ect of breakdowns and what 

to do in case of emergency. 'rhe air brake is 

fully described. The book is admirably illus

trated, and is a distinct contribution to the 
s ubject. 

PRACTICAL GILDING, BRONZING, AND LAC
QUERING. By Frederick Scott-Mit
chell. London : The Trade Papers 
Publishing C ompany, Ltd., 1905.  
12mo. ; pp. 175.  

While there is a number of works in which 

the subject of gilding, bronzing, and lacquering 

is treated, there has up to the present time 

been no convenient and concise book treating 

this branch of the decorative art exclusively. " 

The book here discussed is largely based on 

writings in various publi cations, and is excel

lently edited by ' an expert on the subject, 

Frederick Scott-Mitchell ,  who has been asso

ciated with the painting and decorating trades 

for over a quarter of a c entury. 

THE PHANTO:M OF THE POLES.  By William 
Reed. New York : Walter S."" Rockey 
Company, 1906.  1 2mo. ; pp. 2 8 3 .  
Price, $1 .50.  

NAVAL POCKETBOOK. F'ounded by Sir W. 
Laird Clowes. Edited by Geof,frey S. 
Laird Clowes. London : W. ThaCker 
& Co., 1907.  Pocket edition. Pp. 9 6 5 .  
Price, $ 3 .  

LES TREMBLEl\fENTS D E  TERRE. Leur Orig
ine Electrique Possible. Les Tremble
ments de Terre au Perou. Par Emile 
Guarini. Paris : H .  Dunod et E. 
Pinat, 1 9 0 6 .  Pp. 2 6 .  Price, 50 cents. 

POOR'S RAILROAD MANUAL ApPENDIX AND 
DIARY. Special E dition, 1906.  12mo. ; 
pp. 284:  

THE I NFINITY OF 'l'HE STARRY UNIVERSE. 
B y  John Lowry Adams. Sydney : 
Turner & Henderson, 1906.  8vo. ; 
pp.  3 9 ,  4 plates, 2 diagrams. 

THE MILKY WAY. The S olution of the 
Problem of the Milky Way, Showing 
it to be a Special Shadow Effect. 
B y  John Lowry Adams. Sydney : 
Turner & Henderson, 1906. 8vo. ; 
PP. 44, 12 _ figures. 
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Co. and prices. Dept.B. i ••• i���� .. ��������lIitJ'M:ound Pity ,Dishwasher Co., Dept. 628. St.Louis,Mo. 

STEAM USERS 

lalnfiow packIng 
The original and only genuine 

red sheet packing. 
The only effective and most 

economical flange packing In ex
istence. 

Can't blow Rainbow out. 

am 
, Bew�re' �f imit�tions. 

Look for the trade mark-the 
word Rainbow in a diamond in 
black, three rows of which extend 
the full len!!:th of each roll. 

Manufactured exclusively by 
PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO. 

16 Warren St., New Yor� 

sees only at 
nillht, but it's, more· than 

the average autoist can say. 
The ;;OLAR light covers both 

tbe distance and also rigbt up in 
front of tbe car. 

Other constructions go to one ex .. 
treme or to the other-you get light 
so far ahead tbat you lose the loca .. 
tion of the obstruction bv the time 
you reach it .. Or you can �t lJenetrate 
the darkness far enough ahead to 
dodge trouble when you meet it. 
This combination of flnely 

ground mirror lens and front 
reflector gives more light 

with less flicker tha!l . YOU 
can get in p_DY otberwuy. 

WE MANUFACTURE tHE MOTOR COMPLETE 
AND GUARANTEE EVERY MOTOR WE MAKE 

t� H.P., $33.t5. EngiJieonly 
3 H. P. will develop 4 H. P., $44.00. E;nglne only 

For stationary power purpOses, we equip these-engines with the Auto 

':a��f�f'o� ���i��r
��n:� f����;�r ;�r��;�::U� one of the most 

'Write for Catalog describing Auto-Marine Motors 
, to 20 H. P. and Auto Adjustable Governor. 

DETROIT AUTO�nAIUNE CO. 
7S E. Congress St., Detroit, Mich. 

F. G. H¥h'; ��;���;t�:r
a
��r

p
�f�et, New York 

The only builders of Auto-Marine Engines 
in'the World 

���t��n
.fogJ�. 0 

urJhrS ��
ti

��: 
cloth· bound Tool Catalogne 
No. 22 tells you all you need 
to know about every tool made 
with_, illustrations· of each- It 
;�lh��:���o�Vh��h ;do'tre

:�ln�t 
b!\Ck from the, first $10.00 pur
chase you make trom us. Write 
for It to-day_ 

MONTGOMERY & CO. 

�_-,-____ lO
_
S
, 

Pul ton 5t, N_ Y. City 

TELLS THE TRUTH 
}3ecause th� Mechanical Principles 
used 'in its' construction are 'correct. 

,AbSOlutely Accurate. All Speeds. 
Pointer A lways Steady. 

. Combines TrlpandSeu�on Odometer 
FREE BOOKLET� 

R. H. SMIT H MFG. CO. 
Spl'inll"field, Mass. 

CASOLINE ENCINE EXCHANCE 
SELL AND EXCHANGE NEW AND SECOND·HAND 

AUTOMOBILE G 1- E -AND MARINE GSO IDe , ,nglDes 
marfe� ::I�e:,e

l';O �f.'f��f:�.�':.��!nd���;� e��y�:�g:� �!�-:r.in�:rc� 
tor CaSalogne. Lowest Prices. Largest Assortment in America. 

GASOLINE ENGINE EXCHANGE, 842 S. 18th St .. St. Llnlis, ,Mo. 

� TI1E "BE S T nLICffT --
Produces a powerful, white, steady light, brighter 

than electricity 01' acetylene. cheaper than kerosene 
and absolutely safe. t 

Makes and burns its own gal at a cost of 2c per week. 
No Grease. No Smoke. No Dirt. No Odor 

Over 100 differen' styles-every lamp warranted. " 

m. B.ST UGe:�.t!:.�n'.d. �;i:' �� ���.I Oklo. 

Making Dust 
on a Hill 

Every motorist knows 
that to ., spurt" up a 

long hill requires a tre", 
mendous amount of re� 
serve 
reach 

energy; that to 
and sustain high 

speed under such condi", 

tions an engine must be 
capable of developi ng 

great power • .• These qual

ifica tions have 
made the 

famous 
, not o nly as a 

hill-climber but as a car 
always to be depended upon, no 
matter how severe the service. 

And with it an the cost of 
maintenance is so low that a 
small allowance for fuel and 
lubrication p ractically covers the 
season's outlay. 

Your n earest d.ealer (his address 
will be furnisheduponapplica. 
tion) is waiting for an oppor-

to tell more about the 
let us 

Model K, 10 h. p. RUDabout., $7 r.o. 
Mod;el�, Ligh t Tourmg Cn lshown abo.ve), $950.. 
ModeJH, 30 h . p. Touring Car, $2,500. 
AU priMs f. o. b. Detroit • . .Lamps not iDeltided. 

Cadillac Motor Car Co., 
Detroit, Mich. 

l'tember A. L. A.l't. 

TO FI 
The ORIGII!IAL.nd ONLY GENUINI , 

ONKlINS 
SELF-FILLING PEN 

Simply dip In the Ink. press with the 
thumb, and the CONKLIN PEN Is 

'filled and ready for instant use. It is 
slmpJe,convenient, effiCient, with-no 
complex mechanism and nothing 
to get out 01 order. 

The elastic Ink reservoir is 
cOIp.pressed by the presser bar 
under the thumb. and,when rew 
'leased, instantly draws in the 
ink through the feed channel. at the point. The quickly ad
Justed lock:ring prevents Ink 
from being forced out again. Feeds 
regularly until the last drop oflnk 
In reservoir is used. Alwaysresponds 
without kick or balk. Cleans itself 
:�

t
����y as it is filled. FulJ� guar-

If your dealer does not handle 
theCON, KLINPEN,letusmake 
you our opec1.al Offer to Fountain 
Pen Users.· Full informa� 
tion, with Illustrated cata
logue, sent upon request. 
Sohl by dealers every. 
whet'e. 

rnE CONKLIN PEN CO •• 
514. 516. 518 Jellerson Ave •• 

Toledo. Ohio. 
93 Reade St., New York. 
1652 Curtis �t;, Denver. 
"14 Market St., San Francisco. 
tF.erl���tJ:e��esc.�t�iI 3� S�?:e�a:ll�!nle� 
Gilbert, 47 Market St., lJirelbourne, Aust. 

MENNEN'S 
BORATED TALCUM 

TOILET 
POWDER 

After Shaving. 
Insist that your barber use Mennen's 
Toilet Powder after he shaves you. 
It is Antiseptic, and will prevent any 
of the skin diseases often contracted. 

A positive relieffor Prlckl,. Heat, 
Chafing and SllDbnrn, andall afflictions of the skin. Removes 
all odor of perspiration. Get Jlennen's-the original. Sold 
everywhere, or mailed for �6 cents. Sample free. , 

GERHARD MENNEN ('-D., Newark.N.,J. 




